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ABSTRACT
The analysis and design of a triactive frame involves the 
generation of a large amount of information describing the 
structure, in the form of numerical data. The generation of the 
required data is time consuming and prone to error. The present 
work attempts to offer a convenient computer assisted method for 
automated data generation. Micro-Formian, the computer program 
written for this purpose, is based on the ideas of formex algebra, 
which have been expanded in order to make better use of the 
available technology.
The main features of Micro-Formian are its user-friendliness, 
its portability and its power in the generation of data. The user 
friendliness is achieved by an on-screen manual and a continuous 
dialogue with the user. The data generation procedures are based 
on the principles of formex algebra and the concept of geometric 
potential. The portability is achieved by using ANSI standard 
Pascal and by expressing all the hardware dependent variables in a 
parametric form.
The research is, in essence, an investigation into the 
philosophy behind computer aided structural analysis, whereby it 
examines the practicality of an interactive computing system for 
the automatic handling of structural design. A new technique 
related to mesh generation is implemented in an attempt to 
investigate the degree of optimization that can be achieved 
through a semi-automated procedure.
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Introduction
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1.1. An Overview of Computer Hardware and Software
1.1.1. Early Historical Development
The definition of a 'computer' given by the Webster's 
dictionary was changed in 1955 from 'one who performs a 
computation' to 'one or that which performs a computation'. The 
addition of the words 'or that which' reflected a change in the 
methods used for the manipulation of numbers. This change was 
later to have many a widespread and unexpected effect on man's 
way of life.
The rapid development of computers was partly a result of 
the military demands of World War II and partly a result of the 
continuing advance of electronics. This development transformed 
the physically huge machines of the post-war era to todays
machines, which have shrunk in size and price and grown in 
computing power.
From ancient times, methods have been developed which have 
aimed to mechanize or automate the processes of arithmetic. One 
of the oldest devices that is still in use today is the abacus, It 
can be regarded, like the wheel, as one of the outstanding 
success stories of all times, it is cheap to manufacture and has 
been in use for more than three thousand years.
Arithmetic became easier through the introduction of the
arabic numerals at around 1000 AD. In 1614 the Scottish 
mathematician John Napier published his tables of logarithms and 
in 1621 the Englishman William Oughtred invented the slide-rule, 
which was only recently replaced by the electronic calculator. 
The first mechanical calculating machine using wheels and gears 
was introduced by the French mathematician Blaise Pascal in 1642. 
An improved version capable of performing not only addition and 
subtraction but also multiplication and division was introduced 
by Gottfried Leibniz in 1671 [3],
The need for storage of information for control purposes and 
repeated calculations led to the invention of punched cards.
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They were first used in 1725 to achieve the automatic weaving of 
patterns in the French silk industry. Hollerith's name is 
associated with punched cards as he was the first to supply a 
tabulating machine to the U.S. Census in 1890 with data stored on 
punched cards.
Although mechanical calculators and tabulators were 
extremely useful machines, they were not to be regarded as 
computers because a computer must be 'programmable', that is, 
capable of carrying out a set of arithmetic operations without 
human intervention and also store and manipulate a program and 
data whenever required. The first person to come up with a design 
of such an automated machine was Charles Babbage in England about 
1822. Babbage called his machine the 'analytical engine' and it 
can be seen as the first genuine digital computer. It consisted 
of an arithmetic unit (central processor), memory intended to 
store 1000 decimal numbers with up to 50 digits, punched cards 
for input and output, a printer unit and card controlled programs 
that allowed iterations and conditional branching. This machine 
was unfortunately never built, partly because of Babbage's strive 
for perfection and partly because of the limitations of 
mechanical engineering of the day.
It was about one hundred years later that the idea of a 
machine performing automatic calculations was realized. The vast 
amount of calculations needed to compile ballistic tables for 
shells and bombs combined with the progress in electrical 
engineering and electronics resulted in the first general and 
special purpose operational machines. Such machines were built in 
Germany, U.S.A. and Gr. Britain [3].
In Germany most of the work was carried out by Konrad Zuse. 
The first operational computer was the Z1 in 1936, a mechanical 
floating point binary computer controlled by a program tape. The 
Z1 and its successor, the Z2, were made up of second hand 
telephone relays. The model Z3 followed in 1939. This was 
financed by the German Aeronautical Research Institute and was 
used for the design of airplane wings. The program was stored on 
punched tape with eight bits for each instruction. The relay 
memory could store 64 words with a length of 22 bits. Input was
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via a keyboard whilst output was via a lamp display panel. A 
total of 2600 relays were used in its construction.
At the same time in the United States four groups were
working on the development of computers. One group, at Bell 
laboratories, investigated relay machines like that of Zuse. At 
Harvard University work was carried out on the development of 
Mark I or ASCC. At the Moore School of Electrical Engineering at 
the University of Pennsylvania the first general purpose computer 
was under construction. Finally another group worked at the 
headquarters of IBM.
The extensive experience of Bell's engineers in telephone 
switching networks resulted in the design of a series of
successful special purpose machines. These machines were the 
first to offer remote access, via teletypewriters, to users 
(1940) and were used mainly to aid in the design of anti-aircraft 
control equipment.
During the same period the Mark I or ASCC, standing for 
Automatic Sequence Control Calculator, was designed by the
University staff at Harvard University with the financial and
technical support of IBM. Its principal designer was Howard 
Aiken. The machine was relay based and largely mechanical with 
electrically driven shafts, gears, chains and wheels. It was 
first demonstrated in January 1943 and remained in use until 
1959. Like most of the machines of this era, it was huge with a 
length over 50 feet and a height of 8 feet. The program was 
presented on a 24 hole paper tape and output was via punched 
cards and two electric typewriters.
After this project IBM continued with the design of SSEC, 
the Selective Sequence Electronic Calculator, which took from 
1945 to 1948 to be built. The SSEC helped IBM to move from the 
wheels of ASCC to the electronic valves of the future.
The title of being the first general-purpose electronic 
computer belongs to the Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
Calculator (ENIAC) built by J.Mauchly at the Moore School of 
Electrical Engineering. ENIAC was another monster. It took three 
years to be constructed (from 1943 to 1946), contained 1500 
relays, 19000 valves and 70000 resistors and used from 150 to 200
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Kilowatts. Some stories claim that the lights of Pennsylvania 
dimmed when it was switched on. ENIAC was one thousand times 
faster than the relay based machines of its time and proved to be 
reliable, thanks to the careful circuit design by Eckert and to 
the fact that it was operating well below the rated values of its 
components. It remained in service until 1955.
The major drawback of ENIAC stemmed from its unfavorable 
programming process. This consisted of unplugging a large number 
of wired connections and rewiring part of the machine. The answer 
to this problem was intended to be overcome by its successor 
EDVAC. The research carried out on the development of EDVAC, 
which was never built, resulted in UNIVAC I (Universal Automatic 
Computer), the first commercial success of the company set up by 
Eckert and Mauchly.
While all of this was taking place in the States, in Gr. 
Britain a special purpose electromechanical machine with relays 
and 60 valves was being built in 1942. After its completion it 
was installed at Bletchey and used by the Royal Navy's Women 
Operators for code-breaking. Further development at Bletchey 
under the supervision of M.H.A.Newman, a Cambridge mathematician, 
resulted in the design of Colossus Mark I. This machine was
completed in 1943 and used 1500 triode valves. Photoelectric 
paper tape readers operating at 5000 characters per second were 
used for input while electric typewriters operating at 15 letters 
per second were used for output. At Manchester University,
Professor F.C.Williams developed the CRT electrostatic storage 
system to provide the first practical electrostatic random access 
store for computers. A small prototype was built and used to test
the Williams tube memory. This was claimed to be the first stored
program although in truth EDSAC was the first practical example.
EDSAC was built at Cambridge University and used mercury 
acoustic delay lines for storage. The first program was run in 
May 1949. It was also the first computer with a wired set of 
initial instructions, a sort of elementary operating system. 
Birkbeck College in London and Manchester University, also played 
an important role in the early use of the magnetic drum memory.
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1.1.2. The Computer Industry
Almost immediately after the computer industry began to 
expand, computer manufacturers started to categorize their 
machines into generations. The first generation of computers were 
built with approximately 1000 valves and 50000 diodes. The 
available peripherals included teletypewriters, punched cards, 
paper tape, lamp displays and, with UNIVAC I, magnetic tapes. 
Delay lines, the Williams tube and, after 1953, the magnetic core 
random access memory were used as memory systems. Program 
interrupts were introduced by UNIVAC and internal buffering 
allowed the development of multi-user time-sharing systems.
The second generation of machines was the transistor based 
generation. The transistor was invented in 1948 by J.Bardeen, 
W.H.Brattain and W.B.Shockley, who were jointly awarded the Nobel 
prize for Physics in 1956. Transistors promised faster switching 
with much smaller size, lower power requirements and very little 
heat dissipation. This generation is marked by the appearance of 
the concept of 'compatible computers' as far as instruction sets 
and addressing schemes are concerned. The reason that enforced 
this computer compatibility was the reduction of the cost of the 
design and development of the software for the different machines 
produced by a company.
The next generation of computers, the third, depended on the 
next generation of components, the integrated circuit. The 
computers of this generation were much stronger and had a greater 
degree of standardization. The IBM System / 360 introduced in 
1964 is an outstanding example of this generation. The 
calculating speeds between the different processors of this 
family ranged from 33000 to more than 2.5 million fixed-point 
instructions per second (a great improvement over the 5000 
additions per second of ENIAC) . The use of the integrated 
circuits, which allowed approximately twenty gates on a single 
chip, made machines cheaper and easier to manufacture through 
simplification of the circuity.
The fourth generation, the main frames used today, are 
constructed from large scale integrated circuits. They employ
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semiconductor memory and are equipped with individual processors 
to control the activities of peripherals along with operating 
systems supporting time-sharing.
1.1.3. Minicomputers and Microprocessors
The term 'Minicomputer' first appeared in 1968 and its 
definition was open to many interpretations. It began as an 
indication of small size, short word length, limited software 
support and low price and eventually resulted in a general system 
component to be treated as a building block. Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) claims to have built the first true 
minicomputer with the model PDP-8. A whole family of PDP-8 
instruction set compatible machines was developed as a result of 
constantly changing technology, including the introduction, in 
1978, of the Intersil LSI processor on a chip. By 1978, 40000
computers of the PDP-8 family had been manufactured. Other 
companies such as Hewlett Packard, Texas Instruments and 
Honeywell also brought out minis.
Miniaturization of electronics resulted in the appearance of 
the microprocessor. The first microprocessor was launched by 
Integrated Electronics Corporation (Intel) in 1971. It was 
patented in June 1974 and used P-channel silicon gate MGS 
technology. This first microprocessor was called the 4004, 
contained 2250 transistors, measured 3 by 4 mm and with the 
addition of three other chips it was offered as a microcomputer 
system kit. The 8080 followed in 1974, an 8-bit microprocessor 
employing 5000 transistors with a cycle time of 2/1000 of a 
second and the ability to address 65 Kbytes.
The developments in semiconductor technology led to more 
circuity being placed onto one chip of silicon until, with the 
Intel 8048, the single chip microcomputer was born. R.Noyce wrote 
in 1977 that 'Todays microcomputer at a cost of perhaps $300, has 
more computing power than the first large electronic computer, 
ENIAC. It is 20 times faster, has a larger memory, is thousand
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times more reliable, consumes the power of a light bulb rather 
than that of a locomotive, occupies 1/30000 of the volume, costs 
1/10000 as much. It is available by mail order or at your hobby 
shop'.
Microprocessors themselves developed in three directions. At 
one extreme they became more advanced resulting in single board 
computers. There were also simplified versions for use in 
microelectronic applications, where great versatility was not 
required such as cameras, cash registers or electronic scales. 
The third direction is known as the bit / slice method, where the 
chip was not a complete system but part of a central processor.
The development of microprocessors and integrated circuits 
encouraged the development of 'clever' peripherals. Such 
peripherals are today's high performance graphics video display 
units (VDU) with their own memory and graphics processors. For 
example the Enhanced Graphics adaptor used by the IBM family of 
personal computers comes on a board installed with 256 Kbytes of 
memory. Other peripherals are the printers of today. These are 
capable of storing data into their buffer for later controlled 
processing. Most printers contain letter fonts loaded into ROM 
(Read Only Memory) and allow the user to create custom fonts which 
must be downloaded into the printer's RAM (Random Access Memory) 
before being used. Finally they can be driven by suitable software 
in graphics mode producing graphic images of considerable quality, 
especially in the case of laser printers. Digital plotters are 
another example of peripheral with built-in processors and 
graphics languages. One of the most widely used languages which 
has tended to become an acceptable standard is the Hewlett Packard 
Graphics Language (often referred to as HPGL) [17, 19]. The result 
of the use of these languages is that if a line is to be plotted 
the only data that has to be sent to the plotter from the host 
computer is the character string corresponding to the command 
'draw line' and the coordinates of the two end points. This 
substantially reduces the load on the host computer as there is no 
need to send an individual set of instructions for each point of 
the line. Consequently, the time required for the communication 
between the computer and the device is reduced thus enabling an
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increase in the number and variety of tasks that can be 
undertaken.
Finally microprocessor based systems became available. These 
microcomputers can be used as either stand alone systems such as 
the Apple lie, Apple Macintosh or the IBM PC family, or as 
terminals connected to a main frame or minicomputer through a 
communication port. The IBM PC family microcomputers are built 
around the Intel microprocessor 8088 running at 4.77 MHz or the 
80286 microprocessor at 8 MHz and use the Disk Operating System 
developed by Microsoft in 1980 (MS-DOS or PC-DOS - the version 
patented by IBM).
1.1.4 Software Development
The development of hardware seems to have taken place at a 
faster pace than the development of software. This is partly 
because hardware performance depends on the understanding of the 
behaviour of materials and the availability of manufacturing 
techniques. On the other hand the concepts of computer programming 
had been conceptually laid down a long time before the appearance 
of the first operational computer. The method of breaking down a 
complex problem to simple steps was first implemented by the 
French-Revolution engineer M.R.Prony for calculating mathematical 
tables. Finally the serial architecture of today's computers was 
set down in the forties by people such as Professor M.H.A.Newman 
of Manchester University.
System software started developing in the fifties after the 
appearance of the first time-sharing systems. These systems made 
computers accessible to a larger number of users thus increasing 
the need for custom made software. Up to that time, programming a 
computer necessitated having a deep knowledge of the hardware and 
associated machine language. This resulted in programs that were 
not transportable from one system to another. Portability reasons 
forced manufacturers to make their computers compatible as much as 
possible with their predecessors resulting in the appearance of 
compatible computer families. But despite this development the 
number of people capable of programming in machine code was still
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severely limited to professional programmers. As more and more 
people began to use computers the need for a symbolic programming 
language grew.
At the same time the experience gained in designing 
operating systems with internal optimization and buffering 
capabilities resulted in operating systems in which the process 
of loading a piece of code into a particular portion of memory, 
executing it and controlling the various input and output devices 
was more or less transparent to the user and catered for by the 
system itself. This resulted in attracting even more 'amateur' 
programmers.
1.1.5 Proaamminq Languages
Symbolic programming languages are the means of 
communicating between a computer and the programmer. Once again, 
problems arose with standardization of the languages developed
for different systems. The first major high level language to be 
suggested was FORTRAN (standing for FORmula TRANslation). 
Although its development took longer than expected and made many 
people think that it would never be completed, Fortran has become 
a widespread programming language. Today it is considered by many 
as old-fashioned but the amount of time and money spent on the 
development of programs written in Fortran makes it an 
indispensable language. Development and improvements have been
added to Fortran resulting in a series of versions from Fortran 
II and Fortran IV to Fortran 77.
Another language developed in 1958 is ALGOL (standing for 
ALGOrithmic Language). This was the first language designed by an 
international committee and was the first to use a block 
structure. A year later a meeting of computer users and 
manufacturers in the U.S. Pentagon resulted in a new language. 
This was COBOL (standing for COmmon Business Oriented Language),
In 1965 at Dartmouth College, J.G.Keremy and T.E.Kurtz 
developed a simple language to aid students in teaching of
computer programming. This language was referred to as BASIC, 
standing for Beginner's All Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.
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Towards the end of the sixties Niklaus Wirth designed 
PASCAL, a new programming language named after the famous French 
mathematician. Pascal aimed to be an improvement over Algol but 
at the same time it remained simple, robust and practical. 
Finally in the late seventies the C programming language was 
developed by Dennis Ritchie on a DEC PDP-11 machine using the 
UNIX operating system. Both Pascal and C are languages suitable 
for the development of software systems as they offer a great 
variety of built-in and user defined data structures and 
conditional branching constructs. Sometimes C, often used for 
writing compilers and operating systems, is referred to as a 
medium level language as it combines the properties of a higher 
level language with the power of an assembler.
1.2. Computers and Civil Engineering
1.2.1. The Impact of the Computer
In the fields of Civil and Structural Engineering the use of 
the computer gave rise to the development of new techniques for 
solving many problems. In most cases the theoretical approach to 
the problem was established a long time before the appearance of 
the computer and the method or methods suggested were based on 
matrix algebra, thus involving matrix operations such as the 
inversion of huge matrices or the calculation of eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. The number of calculations involved in such methods 
rendered the practical application of them impossible before the 
advent of the computer.
The development of virtual memory systems that are able to 
automatically store large arrays partly in memory and partly on 
disk and the appearance of reliable Fortran compilers enabled 
engineers to tackle such problems. Typical examples include 
problems of stress distribution, liquid flow and heat transfer 
that can be solved by the use of the finite element method. As a 
result of this , numerical methods were developed in an attempt 
to make the best use of the computer.
In addition to its function of solving complex structural
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systems, the computer is used in the design office to do the
routine jobs that require the repetition of lengthy calculations 
such as the design of columns and beams, The availability of 
relatively inexpensive graphics displays and digital plotters 
made the use of the computer an alternative to the old fashioned 
draughting teams, especially after the appearance of CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) drafting programs that could handle a 
variety of tasks including bills of materials and budgets [4,5].
Finally the availability of inexpensive and easy to use
compilers / linkers for microprocessor based systems combined 
with suitable computer literature allowed more engineers to enter 
the field of computer programming by writing small programs that, 
although not complex and big enough to attract commercial 
software houses, still helped to reduce the work load in the
design office.
1.2.2. The Development of Design Methods
The principles of the process of designing a structure have 
not changed through the years. An engineer faced with the task of 
designing a structure must find a suitable mathematical model. 
Once this model has been established the available methods of 
analysis can be applied in order to obtain the response of the 
model to various applied external effects such as forces and 
settlements. The results of the analyses are then used for the 
design of the individual parts of the structure. Although the 
process principally remains the same, the advent of the computer 
has affected the choice , the complexity and the size of the 
model and the methods for the solution of the resulting systems 
of simultaneous equations.
In the past, the main emphasis was placed on the choice of a 
suitable model. Methods exploiting the properties of symmetry 
inherent in a structure when combined with symmetric or 
antisymmetric loads and the method of superposition were used to 
limit the analysis to a small portion of the whole structure. In 
many cases where the problem was still too complicated or 
involved too many calculations by hand, the solution was achieved
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through analogies. That is, parts or the whole of the structure 
were treated as simpler structures whose behavior under the 
given loading conditions were known. Graphical methods based on 
analytical and projectional geometry were used for the 
calculation of the forces in trusses or earth retaining 
structures. Finally, the result of the research carried out at 
Universities and research institutes resulted in a collection of 
tables and graphs that could be used by practicing engineers in 
an effort to reduce the time needed for the evaluation of complex 
formulae during the design process.
Many of the early computer programs that became available 
tended to emulate the algorithms used for hand calculations. 
Although that was an improvement over the past, it was soon 
realized that new techniques had to be employed. The first 
programs were written in machine code and were limited by the 
hardware. At that time the main problem of programmers was to 
overcome the limitations imposed by the hardware and therefore no 
attention was paid to the methods used for the input of the data 
and the output of the results.
In the sixties the development of computers, the decrease of 
their price and the availability of symbolic programming 
languages enabled more people to be involved in computer 
programming. Although the use of high level languages, such as 
Fortran, does not always make the best use of the system's 
resources, development of programs is guaranteed to be more 
economical as such languages are in general machine independent 
and therefore routines written by programmers for different 
systems can be easily transported.
The sixties were marked by the appearance of 'STRESS' 
(standing for Structural Engineer Systems Solver), developed at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. STRESS was written by 
a research team mainly in Fortran IV. It used its own virtual 
memory system written in machine code and was the best available 
package for many years to come. Versions of the program are still 
available including STRESS3, a version for an IBM PC, which 
includes interactive computer graphics for the visual check of 
the data describing F.E. models.
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Since then many Finite Element analysis programs have 
appeared. The list of such programs is extensive and includes 
programs such as STRESS, LUSAS (London University Structural 
Analysis System), ANSYS (Strucom Ltd), PATRAN, XTAB, STAAD II, 
ABAQUS and SCADA.
The appearance of all these packages highlighted another 
problem. In the past most attention was given to the solution 
phase. This was natural, as the problems considered were so small 
that the preparation of data and the interpretation of the 
results of the analyses were relatively easy. As more compact and 
sophisticated methods were developed for the solution phase, the 
size of the problems tackled by these programs increased. A 
similar increase was experienced in the amount of data that had 
to be prepared. Also, the increased number of results had to be 
fed into other secondary programs that would carry out the design 
of the individual members and, for example, in the case of 
concrete structures draw the force and moment diagrams along with 
the corresponding required steel reinforcement. Most developers 
of commercial programs realized the difficulty of effective 
preparation and handling of data and tried to solve this problem 
by introducing various data generation techniques.
1.2.3 Techniques of Data Generation
The present work deals with the generation of data for space 
structures and so the techniques presented will be mainly 
suitable for space structures. The difficulty of generating data 
for space structures is partly the result of the amount of data 
that has to be generated and checked, and partly the result of 
the complexity of the configurations.
Before the appearance of interactive operating systems the 
data had to be supplied to the computer program through either 
punched cards or a disk data file that was prepared manually. The 
inefficiency of such methods immediately becomes apparent on 
close examination of data such as those describing the 
connectivity of elements or the nodal coordinates. In addition, 
it is very difficult to trace any errors in a batch environment.
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The only real method available if the results seem to be dubious 
is a careful check of all the data. In many cases two or three 
runs of the program are required before an error free set of data 
is obtained.
The next advance was to write small programs that made use 
of the special characteristics of the structure to be analyzed 
and generated the required data. The speed at which the data was 
generated and the fact that the data was guaranteed to be error 
free, made up for the time spent on the development and debugging 
of these small programs.
A deeper understanding of more advanced data generation 
techniques requires a knowledge of the steps involved in the 
process of analysis and design of a space structure. The steps 
involved are ;
(1) Choose the type of structure to be used. In many cases 
this is a result of the material specification.
(2) Define the configuration and the portion of the 
structure that is to be used for the analysis.
(3) Choose the units to be used throughout the analysis.
(4) Produce a drawing of the portion to be analyzed.
(5) Determine a suitable node numbering scheme for 
minimization of either the bandwidth or the frontwidth.
(6) Define the position and the magnitude of the external 
loads.
(7) Determine the supports and constraints to be used.
(8) Using steps (4) to (7) generate the required data.
(9) Make a suitable estimation of the cross sections of the 
members..
(10) Check the data manually or using a suitable 
pre-processor.
(11) Submit the data to the analysis program.
(12) If errors are detected correct the data.
(13) Proceed to the design of each individual member. If the 
cross sections of some members prove to be inadequate return to 
step (9), make the appropriate alterations and repeat steps (10) 
to (13).
The data generation techniques available in many finite
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element programs adopt the following two approaches. In both 
cases, steps (1) through (9) excluding (8) are required. The 
program generates the data with some help from the user and 
reports possible 'estimated' errors, thus replacing steps (8) and
(10). If the data preparation phase is completed without any 
errors the data is automatically submitted to the analysis 
program. The most advanced pre-processors do not require a 
'suitable node numbering scheme' as the nodes are renumbered and 
the elements are rearranged before submission to the analysis 
program.
The first approach consists of the creation of a 
job-file. A job-file is in most cases a standard ASCII text file 
containing a series of segments. Each segment starts with a 
header. This is a sequence of control characters followed by some 
text. Each header is followed by commands and their arguments, 
which in most cases are numerical data. Arguments are separated by 
', ' or spaces or other designated characters and comments can be 
inserted in order to make the job-file more readable. Finally the 
data segments can be inserted into the job-file in any order.
This approach is followed by programs such as LUSAS, 
SC AD A or XTAB. The commands available offer the generation of 
data by either explicitly defining each piece of information or 
using incremental generation in cases where a pattern is repeated 
within the structure. The following two examples generate the 
same numerical data. They are used here to illustrate the two 
methods as they are implemented by the LUSAS program :
The explicit description of data
NODE COORDINATES
1 0 10 0
2 10 10 0.0
3 20 l.OE+01 0
4 30 10 0
5 40 10 0
6 50 10 0
The first line is the header which informs the LUSAS 
program that the following data describes a set of nodes and
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their associated Cartesian coordinates. Each of the other six 
lines contains four numbers separated by one or more spaces, 
which correspond to the node number and x,y and z coordinates of 
each node.
The incremental generation of data 
NODE COORDINATES 
FIRST 1 0  10 0
INC 1 10 0 0 6
The first line serves the same purpose as above. The second line 
starts with 'FIRST' and instructs the program that a set of data 
which will be used as the basis for the generation will follow on 
the same line. The next line provides the increments that are 
used by the data generation mechanism in the same order as the 
data on which they will be applied. ' 1 ' is used to denote that 
the node numbers to be generated are obtained by adding one to
the node number of the previous step. Similarly '10' is used to
indicate that the x-coordinates of subsequent nodes are obtained 
by adding ten to the x-coordinate of the node generated during 
the previous step. The whole process can be regarded as a looping 
mechanism.
Thorough examination of the structure to be analyzed
can result in nested loops, thus considerably reducing the amount 
of data that has to be typed. The generating facilities cover the
generation of data describing the interconnection pattern, nodes,
external loads, supports, constraints, etc. It is possible to
generate data using a Cartesian coordinate system, or where more 
convenient, a polar, spherical or cylindrical coordinate system. 
It is also possible to specify the interconnection of elements or 
the nodal coordinates using absolute coordinates or coordinates 
relative to a specified node that has been previously defined. 
Finally it is possible to overwrite data. If an item is specified 
more than once the final entry is the one used for the analysis.
The second approach is adopted by programs such as 
PATRAN and ANSYS, the main difference being that the data file is
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created by the program itself and in general is a random access 
binary file containing the actual data rather than the 
instructions for the data generation. In some of these programs 
the user has to supply the required data through a set of 
questions posed by the program while in others, the user has to 
respond at the displayed prompt by typing a sequence of keywords 
and data following a set of syntax rules. In the latter case, 
this data is then interpreted by the built-in pre-processor and 
if it is an acceptable combination of command / arguments the 
corresponding data is generated and written to the file.
The aim of this thesis is to develop Micro-Formian, a 
stand alone program to perform the tasks of data generation. The 
system is based partially on the principles of formex algebra, 
the result of the efforts of a research team under the 
supervision of Dr H.Nooshin at the University of Surrey [28]. 
Formex algebra is the algebra of abstract configurations which 
encompasses the structures that are employed by structural 
engineers. The methods employed by the data generating systems 
described above constitute special cases of the numerous 
operations and functions of formex algebra.
The advantage of such a formex approach is that steps 
(4), (5) and to a lesser extent (6), (7), (8) and (10) of the
previously presented process of analysis and design of a space 
structure are no longer needed, so that the whole process is 
simplified to :
(1) Choose the type of structure and materials.
(2) Define the configuration and the portion of the 
structure that is to be used for the analysis.
(3) Choose the appropriate units.
(4) Use Micro-Formian to formulate the structure.
(5) Estimate the cross sections of the members.
(6) Submit the data to the analysis program and repeat steps
(4) to (6) if required.
In addition to the above ideas relating to data generation, a 
method based on the principle of geometric potential is developed 
for the generation of finite element meshes. The Micro-Formian
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system is available on an IBM PC, XT, AT or true compatible 
machine with a graphics adaptor. The current version generates 
data in core and therefore a minimum of 512 Kbytes of memory is 
required. The various graphics adaptors supported include the 
Colour Graphics Adaptor (CGA), the Enhanced Graphics Adaptor 
(EGA), the Video Graphics Array adaptor (VGA), the Hercules 
Monochrome adaptor, the Att and Zenith adaptors and' the PC3270 
adaptor. Although not compulsory, it is recommended to use a 
Microsoft compatible mouse in order to take advantage of the 
special mouse related features of the system. The Micro-Formian 
system supports HPGL compatible digital plotters [17, 19], FX-80 
compatible dot matrix printers [11, 26] and KYOCERA compatible
laser printers [24] as hardcopy devices. It is written entirely in 
Turbo Pascal, version 4.00 [7] and Turbo C, version 1.50 [8,9]. 
Both of these compilers are supplied by Borland International Ltd 
and conform with the proposed ANSI standards.
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C H A P T E R  2
Fo r m e x  Alg ebra
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2.1. An Overview of Formex Algebra
This chapter is an introduction to the concepts of formex 
algebra. The basic elements of formex algebra are presented 
through a set of illustrative examples. An attempt has been made 
to limit the material to the minimum amount required for the 
understanding of the basics of Micro-Formian. The more advanced 
features of formex algebra are presented in the next chapter. A 
reader interested in the theoretical aspects of these features is 
referred to the book on formex algebra ( Formex Configuration 
Processing in Structural Engineering ) by Dr H. Nooshin [28].
As can be inferred from the name, formex algebra, is a 
mathematical system. It provides a means for the representation 
and processing of 'configurations'. The word 'configuration' is 
used here to refer to a collection of abstract and / or physical 
objects. The main type of usage in the present work involves space 
structure configurations, but other types of configurations, such 
as electronic circuits, the molecular structures used in 
microbiology and chemistry or the crystal structures used in 
metallurgy, can also be dealt by formex algebra.
The principal application of formex algebra is in data 
generation. The formex approach to data generation is to represent 
the various pieces of information about the structure (such as the 
interconnection pattern, the nodal coordinates or the external 
loads), by one or more abstract entities referred to as 
'formices'. These entities can be used to represent the properties 
of the structural system, such as the details of the elements or 
the type and form of the loading.
To begin with, f ormices will be used to describe data 
associated with the interconnection pattern of a structural 
system. The use of f ormices in relation to other aspects of 
structural systems is more complicated and will be described 
after the presentation of the fundamentals of formex algebra.
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Fig. 2.1
Let us consider the configuration represented by Fig 2.1. 
This configuration could represent a flat grid, such as the deck 
of a bridge, in which case each line segment would denote a beam 
element. If this is the case, the configuration is made up from 
58 elements (beams) and Fig 2.2 shows the element numbers printed 
next to each beam element.
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On the other hand, this configuration could represent the 
finite element model of a slab. In this case, 24 quadrilateral 
finite elements are used and Fig 2.3 shows the configuration with 
the element numbers printed on each element. Similarly, one could 
consider the configuration of Fig.2.1 to represent a plane frame 
or the stiffened web of a steel beam.
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Nowy take the case, where the configuration shown in Fig.2.1 
represents a flat grid. To illustrate the manner in which the 
formex approach can be used for the generation of the data 
describing the interconnection pattern, consider the reference 
system shown in Fig.2.4. This reference system consists of two 
families of ^normat lines'. Each normat line is parallel to one 
of the two directions defined by the axes and is associated with 
a number. The intersections of the normat lines are referred to as 
'normat points' and are shown as crosses. Each normat point shown 
in Fig, 2.4 can be defined by two numbers. These two numbers are 
the numbers of the two normat lines whose intersection is the 
point under consideration. Such a reference system is referred to 
as a ' normat ' . There are several types of normats and the one 
just presented is referred to as the 'bifect normat'.
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A part of the normat superimposed on the bottom left hand 
corner portion of the grid is shown in Fig 2.5. A structural 
element such as element 1 can be described by the construct
[1/1; 2,1].
This specifies that the joint 1 is connected to joint 2. 
Here, joints 1 and 2 are represented by their "normat 
coordinates", where the normat coordinates of joint 1 in -the first 
and second directions are 1 and 1 and the normat coordinates of 
joint 2 are 2 and 1. The semicolon is used to separate the normat 
coordinates of joints 1 and 2 and denotes that an interrelation 
exists between them.
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In a similar fashion, element 2 can be represented by the 
construct
[1/1/ 1/2].
The two constructs used to represent elements 1 and 2 are 
examples of mathematical objects that are known as 'formices' 
(the plural of formex). A formex need not just represent a single 
member, for example the collection of members 1 and 2 can be 
represented by
{ [1 , 1; 2 , 1], [1 , 1; 1 , 2 ]}
In this case two curly brackets are used to enclose the 
constructs representing the two elements. The information for 
each element is enclosed in square brackets and a comma is used 
to separate the parts representing the different elements. Using
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the method of representation established above, one may describe 
individual elements and combinations of elements in terms of 
formices. For example
A1 = [1,1 
A2 = [1,1 
A3 « [2,1
2,1]
1,2]
2,2]
where the variables 'A1','A2' and 'A3' are used in the same 
manner as in matrix algebra to identify matrices.
The preceding examples represented two ended elements. 
Formex algebra can be used to represent elements having any 
number of nodes. For example consider the finite element mesh of 
Fig. 2.6. The quadrilateral element No 1 can be represented by 
the formex
A4 « [1,1; 2,1; 2,2; 1,2]
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Again the approach used is the same. Here, the element is 
connected to joints 1, 2, 3 and 4. Before describing the way that 
formices are manipulated by the operations and functions of formex 
algebra, it is essential to present some more definitions and
related terminology.
2.2. Basic Elements of Formex Algebra
2.2.1. Definitions
A formex is a mathematical entity that consists of an
arrangement of numbers. In describing the details of the concept 
of a formex the step by step approach is adopted, starting from 
the simplest type of formex and generalizing the concept in a
number of stages.
Uniple ; The simplest type of formex is a single number
(integer or real). A formex of this type is referred to as a
'uniple'.
Reglet : A sequence of one or more uniples is referred to as 
a 'reglet'. For example [1,2] or [1,2,3] are reglets.
Grade ; The number of uniples constituting a reglet is
referred to as the 'grade' of the reglet. For example [1] is a 
reglet of grade one, [1,2] is a reglet of grade two and [1,2,3] 
is a reglet of grade three.
Maniple : A sequence of one or more reglets of the same
grade is referred to as a 'maniple'. A semicolon is used to 
separate the reglets if there are more than one. For example 
[1,1], [1,1; 1,2] and [1,1; 1,2; 1,3] are maniples made up
from one, two and three reglets, respectively.
Plexitude : The number of reglets that constitute a maniple 
is referred to as the 'plexitude' of the maniple. Thus, [1] is a
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maniple of plexitude and grade one, whilst [1,1; 1,2; 1,3] is a 
maniple of the second grade with plexitude three.
Formex and Order ; A formex is defined as a sequence of zero 
or more maniples that are enclosed in curly brackets. The number 
of these maniples is referred to as the 'order' of the formex.
The 'empty formex' is defined as the formex with zero maniples 
and is represented by
{}
The order of the empty formex is zero but its grade is 
arbitrary. The term 'maniple' is an alternative name for a 
' formex of the first order'. Also, the term 'reglet' is an 
alternative name for a ' formex of the first order that consists 
of a maniple of the first plexitude' and the term 'uniple' is an 
alternative name for a ' formex of the first order that consists 
of a maniple of the first plexitude and grade'.
Special names are used to describe certain components of a 
formex. To elaborate, consider the formex
{M^  , , • . . , }■
Any of the maniples M , M , ..., M is referred to as a cantle of
 ^ t i lthe formex. Also, if the above formex is of the n grade then any
reglet of the n^^ grade that is contained in it, is referred to as
a signet of the formex. Thus, consider the formex
{ [1 , 1 , 2 ; 1 , 2 , 2 ], [ 2 , 2 , 2 ]}
Here,
[1,1,2; 1,2,2] and [2,2,2]
are both the cantles of the formex and
[1,1,2], [1,2,2] and [2,2,2]
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are the signets of the formex. Note that [2,2,2] is both a cantle
and a signet of the formex.
Orderate : The serial position number of a cantle in a
formex is referred to as the 'orderate' of the cantle. For 
example, the orderates of
[1,1,1; 2,2,2] and [22,33]
with respect to the formex
{[1,1,1; 2,2,2], [11,22], [1,2,2; 1,1,2], [22,33]} 
are 1 and 4, respectively .
Homogeneous and nonhomogeneous formices: A formex is said to
be 'homogeneous' if all its cantles are of the same plexitude. In
all other cases it is said to be 'nonhomogeneous'. For example
{ [1 , 1; 2 , 1 ], [2 , 1 ; 2 , 2], [2 , 2; 1 , 2], [1 , 2; 1 , 1 ]}
is a homogeneous formex of the second plexitude. A homogeneous
formex of the m^^ grade may be referred to as an 'm-plex' formex.
Ingot ; A homogeneous formex of the first plexitude is 
referred to as an 'ingot'. For example
{[1,1], [2,1], [2,2], [1,2]} 
is an ingot of the fourth order and second grade.
2.2.2. Equality of Formices
Two formices are said to have the same ' constitution ' 
provided they are of the same order and grade, and that every
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cantle in one has the same plexitude as the corresponding cantle 
in the other. For example, formices
{ [ 10 , 1 0 ; 2 0 , 1 0 ], [ 2 0 , 2 0 ], [20 , 2 0 ; 1 0 , 20 ]}
and
{[ 1 , 1; 2 , 1], [ 2 , 2], [ 2 , 2 ; 1 , 2]}
have the same constitution.
Two formices are said to be 'equal' provided that they are 
of the same constitution and that every uniple in one is equal to 
the corresponding uniple in the other. The conventional equality 
symbol is used to indicate the relationship of equality between 
two formices. For example
if {[i,j; k,l], [m,n]} = {[1,2; 3,4], [5,6]}
then it is implied that
i = l, j = 2, k = 3, 1 = 4, m = 5  and n = 6.
2.2.3. Variants of a Formex
Two formices are said to be 'variants' of each other 
provided that they are of the same constitution and that every 
cantle in one may be obtained from the corresponding cantle of 
the other by a rearrangement of the positions of its signets. Two 
equal formices are considered to be variants of each other. For 
example, if
FI = {[11,12; 21,22], [23,24]}
and
F2 = {[21,22; 11,12], [23,24]} 
then FI and F2 are variants of each other.
Prolate and nonprolate formices : A formex is said to be
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'prolate' provided that it contains cantles that are variants of 
one another. It is otherwise said to be 'nonprolate'. For example
{[1,4,2], [2,5,3], [3,6,4]}
is a nonprolate formex, but
{[1,4], [2,5; 2,3], [1,4], [3,6; 1,4], [2,3; 2,5]}
is a prolate formex since its first and third cantles are equal 
and the second and fifth cantles are variants of one another. A 
uniple, a reglet or a maniple and the empty formex are nonprolate.
2.2.4. Sequations of a Formex
Two formices are said to be sequations of each other 
provided that one may be obtained from the other by a 
rearrangement of the positions of its cantles. Two equal formices 
are considered to be sequations of each other.For example, if
FI = {[1,1; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2]]}and
F2 = {[2,1; 2,2], [1,1; 2,1]} 
then FI and F2 are sequations of each other.
2.2.5. Formex Composition
If FI and F2 are two formices of the same grade, then the 'composition' of FI and F2 is defined as a formex F that consists
of all the cantles of FI, appearing in the same order as in FI,
followed by all the cantles of F2, appearing in the same order as
in F2. This relationship is written as
F = FI # F2
where the symbol '#' is referred to as the 'duplus' symbol.
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To elaborate, consider the two formices 
FI = {[l',l; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2]}
and
F2 = {[2,2; 1,2], [1,2; 1,1]}
The formex F12, representing the composition of these two 
formices, is
F12 = FI # F2 = {[1,1; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,2],
[1,2; 1,1]}
2.2.6. Libra Notation
The ideas discussed so far, make possible the generation of 
a formex by either describing the configuration explicitly, or by 
creating a formex to represent each member and then composing the 
resulting formices. For example, a formex F which is given by
F = {[1,1; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,2], [1,2; 1,1]}
may be obtained as
F = FI # F2 # F3 # F4
where
FI = [1.1; 2,1],
F2 = [2,1; 2,2],
F3 = [2,2; 1,2] and
F4 = [1,2; 1,1].
This suggests an operation similar to the sigma summation in 
ordinary algebra :
E (X,) = x^ + +...+ x^ ,
1=  1
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where the sum of the x 's is calculated by replacing every 
occurrence of 'i' with 1,2, ... ,m.
The corresponding formex operation is referred to as the
'libra operation'. To elaborate, assume that a formex is given
in terms of an integer variable i. For example
F^  = [l,i; 2,2*i+l]
Now, let m and n be two integers. The construct
LIB(i = m,n)]F^  (a)
is a shorthand for writing a formex that is the result of
composition of a sequence of formices each of which is obtained 
by substituting a value for i in F^  The value of i is
determined by the values of m and n and will result in
or
F # F t F # # F if (m <= n),ra m +1 m+2 n ' '
F # F # F  ^ # F if (m > n) .m m -1 m-2 n ' '
The symbol '[' appearing in expression (a) is referred to as 
the 'rallus' symbol. Its role is similar to the role of
parentheses for the introduction of the independent variables of 
a function in ordinary algebra. Here, the independent variable is 
the formex F^. The integer 'i' is referred to as the 'libra 
variable'.
The libra notation can be seen as the equivalent to the 
incremental generators of the commercial preprocessors. However, 
it allows a greater flexibility as it does not restrict the
contents or the nature of the formex F^. In other words, F can
contain complex algebraic expressions of i, formex functions or
even other libra operators.
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2.3. Formex Plots, Retronorms and Retrocords
In the introduction to this chapter graphical representations 
have been used to illustrate the various constructs of formex 
algebra. The graphical representation of a formex is referred to 
as the 'plot' of that formex. The geometric transformation used to 
obtain a plot from the data described by a formex is of great 
importance in engineering applications as it can, for example, 
convert an abstract data structure into a usable set of nodal 
coordinates and corresponding interconnection pattern. As this 
work concentrates on the generation of data for space structures 
and other structural configurations, it is unlikely that formices 
of grade greater than three will be encountered. Therefore, the 
material that is presented in this section is applicable to these 
types of formices only.
The appearance of a formex plot depends upon the retrocord 
and the retronorm used. The retrocords control the line style used 
for the plotting of the various cantles and the symbol used to 
represent different signets of a formex. The retronorm controls 
the transformation of the uniples of a formex to the appropriate 
coordinates. The combination of a set of retrocords and a 
retronorm is referred to as the 'retrobasis'.
Finally, it must be noted that every given geometric 
configuration can be represented by a suitable formex.
2.3.1. Retrocords 
Consider the formex
E = {[1,1? 3,1], [3,1? 3,3], [3,3? 1,3], [1,3; 1,1],
[3,3; 2,4], [2,4; 1,3]}
The graphical representation of E, that is the plot of E, is 
shown in Fig. 2.7. Every signet [Ul,U2] of E is represented by
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a small circle whose centre is a point with a Cartesian 
coordinate (X,Y), where
X = U1 and Y = U2.
Each cantle of E is represented by the two small circles 
corresponding to its signets, a straight line joining the circles 
together with an arrow-head indicating the order of appearance of 
the signets in the cantle and a number giving the orderate of the 
cantle.
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The graphical entity representing a signet is referred to as 
a 'tenon'. For example, the small circles in Fig.2.7 are tenons. 
The centre of a tenon, that is, the point with respect to which 
the signet is mapped, is referred to as the 'pivot'. Finally, the 
part of the plot that represents a cantle of second or higher
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plexitude is referred to as a 'frond'. The manner in which tenons 
and fronds are represented is governed by pieces of information 
referred to as 'retrocords'. The choice of a circle to represent a 
tenon is a retrocord and so is the choice of a dotted line for a 
frond.
A particular manner of producing plots of formices, governed 
by a collection of retrocords, is referred to as a 'plotting 
style'. The properties of the structural configurations that are 
represented by formex algebra lead to the development of different 
plotting styles. The style used in the previous example is 
referred to as the 'radix' style.
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The second style is referred to as the 'natural' style and 
may be described in terms of the following retrocords
(1) The frond of an m-plex cantle, where m >~ 2, is
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obtained by using straight lines to connect the pivots 
relating to its signets in a sequential manner and if m >= 3 
then the pivots relating to the first and last signet 
are connected by a straight line.
(2) No special symbol is used for the representation of a 
tenon, except when the tenon represents a cantle in which
case a little solid circle is drawn.
(3) No indication regarding the order of appearance of the 
signets in the cantles is included.
(4) No indication of the order of appearance of the cantles 
in the formex is included.
(5) A segment of the plot that involves overlapping parts is
represented only once.
The plot shown in Fig. 2.8 is the plot of formex E using a 
natural plotting style.
The 'Zygmunt' plotting style, named after Professor Zygmunt 
S. Makowski, is used for the representation of multi-layer 
configurations. This style is the same as the natural plotting 
style with the addition of the following retrocords :
(1) Different line styles are used for the representation of 
members in different layers.
(2) Different symbols can be used for the representation of 
joints in different layers of a multi-layer configuration.
The plot shown in Fig. 2.9. is the Zygmunt plot of a formex 
representing a double layer grid. Here, a solid line is used for 
the members of the top layer, a chain-dot line for the members of 
the bottom layer and a dashed line for the diagonals.
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2.3.2. Retronorms
A 'retronorm' is a set of rules through which the signets of 
a formex are mapped into pivots of the plot. The three methods 
used to define a retronorm are the 'formal', the 'graphical' and 
the 'tabular' method.
A 'formal' retronorm is defined through a set of 
mathematical formulae and / or descriptive statements in a 
natural language. A 'graphical' retronorm is defined in terms of a 
graphical construction and a 'tabular' retronorm is in terms of a 
table.
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The rule used for the mapping of the signets of the formex 
shown in Fig. 2.10 is one of the simplest formal retronorms and 
is described by the equations 
X ^ U1 
y = U2.
If a different rule is used, for example
X = U1 + U2 -2 
Y = U2
then the plot of E would have the appearance of the configuration 
shown in Fig 2.11.
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If the uniples were mapped with respect to a polar coordinate 
system, for example by using
r = U1 
0 = U2 (7t/8)
then the plot of E would appear as shown in Fig 2.12.
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In general, a formal retronorm includes one or more 
coordinate equations,. The general form of a coordinate equation 
is.
Q = f(U^, U^,
where O is a coordinate and , U^, . .., U are the uniples of 
the signets of a formex. The entity 0 may be one of the 
coordinates X, Y,Z of a Cartesian coordinate system, one of the 
coordinates r, 0 of a polar coordinate system, one of the 
coordinates r, 0, Z of a cylindrical coordinate system, or one of 
the coordinates r, 0, 0 of a spherical coordinate system, ....
etc. The symbol f represents a mathematical function, subject to 
the condition that within the range of values of uniples of the 
formex, the entity
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may be uniquely determined as a real number. For example
n =(U, +
may be determined for all values of U1 and U2, but the equation
n = (U,+
is acceptable only if (U^  + U^) >=0 and Q is considered to be 
the positive square root of the expression.
Now, assume that a formal retronorm is given in terms of a 
set of coordinate equations. Instead of transforming the uniples 
of a formex, one can transform all the normat points that are 
within the range defined by the formex, and obtain a plot of 
them. This plot is referred to as a 'graphical' retronorm. Thus, 
the term 'normat' is an alternative name for a graphical 
retronorm.
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To illustrate a graphical retronorm consider the above 
formex E and the normat shown in Fig. 2.13. The plot of E is 
obtained by considering the position of the pivot corresponding to
the signet [U ,U ] to be the intersection of the U normat line th 1with the U normat line. The result is the plot shown in Fig.
2.14.
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using a
graph ica l re tro n o rm
d irec tio n  1
Fig. 2.14
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Let the following table represent all the possible pivots 
appearing in the signets of formex E.
Table 2.1
Ü2 1 2 3 4
U1
1 2.1/ 0.6 0.7/ 1.6 0.1/ 2.9 0.45/3.8
2 3.4/ 1.6 2.4/ 3.5 2.2/ 3.9 2.3/ 5.0
3 4.8/ 2.3 4.3/ 3.0 4.1/ 4.0 4.8/ 6.0
4 6.3/ 2.5 5.9/ 3.2 5.7/ 4.1 6.2/ 8.3
The plot of formex E can be obtained by substituting for the 
values of each uniple and in the table and then reading the 
position of each pivot.The plot of E using the above tabular 
retronorm is shown in Fig 2.15.
o
o  plot of a form ex  
using a
tabular retronorm
Fig. 2.15 
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2.3.2.1. Standard Retronorms
There are six categories of retronorm which relate to the 
most commonly used coordinate systems. These are the one, two or 
three dimensional Cartesian, polar,cylindrical and spherical 
coordinate systems.
The particulars of these retronorms in terms of the uniples 
of a typical signet
[Ui, Ug, Ug,..., U^3
are given below
(1) A 'unifect retronorm' relates to a one dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system, and has a coordinate equation 
of the form
X = f(U^, U^,  r UJ.
(2) A 'bifect retronorm', relates to a two dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system, having coordinate equations of 
the form
X = fl(U^, U^, ..., UJ,
Y - f2(U^, U^, ..., U^).
(3) A 'trifect retronorm', relates to a three dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system, having coordinate equations of 
the form
X = fl(Uj, U^, U^),
Y = f2(Uj, V^, U^)
and
= f3(üj, U^, U^).
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and
and
(4) A 'polar retronorm', relates to a polar coordinate
system and is defined by coordinate equations of the form
r = fl(U^, U^, ..., U^),
0 = f2(U^, Ug, ..., U^).
(5) A 'cylindrical retronorm' relates to a cylindrical
coordinate system and is defined by coordinate equations of 
the form
r - fl(U^, U^, ..., U^),
0 = f2(U^, Ug, ..., U^)
z = f3(U^, U^, ..., U^).
(6) A 'spherical retronorm', relates to a spherical
coordinate system and is defined by coordinate equations of 
the form
r — fl(U^, , •••/ U^),
0 = f2(U^, U^, ..., U^)
0 = f3(U^, U^, ..., UJ.
Certain special cases of the above retronorms are classified 
as standard retronorms and are presented in the sequel.
2.3.2.2. Baslant Retronorms
The first family of standard retronorms is referred to as 
the 'basiant' retronorms. The particulars of the coordinate 
equations of these are shown in the following table
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Table 2.2
Name Coordinate Equation
Basiunifect X = blUl
Basibifect X = blUlY = b2U2
X = blUlBasitrifect Y = b2U2Z = b3U3
Basipolar r « blUl0 = b2U2
r = blUlBasicylindrical 0 = b2U2z = b3U3
r = blUlBasispherical 0 = b2U20 = b3U3
Basiant retronorms
The entities bl, b2 and b3 are coefficients referred to as 
'basifactors'. They are either associated with the linear 
coordinates X, Y, Z and r, in which case they are given in units 
of length, or they are associated with the angular coordinates 0 
or 0 in which case they are given in units of angle.
To illustrate the basiant retronorms consider a basibifect 
retronorm with
bl = 20 unit length
and
b2 = 30 unit length.
This retronorm will give rise to the normat shown in Fig. 2.16
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Also a basipolar retronorm with 
bl “ 20 unit length
and
b2 = 7T / 16
will give rise to the normat, a part of which is shovm in Fig, 
2.17. .
If b is an angular basifactor and if 
Nb = 2tt
then the associated retronorm can be specified by either giving 
directly the value of b, or by giving the value of N. In the 
latter case.the retronorm is said to be an 'N-sect' retronorm. For 
example the basipolar retronorm presented above can be described
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as a '32-sect' basipolar retronorm because 
_ 32 times (tt/16) = 2n 
and therefore N = 32.
The above style of specification for angular basifactors can 
also be applied in spherical retronorms. Thus, if for a 
basispherical retronorm
and
Nb2 = 2tt
Mb3 - 2tt
then the retronorm may be referred as an 'N-M-sect' retronorm. 
The method of specification of angular basifactors using 
the number of sectors is referred to as the 'sectorial notation'
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2. 3.2.3. Pariant Retronorms
The second family of standard retronorms are referred to as 
the 'pariant retronorms' and use the coordinate equations shown 
in the table 2.3.
Table 2.3
Name Coordinate Equation
Pariunifect X = Ul
Paribifect X = UlY = U2
X = UlParitrifect Y = U2Z = U3
Paripolar r = Ul8 = U2
r = UlParicylindrical 8 = U2z = U3
r = UlParispherical 8 = U20 = U3
Pariant retronorms
The pariant retronorms are special cases of basiant 
retronorms, with every linear basifactor being set to one unit of 
length.
2.3.2.4. Metriant Retronorms
The third family of standard retronorms are referred to as 
the 'metriant retronorms'. The definition of metriant retronorms 
involves a scalar function called the 'metril' function. This
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function is based on the concept of geometric progression and is 
described below.
Let U be an integer and m be a nonzero positive real number 
and let R be obtained in accordance with the following rule.
If U > 0 then
R = 1 + m+ + ---
if U = 0, then 
R = 0 
and if U < 0, then
R — —1 —m — m — .... — m .
This may also be written using the sum of the terms of a
geometric progression, as follows
If m = 1 or if U = 0 then
R = U
and if m vs 1 and if U 5* o then 
if U > 0 then
1 - m"R = 1 - m 
and if U < 0 then
The rule through which R is obtained from U and m is 
represented in the form of a function. This function is referred 
to as the 'metril function' and the abbreviation 'met' is used to 
symbolize it. The relation between Ü, m and R is written as 
R = met (U,m)
The family of metriant retronorms is defined in terms of the 
metril function as shown in table 2.4.
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Table 2.4
Name Coordinate Equation
Metriunifect X « bl met(Ul,ml)
Metribifect X = bl met(Ul,ml) Y = b2 met(U2,m2)
Metritrifect
X = bl met(ül,ml) y = b2 met(U2,m2) Z « b3 met(U3,m3)
Metripolar r = bl met(ül,ml) 8 = b2 met(U2,m2)
Metricylindrical r = bl met(Ul,ml) 8 = b2 met(U2,m2) z = b3 met(U3,m3)
Metrispherical r = bl met(Ul,ml) 8 « b2 met(U2,m2) 
(j) = b3 met(U3,m3)
Metriant retronorms
The terms bl,b2 and- b3 appearing in table 2.4 are the 
basifactors as described for the basiant retronorms.
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2.4. Formex Functions
2.4.1. Introduction
Experience gained through the application of the concepts of 
formex algebra for the generation of data, shows that it is often 
the case that a particular way of handling a problem is used 
repeatedly. If this happens the process can be turned into a 
'formex function'.
The concept is similar to that of functions in ordinary 
algebra. In scalar algebra the notation
y = f(x)
is interpreted as 'variable y is a function of x, that is, there 
is a rule that enables the value of y to be determined for a 
given value of x' . The variable y is referred to as the 
'dependent' variable, as it depends upon the value of x , and x is 
referred to as the 'independent' variable.
Similarly, in formex algebra one can write
y = f (i,j,. . . ) I X
This construct is similar to the one for scalar algebra. The two 
differences are the terms in parentheses following the function 
name and the rallus symbol '|'. The part of the expression which 
is enclosed in parentheses is not always present. If present, it 
starts with a left parenthesis followed by various parameters 
arranged in a given order and separated by commas. A right 
parenthesis indicates the end of the list of parameters. These 
parameters are referred to as 'canonic variables' and control the 
rule that is used for the definition of the dependant formex 
variable y . The rallus symbol is used to separate the function 
name and parameter list from the independent variable. Finally,
X  is the independent variable.
Formex functions allow the user of a formex based system to
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generate data for complex structural configurations through a few 
basic components. The functions also give to formex algebra an 
open architecture. That is, new functions can be added at any­
time if they can simplify the tasks of data generation. The
functions are grouped into a number of categories according to
the nature of the task they perform.
It should be noted that, in order to maintain simplicity 
during the presentation of various formex functions, the formices 
used in the examples consist of integer uniples. Therefore the 
syntax and definition of the formex functions are chosen to be 
suitable for this type of formices.
2.4.2. Transflection Functions
The first group of functions to be discussed are the 
'transflection' functions. This group contains five basic 
functions, which are the translation, reflection, vertition, 
projection and dilatation functions. It has been observed that in 
many cases transflection functions are used successively in two 
or three directions. This kind of use gave rise to the creation 
of subdivisions of the this family, referred to as the 
'gemination' functions. The names of these new functions consist 
of the name of the original transflection functions followed by a 
combination of letters indicating the directions in which the 
function is applied. If ' T' is used to denote one of the 
transflection functions, then the gemination functions related to 
function 'T ' and their equivalent expanded formex constructs are
Tid(***) F = T(2,***) T(l,***) F
Tis(***) F = T(3,***) T(l,***) F
Tit(***) F = T(3,***) T(2,***) F
Tix(***) F = T(3,***)|T{2,***) T(l,***)|F,
where F is the independent variable of the function and '***' is
used to denote a suitable set of canonic variables depending on
the transflection function concerned. For example, if the rindle
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function is considered, then the rindle in directions 1 and 2 
will be denoted by
rinid(a,b,c,d)]P = rin(2,b,d)|rin(l,a,c)|F,
where a and b are the paces in directions 1 and 2 respectively 
and c and d are the spreads in these directions.
2.4.2.1. Translation Functions
Let E be a formex of the nth grade, q be any integer and h a 
nonzero integer that is less than or equal to n. Let a formex F 
obtained by E by replacing every signet
[U^f ^2 f ,...,U^, . . . ,U^ ]
of E by
W^, W^,...,W^,...,WJ, 
where for all values of i = 1,2,...,n except for i = h
Wi =
and where + q.
The rule described above is symbolized in terms of a 
function referred to as a 'translation' function and denoted by
TRAN(h,q)
Assuming that a paribif ect or a paritrif ect normat is used,
the effect of this function can be described as follows :
Let El and E2 be two formices such that
E2 = TRAN(h,q)|E1
and let G1 and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be
obtained by translating the plot G1 by q 'normat units' in the f hh ' direction.
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Examples of the application of this function are 
given in Fig. 2.18. Simultaneous translation in two or three 
directions can be achieved by the use of gemination functions or 
as a function of a function.
2.4.2.2. Rindle Functions
In formex formulations, it is often required to use a 
construct involving the concepts of libra composition and 
translation function. The general form of this construct may be 
represented by
LIB(i = 0,s-l);TRAN(h,i*p)|F
If h and p are independent of the libra variable i and if s >= 1 
then the above libra composition can be written as
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RIN(h,s,p);f
and is referred to as a 'rindle' function. The canonic variables s 
and p are referred to as 'spread' and 'pace', respectively.
Assuming that a paribifect or a paritrifect normat is used, 
the effect of this function can be described as follows ;
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = RIN(h,s,p);e 1 
and let G1 and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained from the plot G1 by replicating it 's' times, whilst 
introducing translations governed by 'h' and 'p'.
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Fig. 2.19
This interpretation justifies the names used for the two 
canonic variables as the spread controls the total number of
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repetitions and the pace controls the translation units along the 
h^^direction. Again, simultaneous rindle in two or three 
directions can be achieved by the use of gemination functions or 
as a function of a function. Examples illustrating the use of the 
rindle functions are given in Fig. 2.19.
2.4.2.3. Reflection Functions
Let E be a formex of the n^^ grade, h be a nonzero positive 
integer less than or equal to n and q an integer or a peninteger 
(a 'peninteger' is a number of the form n/2, where n is an odd 
integer) . Let a formex F be obtained from E by replacing every 
signet
of E by
/ • • • / • • • ] f
where for all values of i = 1,2,...,n except for i = h
= u,
and where
= 2q - U^ .
The rule by which E is transformed into F is symbolized in terms 
of a function referred to as a 'reflection' function and denoted 
by
REF(h,q)|E
Assuming that a paribifect or a paritrifect normat is used, 
the effect of this function can be described as follows s 
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = REF(h,q)|E1
and let G1 and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained as the 'mirror' image of the plot Gl, with respect to a 
reflection plane perpendicular to the h^^ direction and passing 
through the normat point with h^^ coordinate equal to q.
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Simultaneous reflection in two or three directions can be 
achieved by the use of gemination functions. Examples 
illustrating the use of the reflection functions are given in 
Fig. 2.20.
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Fig. 2.20
2.4.2.4. Lambda Functions
It is often required in formex formulations to use the 
construct
F # REF(h,q)|f
This construct may be written as
LAM(h,q)|F
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and is referred to as a 'lambda' function.
Assuming that a paribifect or a paritrifect normat is used, 
the effect of this function can be described as follows :
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = REF(h,q)|E1
and let Gl and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained as the combination of the plot Gl together with its 
'mirror' image, with respect to a reflection plane perpendicular 
to the h^^ direction and passing through the normat point with 
h^^ coordinate equal to q.
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Simultaneous applications of the lambda function in two or 
three directions can be achieved by the use of gemination 
functions. Examples illustrating the use of the lambda function 
are given in Fig. 2.21.
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2 . 4 . 2.5. Vertition Functions
Let E be a formex of the n^" grade (n >= 2) and h^,h^ be two 
nonzero positive integers less than or equal to n such that
Let q and q^  be either any two integers or penintegers. Let 
a formex F be obtained from E by replacing every signet
of E by
[W^  f / • • • f / • • • ,
where for all values of i = l,2,...,n except for i=h and i=h
w, = u,
and where
and
The rule by which E is transformed into F is symbolized in terms
of a function which is referred to as a 'vertition' function and
is denoted by
VER(h^,h^,q^,q^)|E
Assuming that a paribifect or a paritrifect normat is used,
the effect of this function can be described as follows :
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = VER(h^,h^,q^,q^)lEl 
and let Gl and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained by rotating the plot Gl by 90 degrees in an 
anti-clockwise direction, about an axis perpendicular to the
plane defined by directions h^  and h^  and passing through the
point with normat coordinates q^  and q^  along these directions.
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Examples illustrating the use of this function are given in 
Fig. 2.22.
2.4.2.6. Rosette Functions
In formex formulations it is often required to use the 
construct
LIB(i = 0,3);VER(h^,h^,qj,q^)‘ |F
If h^, h^, q^ and q^are independent of the libra variable i, then 
the above libra composition can be written as
ROS(hj,h^,q^,q^)|p
and is referred to as 'rosette' function.
Assuming that a paribif ect or a paritrif ect normat is used.
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the effect’of this function can be described as follows t 
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = ROS(h^,h^,q^,q^);El 
and let Gl and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained by rotating the plot Gl by 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees in 
an anti-clockwise direction, about an axis perpendicular to the 
plane defined by directions h^  and h^ and passing through the 
point with normat coordinates q^  and q^ along these directions.
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plot of formex FI 
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Fig. 2.23
Examples illustrating the use of the rosette function are 
given in Fig. 2.23.
2.4.2.7. Projection Functions
Let E be a formex of the n^^grade, q be any integer and h be 
a nonzero positive integer less than or equal to n. Let a formex 
F be obtained by replacing every signet
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of E by
[W^  , N^ f W^ / • • • /W^  r • • • f
where for all values of i = l,2,...,n except for i=h
«, = u,
and where
Wh= q.
The rule by which E is transformed into F is symbolized in terms 
of a function which is referred to as a 'projection' function and 
is denoted by
PROJ(h,q);e
PROJECTION FUNCTIONSCO
F =  RIN(1.4.2)!R0SID(2,2);[1,1; 3,1] 
G =  PR0J(2,6)fF 
H =  PROJ(1,10)[F
©- • • -©- • • -©
plot of fonaex F
plot of formex G
plot of formex H
indicates plots of signets of F,G,H
0 1 4 5 62 3 7 8 9 10
direction 1
Fig. 2.24 
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Assuming that a paribifect or a paritrifect norraat is used, 
the effect of this function can be described as follows :
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = PROJ(h,q)|E1 
and let G1 and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained by projecting the plot G1 onto the plane that is 
perpendicular to the normat direction h and that contains the 
normat point with coordinates q = 0 for i = 1,2,...,n except for 
i = h for which = q.
Examples illustrating the use of this function are given in 
Fig. 2.24.
2.4.2.8. Dilatation Functions
Let E be ^ a formex of the n^^grade and h be a nonzero 
positive integer less than or equal to n. Let q be a rational 
number such that if denotes the h^^ uniple of a signet of E, 
then the product qU is an integer. Let a formex F be obtained by 
replacing every signet
, .  . . , U ^ , . . . ,U ^ ]
of E by
[ W ^ , r  • • • r  • • •  ^'
where for all values of i = 1,2,...,n except for i=h
w, = u,
and where
V  qUh-
The rule by which E is transformed into F is symbolized in terms 
of a function which is referred to as a 'dilatation' function and 
is denoted by
DIL{h,q)|e
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Assuming -that a paribifect or a paritrifect norraat is used, 
the effect of this function can be described as follows ;
Let El and E2 be two formices such that 
E2 = DIL(h,q)I El
and let G1 and G2 be the corresponding plots. The plot G2 may be 
obtained by either stretching or shrinking the plot G1 along the 
h direction of the normat. If the specified value of q is 
greater than one then the plot is stretched, and if the value is 
less than one, then the plot is shrunk. A value of q equal to one 
leaves the original formex unchanged. Finally, if q is a negative 
number there will also be an additional reflective effect.
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DILATATION FUNCTION, 
P =  RINID(3,3,3,3)|ROSID{2.2):Ci;2; 2,1]
- plot of formox F
dir«cUon 1
G a DIUD{3.2)JP 
   plot of formex G
Fig. 2.25
Examples illustrating the use of the dilatation function are 
given in Fig. 2.25.
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2.4.3. Introflection Functions
The concepts discussed so far enable the formulation of 
structural configurations of any type, especially for space 
structures that have configurations made up from regular 
repetition of patterns. The concepts of formex composition and 
transflection functions can be used for fast data generation. But 
there are cases where space structures have an overall irregular 
shape. This irregularity may be the result of nonregular 
boundaries dictated by architectural requirements, or an 
irregular arrangement of elements or supports, or an irregular 
pattern of holes used for lighting purposes.
In formulating irregular patterns, the use of a family of 
formex functions, referred to as the introflection functions, can 
often prove convenient. There are four classes of functions in 
this family. These are the pexum, rendition, relection and 
restition functions. The class of rendition functions, in turn, 
consists of nexum, conexum, luxum, coluxum, pactum and copactum 
functions, and the class of restition functions consists of the 
juncture and cojuncture functions. The use of these functions 
allows formices to be created through an over generation of data 
to be curtailed in various ways.
2 .4.3.1. Pexum Function
Consider a formex E and let c denote a typical cantle of E. 
Let a formex F contain all the cantles of E that satisfy the 
following condition
There are not any cantles in E that are variants of c and 
whose orderates are greater than that of c.
This rule is referred to as the 'pexum' function and is denoted 
by PEX. The relationship between E and F may be written as
F = PEX I E
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The pexum of the empty formex is considered to be the empty 
formex itself. Consider the configuration shown in Fig. 2.25. 
Assuming that this is the plan view of a grid, it may be 
represented by
E = RIN(1,4,2)|RIN(2,4,2)I[1,1; 3,1] #
RIN(1,5,2)|RIN(2,4,2)1[1,1; 1,3]
o>
CO!-
CO
lO
CO
CVi
0 1  2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9  10
direction 1
E = RINID(4.4,2.2);[1,1: 3,1]
§ RINro(5,4,2.2);[l.l: 1,3] 
______  plot of formex E
Fig. 2.26 
An alternative formulation is
F = RIN(1,4,2)Jr IN(2,4,2)|R0S(1,2,2,2)I[1,1; 3,1]
The problem with the second formulation is that all the 
internal members are generated twice, as shown in Fig.2.27. The pexum 
function provides a solution to this problem, since
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PEX I F
will be a formex representing the configuration with the 
superfluous members removed (G is, in fact, a sequation -ef E).
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direction 1 
PEXUM FUNCTION 
P =  RINID(4,4,2,2);R0SID(2.2)J[1.1; 3,1]
 _______ plot of formex P
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G =  FEXjF
_________ plot of formex G
Fig. 2.27
The basic properties of the pexum function are
(1) The pexum function has no inverse
(2) If E is a nonprolate formex, then
(3) If k is a nonzero positive integer, then
PEX|E = E
PEX* ! E PEXjE
2.4.3.2. Rendition Functions
There are six functions in the rendition family. They 
provide a convenient means for the removal of cantles from a 
formex depending on the conditions described in the sequel.
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For the definition of the nexum, conexum, luxum and coluxum 
functions, consider a formex E and let c denote a typical cantle 
of E, Consider another formex F of the same grade as E and let a 
formex G^ , (i = 1,2,3,4), be obtained from E as follows
G1 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E that includes 
one or more signets that are not in F,
G2 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E that consists 
of signets all of which are in F,
G3 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E that includes 
one or more signets that are in F,
G4 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E that consists 
of signets none of which are in F.
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E = RINID(4.4.2,2);R0SID(i2.2)lcl
// R IN ID (3,3.2,2)iR 0S ID (3.3)|c2  
c l =  {[1.1,1; 3.1.1], [1,1:1; 2 ,2 .2 ]}  
c2 =  [2.2.2; 4 .2 .2]
- plot of formex E 
Q  plot of ingot F
8 9 10
direction 1
Fig. 2.28 
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The rule used to obtain formex G1 is turned into a function which 
is referred to as a ^nexum' function and the relationship between 
Gl, E and F may be written as
G1 = NEX(F) I E.
CM O
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direction 1
NEXUM FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of E 
th a t are not in  Gl 
plot of Ingot F 
plot of form ex Gl
Gl =  NEX(F)|E
Fig. 2.29
The rule used to obtain formex G2 is turned into a function, 
which is referred to as a 'conexum' function and the relationship 
between G2, E and F may be written as
G2 = CON(F) I E.
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The nexum and conexum functions are complementary functions 
in the sense that
CON(F)|E # NEX(F)|e is a sequation of E 
and so is
NEX(F)|E # CON(F)|E.
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CONEXUM FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of E 
that are not in G2 
plot of ingot F 
plot of formex G2
G2 = con(f);e
Fig. 2.30
The rule used to obtain formex G3 is turned into a function, 
which is referred to as a  ^luxum' function and the relationship 
between G3, E and F may be written as
G3 = LUX(F) ; E
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plot of cantles of E that 
are not in G3 
plot of ingot F 
plot of formex G3
G3 = lux(f);e
0 1  2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9  10
direction 1
Fig. 2.31
Finally, the rule used to obtain formex G4 is turned into a 
function, which is referred to as a 'coluxum' function and the 
relationship between G4, E and F may be written as 
written as
G4 = COL(F) ; E.
Again,
C0L(F)[E # LUX(F)jE is a sequation of E 
and so is
LUX(F);e # COL(F)|E.
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plot of cantles of E 
that are not in G4 
plot of ingot F 
plot of formex G4
G4 = col(f);e
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
direction 1
Fig. 2.32
The remaining two functions of this class are the pactum and 
copactum functions. These two functions are based on the 
observation that sometimes it is convenient to remove cantles 
from a formex by explicitly specifying them.
To elaborate, let E and F be two formices of the same grade 
and let formices G5 and G6 be obtained from E in the following 
manner :
G5 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E which is not a 
variant of a cantle of F .
G6 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E which is a 
variant of F.
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direction 1
Fig. 2.33
The formex G5 is referred to as a 'pactum' of E with respect to F 
and this relationship is written
G5 = PAC(F)[E.
The formex G6 is referred to as a 'copactum' of E with respect to 
F and the relation between E and G6 is written
G6 = COP(F)|E.
The canonic variable of these functions (the formex F in the 
above expressions) is referred to as the 'billet' of the 
function.
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PACTUM FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of E 
that are not in G5 
plot of formex G5
G5 = PAC(F)1E
Fig. 2.34
Rendition functions have the following properties
(1) A rendition function has no inverse.
(2) For any formex E, then
NEX({}) E = {} and NEX(E) E = E,
LUX({>) E = E and LUX(E) E = {},
CON({}) E = E and CON(E) E = U r
COL({}) E = E and COL(E) E = E,
PAC({>) E = {} and PAC(E) E = E and
COP({}) E = E and COP(E) E = {}.
(3) If E and F are two formices of the same grade and E' is 
a formex which contains all the cantles of E, then
NEX(F) # CON(F) E = E' and NEX(F) CQN(F) E = {>/
CON(F) E # NEX(F) E = E' and CON(F) NEX(F) E =
LUX(F) E # LUX(F) E = E' and LUX(F) COL(F) E - {>/
COL(F) E # LUX(F) E = E' and COL(F) LUX(F) E = {}/
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and
PAC (F)|E # C0P(F)|E « E' and PAC(F)|COP(F)|E « {}
COP(F)|E #-PAC(F)[E = E' and COP(F)[PAC(F)|E = {}.
w o
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COPACTUM FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of E 
thaï are not in G6 
plot of formex G6
G6 = cop(f);e
d irec tio n  1 
Fig. 2.35
Examples illustrating the use of the rendition functions are 
given in Fig. 2.28, 2.29, 2.30, 2.31, 2.32, 2.33, 2.34 and 2.35.
2.4.3.3. Relection Functions
Relection functions provide an additional method for the 
removal of cantles from a formex. Consider a formex E and a 
condition p, such that every cantle of E either satisfies or does 
not satisfy p. The term 'satisfies' means that the condition p 
with respect to a cantle c of the formex E is either true or 
false. Let a formex G be obtained from E by examining thi» cantles 
of E and deleting every cantle for which the condition p is
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not satisfied. The rule by which E is transformed into G is 
symbolized in terms of a function which is referred to as a 
'relection' function. The relationship between E and G is denoted 
by
G = REL(P);e .
plot of formex E
E = RINID(4,4,2,2);R0SlI)(2.2)i{[l,i; 3,1], [1,1; 2,2]; 
§ RrNID(3,3.2,2);R0SmC3.3)l[2,2; 4,2]
8 g 10
dlrectioa 1
Fig. 2.36
For example, consider a formex E, whose plot is -shown in 
Fig. 2.36. Let a formex F be obtained from E by deleting every 
cantle in E which does not satisfy the condition :
'All the uniples of the cantle should be greater than or equal 
t o  8 ' .
If this condition is denoted by p, then
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p = R E L ( p )  ] E ,  
and the plot of F is shown in Fig.2.37
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direcUon 1
Fig. 2.37
SELECTION FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of E 
th a t are not in P 
plot of formex P
P «  r el (p );e
Now, consider the same formex E and let a formex G be 
obtained from E by deleting every cantle in E which does not 
satisfy the condition :
'The sum of the uniples of the first and second direction of 
a cantle should be greater than or equal to 8.'
If this condition is denoted by p', then
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G = REL(p') |E.
and the plot of G is shown in Fig.2.38
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Fig. 2.38
RELECTION FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of E 
th a t are not in G 
plot of formex G
G =  rel(p ’);e
Any relection of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself. A condition of the type used in the 
relection functions is referred to as a 'perdicant'. In general, 
a perdicant is defined as a Boolean function with one or more 
arguments.
The basic properties of relection functions are s
(1) A relection function has no inverse.
(2) if k is a nonzero positive integer, then 
REL(p)*'|E = REL(p) |E.
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The relection function is the most general of all the 
introflection functions and every one of the previously defined 
introflection functions may be written in terms of a relection 
function.
A shorthand notation has been developed through the need to 
simplify commonly used perdicants that are expressible in terms of 
the uniples of a single maniple or a pair of maniples. This 
notation is referred to as the 'brevic notation' and may be 
summarized as follows.
Let Ma and Mb be two maniples which may or may not tre of the 
same plexitude and of the same grade. The symbols used by the 
brevic notation together with the associated meanings are shown in 
Table 2.5.
Table 2.5
Symbol Meaning
EU Every uniple of Ma
AU Any uniple of Ma
EU( j) uniple of every signet of Ma
AU{j) j uniple of any signet of Ma
U(i,j) uniple of the i^^ signet of Ma
EW Every uniple of Mb
AW Any uniple of Mb
EW(j) uniple of every signet of Mb
AW( j) uniple of any signet of Mb
W(i,j) uniple of the i^^ signet of Mb
The condition p- used in the previous example can be written
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in brevic notation as 
EU >= 8.
2.4.3.4. Restition Functions
The functions of this class are based on the observation 
that it is sometimes convenient to remove cantles from a formex 
with respect to the following perdicant :
'The pivots of one or more of the signets of the cantle 
fall outside a specified region.'
This type of function can be used to create 'holes' in the 
plot of a formex in a similar fashion to rendition functions. The 
difference between these functions and the rendition functions is 
that it is not needed to provide a formex describing the set of 
nodal points that are to be used for the removal of cantles.
Let E be a formex of grade n, and let a and b be two points. 
In addition, let a and b be such that each coordinate of a is 
less than the corresponding coordinate of b. Now let formices Gl 
and G2 be obtained from E in the following manner :
Gl is obtained by deleting every cantle of E which contains 
a signet which has a uniple which is less than the 
corresponding coordinate of a and / or greater than that of 
b.
G2 is obtained by deleting every cantle of E which contains 
a signet which has a uniple which is greater or equal to the 
corresponding coordinate of a and less than or equal to that 
of b.
The formex Gl is referred to as the 'juncture' of E with respect 
to a and b and the relationship between E and Gl is written as
G l  =  J U N ( A , B ) | e .
The formex G2 is referred to as the 'co juncture' of E with
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respect to a and b and the relationship between E and G2 is 
written as
G2 = COJ(A,B);e .
A in the above functional relationships represents a 
sequence of coordinates that define point a, and B represents 
those of b.
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JUNCTURE FUNCTIONS
plot of cantles of F 
that are not in Gl 
normat points a, b 
plot of formex Gl 
Gl = JUN(A,B);P
direction 1 
Fig. 2.39
Assuming that a paribifect or a paritrifect normat is used, 
the effect of this function can be described as follows :
Let El, E2, E3 and E4 be two formices such that 
E2 « JUN(A,B),'e1
and
E4 = COJ(A,B)|E3.
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Let PI, P2, P3 and P4 be the plots corresponding to formices 
El, E2 ,E3 and E4, respectively. The plot P2 may be obtained from 
the plot P I  by keeping all elements that are entirely inside and 
or on the boundaries of the rectangular area defined by points a 
and b. The plot P4 may be obtained from the plot P3 by keeping 
all the elements that are entirely outside the rectangular area 
defined by the points a and b.
o
COJUNCTÜPE FUKCnOhrS
plot of cantles of P 
th a t are not in G2 
norm at points a,b 
plot of formex G2
G2 = coj(a,b);f
6 9 10
direotlon 1
Fig. 2.40
Examples illustrating the use of the restition functions are 
given in Fig, 2.39 and 2.40.
2.4.4. Dictum and Redictum Functions
When a structural system is to be analyzed by a digital
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computer it is necessary to prepare a complete description of the 
structural system providing information about the interconnection 
pattern, material properties, member sizes, external loads and 
support conditions. It is common practice to identify the nodal 
points of the structural system by a sequence of labels, normally 
integer numbers. These node numbers may then be used in the 
preparation of the member list and for the description of the 
position of external loads and support conditions. The facility 
to create a sequence of node numbers is provided in formex 
algebra by the dictum function.
Consider a formex E and let T be an ingot of the same 
grade as E. The ingot T is said to be a 'catena' of E, if for 
every chosen signet s of E there is at least one signet in T that 
is equal to s.
For example, if
E = {1,1; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,2], [1,2; 1,1]}
and
and
T1 = {[1,1], [2,1], [2,2], [1,2]}
T2 = {[1,1], [2,1], [2,2], [1,2], [3,1], [3,2]} 
then both T1 and T2 are catenas of E.
If T is a catena of E then T is said to be an
'exclusive' catena of E, if T is nonprolate and every signet of T
is contained in E. For example, the formex T1 in the above 
example is an exclusive catena of E.
If T is a catena of E then T is said to be an
'inclusive' catena of E, if T is not satisfying the conditions of
being an exclusive catena of E. For example, the formex T2 in the 
above example is an inclusive catena of E.
Consider a formex E and let T be a catena of E. Let a 
formex G be obtained from E by replacing every signet s of E by 
the orderate , with respect to T, of the first occurrence of s in 
T. The rule by which G is obtained is symbolized in terras of a 
function, namely, the 'dictum' function and the relationship 
between E, T and G is written as
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G = DIC(T)|E
To illustrate the use of the dictum function, consider 
the flat grid whose plot is shown in Fig. 2,41. The formex 
formulation for this grid may be written as
Gr = RIN(1,4,2) 
RIN(1,4,2) 
RIN(1,2,8)
RIN(2,3,2)
RIN(2,2,6)
RIN(2,3,2)
ROS(l,2,2,2);[1,1; 2,2] # 
[1,1; 3,1] #
[1,1; 1,3].
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Now consider an ingot as
Nod = RIN(1,5,2)|RIN(2,4,2)I[1,1] # 
RIN(1,4,2)|RIN(2,3,2)|[2,2],
representing the nodal points of the grid.
DICTUM FUNCTION
Gr =  RINID(4.3.2.2);R0SID(2,2):[1.1; 2,2] 
§  RINTD(4,2,2.6)![1.1; 3.1]
# RINID(2,3,8,2)|[1,1; 1,3]
Nod =  RIN(1.5.2)'RIN(2,4.2)1[1.1]
# RIN(1.4,2)jRIN(2.3.2)i[2.2] 
_______ _ p lo t of form ex Gr
O  p lo t of ingot Nod
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
direction 1
Fig. 2.41 
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The orderate of every signet of Nod is written near the node 
represented by the signet. If
GrNr = DIG(Nod)|Gr
then
GrNr = {[1;21], [5;21], [6;21], ... , [3;4], [19;20]}.
The inverse of a dictum function is referred to as the 
'redictum' function and the abbreviation 'RED' is used to 
represent it. Thus if
E = DIC(T)'^Jg
then one may write
E = RED(T)|G.
2.4.5. Seviation and Latitude Functions
Let E be a formex of the r order and of the first grade and
let c, = ••• ; uj
be a typical cantle of E. Let 5^  be the largest difference of any 
two uniples of C^ . Finally, let A denote the maximum of 5^  for i 
= 1,2,...,r. This rule is symbolized in terms of a function,
referred to as the 'seviation' function and the relationship 
between A and E is written as
A = SEV \E.
Let E be a formex and let T be a catena of E. Also, let 
A = SEV |dIC(T)|E.
This rule is often encountered in formex formulations and is
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represented in terms of a function referred to as the 'latitude' 
function and the relationship between A, T and E is written as
A = LAT(T)|E.
Consider the formex E, whose plot is shown in Fig 2.41. The 
node numbering scheme associated with this configuration is 
indicated by the numbers shown in the figure. If this 
configuration is to be analyzed by the stiffness method, the 
resulting stiffness matrix will be symmetric and banded. The 
bandwidth of the stiffness matrix may be obtained by determining 
the maximum difference between the node numbers associated with 
the end nodes of each element. By inspection, it can be seen that 
in the case of Fig. 2.41 it is 20. In formex algebra this can be 
obtained by the construct
A = LAT(Nod)|Gr,
where Nod is the formex that resulted in the node numbering scheme 
described above.
2.4.6. Rapportation
There are situations where one needs to rearrange the order 
of appearance of the elements of a formex. For example, it is 
often required to optimize the computational costs for the 
analysis of a structure by either minimizing the bandwidth, in 
the case of band solvers, or minimizing the frontwidth, in the 
case of frontal solvers. This can be achieved, in connection with 
the dictum function, if the signets of the catena of the formex 
describing the interconnection of the structure are rearranged in 
an appropriate way.
Formex algebra includes a number of functions to enable 
ordering of this form to be achieved. They are based on the 
concept of 'rapportation'.
Consider a sequence s of n formices where n >= 2 and let 
there be a perdicant P which may be evaluated with respect to any
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two elements of the sequence. Let the sequence be subjected to 
the following process :
Starting with the first element of the sequence compare each 
element with its successor and interchange the two elements only 
if the perdicant is not satisfied. When the end of the sequence 
is reached, reverse the direction of processing. This process is 
repeated until either no interchanges of elements take place or
the process of traversing the sequence from start to end and vice
versa has been completed n-1 times.
The following method is used to determine whether the
perdicant is satisfied or not :
Let E and F be two formices and let p be a perdicant which 
may be evaluated with respect to E and F. Let the perdicant p 
be evaluated twice with respect to E and F, where E and F are 
taken in the order E, F and F, E. Four possibilities arise 
and these are shown in Table 2.6.
T a b l e 2.6
Case Value of p with respect to E, F in the order E, F
Value of p with respect to E, F in the order F, E Notation
1 true true E [>p] F
2 false true E [<p] F
3 true false E [=p] F
4 false false E [=p] F
In the first case
E is said to be of 'higher rapportance' than F with respect 
to the perdicant p.
In the second case
E is said to be of 'lower rapportance' than F with respect to 
the perdicant p.
In the third and fourth case
E and F are said to be of 'equal rapportance' with respect to
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the perdicant p.
A notation has been developed to symbolically represent the 
relationships between E and F, as shown in Table 2.6.
To elaborate the process of rapportation, consider the 
sequence of uniples :
2,5,8,6,4,1,3,7,10,9 
and let a perdicant p in brevic notation be given by
U(l,l) < W(l,l).
To rapport the above sequence with respect to p, start with 
the comparison of (2,5). As 2 < 5 no interchange takes place. The 
next pair to be checked is (5,8). Again no interchange of 
elements takes place. When 8 is compared to 6, elements 8 and 6 
are interchanged and the sequation at this stage looks like
2,5,6,8,4,1,3,7,10,9.
The first 'forward' traverse results in the sequence :
2.5.6.4.1.3.8.9.10.
The next step is to traverse the sequence 'backwards'. The 
first pair to be checked is (9,10), the next is (8,9) and so on. 
The first interchange takes place when 4 is compared to 1. At the 
end of this stage the sequation looks like
1.2.5.6.4.3.8.9.10.
The next step is a further forward traverse of the 
sequence, resulting in
1,2,5,4,3,6,8,9,10 
and a further backward traverse resulting in
1.2.3.5.4.6.8.9.10.
After some more forward and backward traverses the sequence 
remains unchanged. This is the end of the process of rapportation 
and the final sequence is
1.2.3.4.5.6.8.9.10.
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2 .4.6.1. Rapported Sequation Functions
Two functions which use the process of rapportation are 
described here. The first of these is referred to as the 
rapported sequation function. As mentioned earlier, two formices 
are said to be seguations of each other if one of them can be 
obtained from the other by a rearrangement of its cantles. 
Consider a formex E and let there be a perdicant P which may be 
evaluated with respect to every pair of cantles of E. Let E be 
modified by subjecting its cantles to the process of rapportation 
with respect to P and let the resulting formex be denoted by F. 
The rule through which E is transformed into F is represented by 
a function which is referred to as the 'rapported sequation'
function. The relation between E, F and P may be written as
o>
RAPPORTED SEQUATIONSÏÏ CO
= PEXRIN(1.4,2)1R0SID(2,2);[1.1; 3.1]
CO
=  m e d ;f
plo t of fo rm ex  F
plot of ingot E
o
9 10
direction 1
Fig. 2.42 
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Examples illustrating the use of the rapported sequation 
function are given in Fig. 2.42 and 2.43. The perdicant P in 
this case will be of the form
(U1 < Wl) or (U1 = W1 and U2 < W2).
Any rapported sequation of the empty formex is the empty 
formex itself. If E is a formex of the first order, then any 
rapported sequation of E is E itself. The rapported sequation 
function has no inverse.
~ o>
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2.4.6.2. Rapported Variant Functions
Consider a formex E and let P denote a perdicant, which 
may be evaluated with respect to every pair of signets that are 
contained in a cantle of E. Let a formex F be obtained by 
replacing every cantle of E by a maniple which is obtained by 
rapporting the signets of the original cantle with respect to P. 
This rule is turned into a function which is referred to as a 
'rapported variant' function. The relationship between E and F 
may be written as
F = RAV(P)|e .
A use of the rapported variant function in structural 
applications is to order the direction of an element. For 
example, consider the formex whose plot is shown in Fig. 2.44.
05
RAPPORTED VARIANTS
F = PEX;RINID(1.4.2);R0SID(2,2);[1,1; 3,1] 
E = med;f
plot of formex F
CO plot of ingot E
CM
•H
O
direction 1
Fig. 2.44
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This formex has the form
E = PEX|RIN(1,4,2)[R0S(1,2,2,2)I[1,1; 3,1]
A rapported variant function may now be used to change the 
direction of the elements in the manner shown in Fig, 2.45. The 
perdicant P for this function will have the form
( U(l,l) < U(2,l) ) or
( U(l,l) = U(2,l) and U(l,2) < U(2,2) ).
Any rapported variant of the empty formex is the empty 
formex itself. Also, if E is a 1-plex formex then any rapported 
variant of E is E itself. The rapported variant function has no 
inverse.
05
RAPPORTED VARIANTS
= PEX|RINID(l,4,2)lR0SID(2,2)|[l,l; 3,1]
CO
plot of formex G
CO plot of ingot E
o
direction 1
Fig. 2.45 
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2.4.7. Pansion and Depansion Functions
Let E be a formex of the n^^ grade and let q be any 
integer. Also,let h be an integer such that 
1 <= h <= n+1
Let a formex F be obtained from E by replacing every signet 
[U , U , ... , U ] thof E by a reglet R of the (n+1) grade , where
if h = 1 then R “ [q, , ... , U^]
and if h - 2 then R = [U^, q, U^, ... ,
and if h = 3 then R = [U^, U^, q, ... , U^]
and if h = n then R =  [U^, U^, ... , q, U^].
and if h = n+1 then R = [ U , U ,  ... , U , q ]1 2 n
The rule through which F is obtained from E is represented 
by a function. This function is referred to as a 'pansion' 
function and the relationship between E and F is written as
F = PAN(h,q)|E.
Any pansion of the empty formex is the empty formex itself. 
The removal of signets is achieved through the use of the 
'depansion' function. tillLet E be a formex of the n grade and let h be an integer 
such that
1 <= h <=n .
Let the formex F be obtained from E by removing the h^^ 
uniple of every signet of E . The rule through which F is 
obtained from E is represented by a function, which is referred 
to as the 'depansion' function. The relationship between E and F 
is denoted by
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F = DEP(h)|E.
Any depansion of the empty formex is the empty formex 
itself. Also, if F is a formex of the first grade, then
DEP(l)I F
is the empty formex. The depansion function has no inverse.
2.4.8. Medulla Function
Consider a formex E and let an ingot T be constructed
from all the signets of E, appearing in exactly the same order
as in E. Then let an ingot G be obtained from T as
G = PEX|T.
The rule used to obtain G from E is symbolized in terms of a
function, referred to as the 'medulla' function. The 
relationship between E and G is written as
G = MED[e .
This function provides the means for the convenient 
preparation of a formex representing all the nodal points of the 
structure. Then this formex can be used to obtain a suitable node 
numbering scheme.
The medulla of the empty formex is considered to be the 
empty formex itself. The medulla function has no inverse.
2.4.9. Tectrix Functions
Let E be a formex and suppose that a sequence S of reglets
*i' *2' *•* ' *N
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is constructed from all the signets of E, where the order of 
appearance of the reglets in S is exactly the same as in E. Thus 
if
E = {[1,1; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,2], [1,2; 1,1]}
then the sequence S will be
[1, 1 ], [2, 1], [2 , 1 ], [2 , 2 ], [2 , 2], [1, 2], [1 , 2 ], [1 , 1].
Consider an m-plex formex F, a typical cantle of which
consists of the m-tuple of reglets
where R ,  R ,  R, ... , R and R are reglets from S with theI J k p qsubscripts indicating serial position numbers and with 
i <  j < k <  ... < p < q  
and where
i varies from 1 to t-m+1
and for every value of i ! j varies from i+1 to t-m+2
and for every value of j : k varies from j+1 to t-m+3
and for every value of p : q varies from p+1 to t,
and where the order of appearance of the cantles in F is governed 
by the rule that for every two adjacent subscripts, say j and k, 
all the integers in the range of k are employed in the natural 
ascending order, before j is incremented by unity. Thus if S is 
given by
[1,1], [1,2], [2,1], [2,2], [3,1], [3,2]
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and if m = 3 then F is given by
F = {[1,1 1,2; 2,1], [1,1 1,2 2,2], [1,1 2,1; 3,1]
[1,1 1,2; 3,2], [1,1 2,1 2,2], [1,1 2,1; 3,1]
[1,1 2,1; 3,2], [1,1 2,2 3,1], [1,1 2,2; 3,2]
[1,1 3,1; 3,2], [1,2 2,1 2,2], [1,2 2,1; 3,1]
[1,2
[2,2
2,1;
3,1;
3.2],
3.2]}
[2,1 2,2 3,1], [2,1 2,2,; 3,2]
Also if m = 2 then F is given by
F = {[1,1; 1,2], [1,1; 2,1], [1,1; 2,2], [1,1; 3,1]
[1,1; 3,2], [1,2; 2,1], [1,2; 2,2], [1,2; 3,1]
[1,2; 3,2], [2,1; 2,2], [2,1; 3,1], [2,1; 3,2]
[2,2; 3,1], [2,2; 3,2], [3,1; 3,2]} .
Now, consider a perdicant p which may be evaluated for every
cantle of F and let a formex G be obtained from F by
G = REL(p)Jf .
The rule by which the formex G is obtained from E is 
symbolized in terms of a function, referred to as a 'tectrix'
function. The relationship between E, G and the perdicant p is
denoted by
G = TEC(m,p)IE
Any tectrix of the empty formex is considered to be the empty 
formex itself. Also, if the total number of signets in the formex 
E is less than m, then
TEC(m,p)IE
is considered to be the empty formex. The tectrix function has no 
inverse.
For example, if
E = {[1,1; 1,2], [2,1; 2,2], [3,1; 3,2]}
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and if the perdicant p, in brevic notation, is 
U(2,l) - U(l,l) <= 1
then
G = TEC(2,p)IE = {[1,1; 1,2], [1,1; 2,1], [1,1; 2,2]
[1,2; 2,1], [1,2; 2,2], [2,1; 2,2]
[2,1; 3,1], [2,1; 3,2], [2,2; 3,1]
[2,2; 3,2], [3,1; 3,2]} .
2.4.10. Sedilate Perdicants
One of the main problems encountered during the mathematical 
modelling of a structural configuration is the optimization of 
the bandwidth of the stiffness matrix. This can be achieved by a 
suitable node numbering scheme. For structures with a regular
repeated pattern in which one dimension is predominant, it is
common practice to number the nodes in ascending order along the 
narrower dimension of the structure. There is a family of 
perdicants that prove to be very useful in this case. They are 
referred to as the 'sedilate' perdicants, and a typical member of
this family can be written as :
or
or
(U @ WJ
(U = W and U @ W )'  1 1 j j '(U = W and U.= W and U @ W )' I i ] j k k'
or (Ü = W and U.= W and U = W and . . . and U = W and Ü @ W ). ' 1 1  ]  J k k  q q  r r '
where the symbol '@' is used to indicate '<' or '>' and 
where the entities being composed with respect to the perdicant 
are either two maniples of the first plexitude or two maniples of 
the first grade. The abbreviation 'SED' is used to denote a
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sedilate perdicant. The complete syntax is
SED(±i, ±j, ±k, . , ±q, ±r)
where each item i, j, k, ... , q o r r  corresponds to a direction 
and is positive if the corresponding symbol in the perdicant is < 
and is negative otherwise.
For example, the perdicant
(U < W ) or (U = and U < W )' 1  1 ' ' 1  1 2 2 '
can be represented by 
SED(1,2) 
and the perdicant
( V  ^2)
(U = W and U < W ) or ' 2 2  3 3 '(U = W and U = W and U > W )' 2 2  3 3  1 1 '
can be represented by 
SED(2,3,-1).
The implementation of the rapported sequation and rapported 
variant functions by Micro-Formian is based on this type of 
perdicant.
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3.1. Overview of Micro-Formian
The Micro-Formian system is an integrated system, which 
provides a convenient way for the generation of data, mainly for 
the analysis and design of space structures. The system is based 
on the principles of formex algebra which were described in the 
previous chapter. This chapter describes the following topics :
(1) Micro-Formian features that are additions and / or 
extensions to standard formex algebra
(2) Micro-Formian graphics facilities
(3) Principle of the Geometric Potential and its application 
for the generation of finite element meshes.
3.2. Additions / Extensions to Formex Algebra
This section describes features of the Micro-Formian system 
that are related to formex algebra and can be seen as extensions 
or additions to standard formex algebra. Some of these extensions 
are dictated by the introduction of the mouse and / or digitizer 
as an input device, in place of the traditional terminal keyboard. 
Some other extensions have been suggested as a result of the 
experience gained from the practical applications of formex 
algebra (mainly from using the Formian language, for which an 
interpreter was written by P.L.Disney and is available on the 
Prime main frame of the University of Surrey). Finally, part of 
the work was influenced by recent developments in the fields of 
Computer Aided Design and Manufacture (CAD / CAM).
3.2.1. Effective Use of a Digitizer
The mouse is used by Micro-Formian in two different ways. It 
is used as a cursor control device replacing the arrow keys of the 
keyboard during the process of selecting a menu item. Also, it is
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used to control a cross-hair cursor displayed over the portion of 
the screen that is reserved for the display of the plot of a 
formex. This second way of using the mouse is of great interest,
as it can enhance the capabilities of a formex based data
generation system.
In order to describe the method used for the implementation 
of the mouse it is essential to concentrate on the implications of 
its use. As mentioned in the earlier chapters, a formex is an 
abstract mathematical entity. Under special circumstances a formex 
can be interpreted as representing a structural configuration. |
Even so, one needs to specify a normat and then transform the
information provided from a formex into a meaningful geometrical 
shape. The problem arises when a device such as a mouse is used to *
pick components of a formex that are plotted on the screen. ■
There are two possible solutions to this problem : |
(1) Use the mouse to select the plot of a component of a I
formex. Then use the inverse of the normat j
transformation to locate the corresponding component of j
the formex.
(2) Use the mouse to select the plot of a component of a 
formex. If the plot of the formex is obtained using a 
paribifect or a paritrifect normat ( depending on 
whether the formex is of the second or third grade ), 
then the values of x,y and z of the pivot coordinates
will be the same as the values of the corresponding
uniples in the first, second and third direction.
There are several advantages and disadvantages to either of i
these approaches. There are three main disadvantages in the first '
approach :
(a) It involves a large amount of calculation in order to decode 
the information returned from the mouse. The reason may be 
explained as follows : Micro-Formian uses a Microsoft or a 
true compatible mouse.This mouse is capable of returning the 
coordinates of the cursor in terms of the two-dimensional 
Cartesian device coordinate system. In addition, the origin
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of this coordinate system is located at the top left corner
of the screen, with the x-axis horizontal and the y-axis
vertically down. Finally, the values returned are positive 
integers within a range specified by the resolution of the 
screen and not the actual dimensions of the structure.
Therefore, the decoding process involves a series of
coordinate transformations and the application of different 
scaling factors.
(b) The process of locating a formex component from its plot is 
not accurate. This is mainly due to rounding errors during 
the removal of the scaling effects. For example, assume that 
a paribifect normat is used and that the current scaling 
factor is 5.0. Also, consider a point with x and y values 
equal to 2.53 and 2.79 and assume that the point is plotted
on the screen as a dot. Finally, the screen has resolution
along the y-axis equal to 400 pixels. The plot of this point 
will be a pixel with screen coordinates i
x-screen = 5.0 x 2.53 = 12.65 ^  13
y-screen = 400 - 5.0 x 2.79 - 386.05 s 386
Now assume that the mouse at some stage returns these values 
as the current position of the cursor.
The calculations required to locate the original point are :
X  = 13 X  (1/5) - 13 X  0.2 = 2.6 (original value 2.53) 
y = (400-386) x (1/5) = 14 x 0.2 = 2.8 (original 2.79)
The situation can get worse if the uniples of the formex are 
real numbers.
(c) In most cases, it is required to provide the user with a feed 
back of the current location of the mouse. If that is the 
case, all the calculations will have to be carried out in 
parallel to the dragging of the mouse by the user. As no
personal computer allows parallel processing, all mouse
activity will have to be suspended by the program during the
process of locating the component, whose plot is nearest to
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the position of the cursor. The length of these calculations 
will make the mouse very slow and jerky. The jerkiness is 
because the mouse driver remains in the background and 
periodically interrupts the program and updates the 
coordinates describing the status of the mouse.
The disadvantage of the second method is rather conceptual. 
To elaborate, a formex is kept internally in a form which can be 
used to represent either the original formex or the transformed 
values of the uniples of a formex according to a specified normat. 
If one needs to write a formulation for a formex and use a normat 
that is not paribifect or paritrifect then one needs to generate
two formices. The first will be the actual formex and the second
will be a formex whose uniples are the coordinates of the pivots 
corresponding to the uniples of the original formex. However, this 
process leads to an effective use of the mouse.
An advantage of the second method is that since the 
transformed formices are kept, the user can compose formices
expressed in terms of different normats, something that is 
impossible in classic formex algebra.
3.2.2. Toleric Formulation
’Another enhancement to formex algebra is the introduction of 
formices with real uniples. The use of integer normats restricts 
the creativity of the user.
The reason for this is that the functions are designed to 
operate on formices with integer uniples and give rise to formices 
containing integer uniples. One of the functions that suffers from 
this restriction is the vertition function. Assuming that a bifect 
normat is used and that the classic definition of the function is 
used, only rotations by whole multiples of 90 degrees are allowed.
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Is there a method that can be used if the formex formulation 
of the configuration shown in Fig.3.1 is required? The answer is 
yes. One can use a bifect integer normat in which the element A of 
Fig. 3.1, will have size 155 instead of 1.55 as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
The whole idea is based on the observation that if the required 
accuracy is N decimal digits, then the structure can be expressed 
in terms of a bifect integer normat if all uniples are multiplied 
by 10^ . A plot corresponding to the correct values can be obtained 
by using a basibifect normat with basifactors (1 / 10^). There is 
a disadvantage in this method, which is illustrated by the 
following example. Assume that the formulation of a structure is 
required when ;
(1) maximum length of the structure is 120 metres
(2) required accuracy is three decimal digits
(3) •'■all the values of the uniples are greater than or equal
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to zero and there is at least one zero uniple.
(4) the length of the structure is measured along the first 
direction
There will then be one or more uniples in the first direction with 
a value of
120 X 10^ « 120000,
This value is well beyond the maximum allowed for an integer in a 
PC system. ( this maximum is 32767 if the integer is signed and 
65535 if the integer is unsigned ).
55 units
plot of A
A =  [0.2,0.2; 1.65,0.2]
N O T E
No other trasnsform ation needed 
to obtain the correct m em ber size
0.0 0.2 0.+ 0.5 0.8 LO L2 L4 1.6 L8 2.0
dbvoUoa 1
Fig. 3.2
To overcome this problem, Micro-Formian allows formices to 
contain real uniples. As a result of this, the transflection 
functions have been changed so that they can accept real 
arguments. In the near future new syntactic rules, terminology and 
abbreviations for these new functions are to be introduced by Dr 
H.Nooshin in the second edition of his book. Assuming that a
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bifect or trifect normat is used, the alterations to the 
transflection functions are listed below :
TRANSLATION and RINDLE ; the direction along which the 
translational effect will take place can be the first, second 
or third direction. It is also possible to specify a 
direction which is not along the three cardinal directions. 
Such a specified direction is referred to as a user defined 
direction. Also, the amount of translation can be a real 
number.
REFLECTION and LAMBDA : the reflection effect can take 
place with respect to a plane perpendicular to the first, 
second, third or a user defined direction.
VERTITION and ROSETTE ; the rotational effect can take 
place about the first, second, third or a user defined 
direction. Also, the amount of rotation can be any number of 
degrees (integer or real).
PROJECTION : the projectional effect can take place on a 
plane that is perpendicular to the first, second, third or a 
user defined direction.
DILATATION : dilatation can take place along the
first, second, third or a user defined direction.
The disadvantage of using real uniples is that the user must 
specify a tolerance. The tolerance is a positive real number and 
is used when comparing two uniples. Two uniples are considered to 
be equal if the absolute value of the difference of the two
uniples is less than the specified tolerance. The tolerance is 
problem specific and can be altered by the user at any stage.
If a bifect normat is used and PI and P2 are the plots of the
normat points El and B2, then El is considered to be equal to E2 
if there is a circle with radius equal to the tolerance that
contains both PI and P2, Fig.3.3.
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3.2.3. User-defined Normats
A number of normats is supported by the Micro-Formian system. 
This includes all the standard normats. In addition, one may have 
user-defined normats.
To specify a user-defined normat one needs to supply the 
coordinate equations that are to be used for the transformation. 
These equations can contain the standard arithmetic operators, 
brackets, variables representing the uniples of the formex in the 
first, second and third directions and a number of mathematical 
functions. An expression parser is built into the system [13, 36, 
37]. More details on the operators and functions that can be 
handled by this parser are given in the next chapter.
For example, if one wants to generate a curved double layer 
grid it is possible to generate a flat double, layer with the same 
plan view { direction one and two uniples being the same ). Then
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the user-defined option can be used to obtain the curved grid, 
assuming that there is a way to obtain a third direction value 
from the uniples of the first and second directions.
3.2.4. Libra Function
The expressions that are allowed in the libra function can
contain brackets in order to change the order in which the
operations will be carried out, and a number of mathematical 
functions. The parser is the same as the one that is used for the 
user-defined normats. Libra functions can be nested up to three 
levels, but the argument following the libra operators may not
contain a formex function.
3.2.5. Other Functions
The other functions have been modified to include tolerance. 
The only type of perdicants that have been implemented are the 
sedilate perdicants, as they have proved to be the most widely 
used ones. Therefore, the rapported sequation and rapported 
variant functions cannot be used to their full extent.
One of the shaker, insertion or Shell sorting algorithms [25, 
35, 37] can be used for the reordering of a formex, when using the 
rapported sequation and rapported variant functions. These 
algorithms are explained in detail in chapter six. The choice of 
an appropriate algorithm is left to the user as, in some cases, it 
is possible to obtain different results when applying one of these 
functions to the same formex with respect to the same perdicant 
but using different algorithms. The shaker algorithm conforms to 
the definition of the principle of rapportance as defined in 
formex algebra and should be used if in doubt.
The explanation of the problem stated above is that a formex 
can be seen as a linear list of data items, where each item 
represents a cantle. Each algorithm uses a different way to 
manipulate and reorder the list, which is reflected in the final 
result.
The reason for this is that perdicants do not necessarily
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behave as normal relational operations applied to scalars. For 
example if A, B and C are three integers and if the following
conditions hold :
A > B and B > C
then one can deduce that
A > C,
but if A, B and C represent the cantles of a formex and p
represents a perdicant, then the fact that :
A [ > p ] B
and
B [ > p ] C
does not necessarily result in 
A [ > p ] C.
To elaborate, let a formex F be given by
F = {[1,3], [1,6], [7,8]}
and let A, B and C denote the first, second and third cantle,
respectively. Now, let p denote the perdicant s
U1 + U2 < Wl + W2.
If this perdicant is used to compare cantles A and B, then A is
found to be of higher rapportance than B, because ;
U 1 + U 2 = 1 + 3 = 4 < 7 = 1 + 6 = W 1 + W 2 .
If p is used to compare the cantles B and C, then B is found to be
of higher rapportance than C, because ;
U 1 + U 2 = 1 + 6 = 7 < 1 5 = 7 + 8 = W 1 + W 2 .
Now compare A and C with respect to p.
U 1 + U 2 = 1 + 3 = 4 < 1 5 = 7 + 8 = W 1 + W 2
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and therefore A is of higher rapportance than C.
Thus, in this case if
A [ >p ] B and B [ >p ] C => A [ >p ] C
Now, let q denote the perdicant î
2U1 + U2 > Wl.
If this perdicant is used to compare cantles A and B, then A is
found to be of higher rapportance than B, because :
2U1 + U2 = 2x1 + 3 = 2 + 3 = 5 > l = W l .
If q is used to compare the cantles B and C, then B is found to be 
of higher rapportance than C, because :
2U1 + U2 = 2x1 + 6 = 2 + 8== 10 > 7  = Wl.
Now compare A and C with respect to q.
2U1 + U2 = 2x1 + 3 = 5 < 7 = W 1  
and therefore A is of lower rapportance than C.
Thus, in this case if
A [ >q ] B and B [ >q ] C ^ A [ <q ] C.
3.3. Micro-Formian Graphics
3.3.1. Introduction
The preparation of the data describing a structural 
configuration involves the generation of large amounts of numbers, 
describing the connectivity of the structural elements and the 
nodal coordinates. Before submission to an analysis program, the 
user must ensure that the generated items of data are correct. 
This task can be tedious, time consuming and prone to error, 
especially when the structures are complex. Formex algebra helps 
with the formulation of the structural configuration, thus 
significantly reducing the possibility of errors. Micro-Formian 
graphics can be used to visually inspect the generated data.
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3.3.2. Principles of Micro-Formian Graphics
Micro-Formian graphics are an integral part of the 
Micro-Formian system. The data describing a formex combined with 
some additional information are used by the system to obtain a 
graphical representation of the formex. <
object
object coordinate system
X
Fig. 3.4
A three-dimensional view of the plot of a formex is in fact a 
two-dimensional image of the transformed coordinates of the pivots 
corresponding to the signets of the cantles of a formex 
[1,2,29,35]. This is implied by the type of hardware devices 
available and the techniques that can be used to obtain the image. 
In the case of digital plotters and printers the picture / hard 
copy is produced on a sheet of paper, and in the case of a 
computer graphics terminal the image is created on the flat 
surface of the screen.
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The method used for the transformation of the coordinates 
reflects the relative position of'the observer with respect to the 
plot of the formex. For the rest of this section, the plot which 
is to be viewed is referred to as the 'object' . The Cartesian 
coordinate system with respect to which the plot is created is 
referred to as the 'object coordinate system' and the space in 
which the plot is imagined to be situated is referred to as the 
'object space'. Fig. 3.4.
view centre
view rays
trace
object
trace plane.
object coordinate system
Fig. 3.5
The point from which the object is considered to be viewed is 
referred to as the 'view point' . Also, the point which is at the 
centre of the field of view and is considered to be directly 
viewed is referred to as the 'view centre' . Furthermore, the line 
that is defined by these two points is referred to as the 'view 
line'. Fig.3.5.
The two points defined above are not sufficient for the
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creation of a complete three-dimensional view of the object. This 
is because no information is provided about the orientation of the 
object. The additional information required is the direction of 
the vertical with respect to the object coordinate system. The 
orientation can be specified using a vector which is referred to 
as the 'view rise', Fig. 3.6. Then the orientation of the 
three-dimensional view is chosen so that the image of the view 
rise after the transformation is parallel to the vertical device 
axis, as will be described later.
view centre
view line
view point
image of 
view riseview rise
Fig. 3.6
Once the view point, view centre and view rise are defined, 
it is possible to obtain a view of the plot of a formex. It is 
assumed that there exists a plane which is normal to the view 
line at the view centre. This plane is referred to as the 'trace 
plane'. Fig. 3.5. Also, the plane which is parallel to the trace 
plane and contains the view point is referred to as the 'brow
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plane'. The brow plane may, alternatively, be defined as the 
plane which is normal to the view line at the view point. 
Finally, it is assumed that there exists a family of lines each 
of which is passing through the view point and a point of the 
object. These lines are referred to as the 'view rays'. Fig.3.5. 
The collection of all the points at which the view rays intersect 
the view trace create an image of the object. This image is 
referred to as the 'trace of the object' or simply the 'trace' 
and is shown in Fig.3.5. The points comprising the trace can be 
described in terms of a Cartesian coordinate system with the view 
centre as the origin. This coordinate system is referred to as 
the 'trace coordinate system'.
view centre
PERSPECTIVEPROJECTION
view point
Fig. 3.7
The type of projection used to obtain the trace, as described 
above, is referred to as 'perspective projection'. Fig. 3.7. 
However, there is an alternative type of projection which is
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referred to as ' parallel projection'. In this, case it is assumed 
that the object is viewed through an infinitely large eye, whose 
mid-point is at the view point and for which all the view rays are 
parallel to the view line. Fig.3.8. A perspective projection 
results in a 'perspective view' of the object and a parallel 
projection results in a 'parallel view' of the object.
view centre
object
view line
view point
PARALLELPROJECTION
Fig. 3.8
In the case of perspective projection it is required to 
supply an extra item of information, the 'view cone' . The view 
cone is a cone with apex at the view point. The view rays are 
restricted to lie within this cone. Therefore an object is 
considered to be visible if it lies within the view cone. The 
intersection of the cone and the trace plane is a circle, 
enclosing the traces of all the visible objects.
The next step is to produce an image of the trace on the 
output device, which can be a pen plotter, a printer, a laser
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printer or the screen of a graphics terminal. This image is 
referred to as the 'picture of the object' or simply as the 
'picture'. Also, the plane in which the picture lies is referred 
to as the 'picture plane' and the coordinate system of the 
peripheral device, which lies in this plane, is referred to as the 
'device coordinate system'. The device coordinate system is always 
a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system and is shown in 
Fig.3.9.
TtOT riW /
ob}tot coordlMU tTwiia
lln*
Ylrr poldi
< m M f  of fiof ri»«
gictuK or Tiay ri»a
d»rUig ooordlnata ly iU m  /  ptoiurn p lan *
From OBJECT SPACE - >  TRACE PLANE - >  PICTURE PLANE
Fig. 3.9
3.3.3. Viewing Alcrorithms
Micro-Formian enables the user to specify the view point, 
view centre, view rise and type of projection that is to be used 
for the creation of a view. This section describes the details of 
the algorithms used in terms of the previously defined entities.
The picture of an object can be obtained from the trace
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through a series of simple coordinate transformations applied to 
the points of the trace, such as translations, rotations and 
scaling operations. Therefore, the algorithms presented deal only 
with the mathematics of the generation of the trace. The trace 
obtained from these algorithms is expressed in terms of a 
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, which has its y and 
z axes lying on the trace plane and its x-axis perpendicular to 
the trace plane. Assuming that a point of the trace is described 
by its coordinates (x', y', z'), the transition from this
three-dimensional system to the two-dimensional trace coordinate 
system is achieved by ignoring the x-coordinate and using ;
trand
where x^^ and y^^ are the equivalent trace coordinates.
To simplify the derivation of the required equations, it is 
assumed that the object coordinate system is such that the view 
centre is the origin and the x-axis is passing through the view 
point. It is also assumed that for the time being, the orientation 
implied by the view rise can be ignored. These assumptions do not 
restrict the generality of the algorithm which will be presented 
here, as it is always possible to apply a series of translations 
and rotations to the original object coordinate system to 
transform it to one that satisfies these requirements. The 
arrangement described above, including the view cone is shown in 
Fig. 3.10.
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object coordinate system. Vtrace of object
Fig. 3.10
Let (Xp,Yp,Zp) denote the coordinates of the view point in 
the object coordinate system, (x^,y ,z^ ) denote the coordinates 
of the view centre, (x^ ,y^,z^) denote the coordinates of point A
which is the object whose trace is required and 
denote the coordinates of its trace A' on the trace plane. Also, 
let r denote the distance of the view point from the view centre
r = PC 
and let
X =* CB
denote the radius of the intersection of the view cone and the 
trace plane. Also, let b denote the angle CPB and t and t theA A Z yangles CPA^ and CPA , respectively, where A and A^ are the 
projections of A' on the trace coordinate axes x and y, 
respectively.
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X-ob ject axis
P (view point) C (view centre)
Fig. 3.11
As can be seen, from Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 the angle b is 
related to r and x by the trigonometric relation
b =
line segment CA^ . The angles t^ and t^ are linked with r, z' and
Now,let Y' denote the line segment CA^  and let z' denote the 
1 
y  ^ by the trigonometric relationships
andtan(t ) = — —  ' z' r tan(ty) = - Ç -
From the above expressions it can be deduced that
z '  =  X
tan(t )________' z 's tan(b)
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and
tan(t )
y' = Ka tan(b)
Before these equations can be used, the values of t and tz ymust be calculated in terms of known entities. Prom Figs. 3.10 and 
3.11, one can write
tan(t^) = ^z' r - Xand
Ytan(t ) =y' r - X
The final expressions for the transformed coordinates of the 
point (x,y,z) will be
X' = 0,
X
^ tan(b) (r - x) ^and
x^
 ^ tan(b) (r - x) ^*
These equations can be written in matrix form as follows :
X' = P * X,
where X' is the vector [x',y',z^]^, X is the vector [x,y,z]^and P 
is the perspective transformation matrix given below :
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p = X stan(b) (r - x)
X
0 tan(b) (r - x)
The algorithm presented above is rather restrictive, since 
the view point must be somewhere on the x-axis of the object 
coordinate system and the z-axis must be pointing up.
In the general case the object coordinate system will have to 
undergo a series of transformations before the above equations can 
be used. In effect, the object space is translated so that the 
view centre is at the origin and then rotated, while keeping the 
origin the same, so that the x-axis passes through the view point. 
Then one can use the perspective transformation, described above, 
to obtain the trace of the rotated object.
Consider the situation shown in Fig.3.12. Let x,y,and z be
the axes of the original object coordinate system. For simplicity 
assume that the object coordinate system has the view centre as 
its origin, so that there is no need for a translation of the 
object space. Also, let the view point be denoted by the point P, 
with object coordinates (x^, y^, z^). Let r denote the distance 
between the view point and the origin of the object coordinate
system. Then r^  is given by the equation
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Fig. 3.12
Note that, the value of r remains the same during the 
process of rotating the object coordinate system, as the relative 
position of the view centre and the view point remains unchanged.
Let X', y' and z' be the axes of the rotated object 
coordinate system, which will be referred to as the proper 
coordinate system. Since the origins of the object and the proper 
coordinate systems are the same, the only difference between them 
is their orientation, which can be specified uniquely by the 
angles between each of the axes. Through a series of- rotations 
about each axis of the object system, we can re-orient the object 
coordinate system in such a way that its axes are coincident with 
those of the proper coordinate system.
In the general case, the rotation transformation can be 
described by a rotation matrix R. Each entry in this matrix is 
obtained as the scalar product of the unit vectors in the 
auxiliary coordinate system with the unit vectors in the object
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system. The general form of such a matrix R is given by
i' • i 3' * i k' • Î ■
R = i' • 3 j' • 3 k' • j
i' * k r  • k k' • k
where i, j and k are the unit vectors in the object 
coordinate system and i', j' and are the unit vectors in the 
auxiliary coordinate system, and the symbol ' ' ' is used to 
denote the scalar product of two vectors. If A and B are two 
vectors with lengths a and b, respectively, and 0 is the angle 
between them, then their scalar product is given by :
Â ’ B = ab cos(0).
As the operation of matrix multiplication is noncommutative, 
the order of the rotations is important, if at the end the two 
systems are to be coincident. Even if the object system is rotated 
through right angles, if the order is incorrect, it will not 
become coincident to the auxiliary coordinate system.
To understand the effects of each of the individual 
rotations, consider the auxiliary and the object coordinate 
systems as coincident. With the two systems in this position, a 
rotation about the z-axis of the auxiliary coordinate system will 
result in a rotation of the object coordinate system through an 
angle about the z-axis. This type of rotation enables the observer 
to view the object from different positions but always from the 
same distance from the x-y plane. A rotation of the object system 
about the auxiliary system's y-axis will result in a change of the 
distance from the x-y plane of the point from which the object is 
viewed. A rotation about the x-axis will result in viewing the 
object at a tilt. At this stage we will concentrate on rotations 
about the y and z axes only. The tilt can be introduced at a later 
stage by rotating the trace by an appropriate angle.
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The series of rotations that we are interested in can be 
written in matrix notation as :
X = R * R * X'. y z
All that remains to be done is to express the entries of 
these two matrices in terms of known entities. Referring to 
Fig.3.12, let 0 (phi) denote the angle PI C P' and 6 (theta) 
denote the angle P' CP. Also, let r' denote the distance P'C. 
From Fig. 3.12 :
The geometry of the coordinate system results in the 
following expressions :
cos(0) = and sin(0) = r'p
C O S ( 0 )  = and sin(0) =
The corresponding rotation matrices are given by
R = y
r;/rp
-A/r
0
1
0
'p/r.
r;/rp
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A/r' 0
_Yp/r' 0
0 0 .. 1
The equations derived above provide the formulation needed 
for the creation of a three dimensional view of an object for the 
case when the view centre is coincident with the origin of the 
object coordinate system. But, what happens if this is not the 
case ?
Assume that the object coordinates of the view centre are 
(x^, y^, z^). The auxiliary coordinate system can be obtained as a 
translation of the object coordinate system by -x^ , -y^  and -z^ . 
The matrix operator for this translation is ;
T =
-  X (
0
0
0
-
0
0
0
-z
The complete algorithm can be summarized as follows :
( 1 ) Let X denote the vector representing a point in the 
object coordinate system. Let X denote the vector withAuxthe coordinates of the same point with respect to the 
auxiliary coordinate system. Use the equation 
* X,
(2 )
(3)
X = TAuxto obtain XAux
Apply the series of rotations by using the equation 
x' = R * R * X .Aux y z  AuxApply the perspective transformation :
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= p * X. .Aux
If the type of projection specified is parallel then the 
third step must be omitted. It should be noted that the matrices 
T, R and R^ , used in the above expressions, need to be calculated 
only once. On the other hand, the matrix P of the perspective 
transformation is dependent on the relative position of the point 
under consideration and the view point and . therefore it must be 
recalculated for each point.
3.4. Geometric Potential
3.4.1. Introduction
Today the finite element method is widely used for the 
analysis and prediction of the behaviour of structures. In many 
cases, it is the sole rigorous method of analysis available for 
the study of the behaviour of structures, when no direct 
mathematical solution to the differential equations describing 
the problem exists. Typical examples of such problems are the 
study of stress distribution in welds, the prediction of 
settlements in soils media, the behaviour of concrete slabs with 
holes under load, etc.
One of the problems involved in the analysis, when using the 
finite element method, is the specification of a suitable mesh. 
This process is not always straight forward. This is because, in 
most cases, there are no regions in the continuum that will 
dictate a particular pattern for the finite element mesh.' In other 
words, the subdivision of the structure into finite elements is 
dependent entirely on the engineer. The finite element model 
should be chosen with a number of parameters in view. Two of these 
parameters are the required accuracy of the solution and the cost 
of the analysis. For example, one could use a coarse mesh based on 
a sophisticated finite element ,or a finer finite element mesh
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based on a cruder finite element. Also, the overall cost depends 
on the number of elements, the number of nodes per element and the 
shape of the structure that is to be analyzed.
F in ite  e le m e n t m esh  fo r  
a s lab  w ith  a c irc u la r  ho le
Fig. 3.13
It is a common practice to refine a finite element mesh in 
regions where the boundaries have sharp corners or the applied 
loads vary considerably. For example, the finite element mesh 
representing the flat slab of Fig.3.13 is refined in the region of 
the hole, and similarly the finite element of a beam with a notch. 
Fig.3.14, is gradually refined around the notch, because this is 
the area where stress concentration would be expected to occur.
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Finite e lem en t m odel for 
a beam  with a notch
Fig. 3.14
Some modern finite element packages provide facilities for 
the description of the boundaries of the area to be analyzed. Once 
this is done, the package performs an initial meshing of the area. 
Then, the user has to manually edit the generated data in order to 
obtain an acceptable finite element mesh.
The present work attempts a different approach to the 
problem of generation of finite element meshes. The method is 
•completely automated and is based on the principle of the minimum 
geometric potential.
The major steps’involved in the analysis of a problem by the 
finite element method are :
(1) Chose a suitable type of finite element. The properties 
of the element chosen affect the total number of elements, 
and the total number of nodal points. In many cases the 
engineer is restricted by the types of finite elements 
available in the package.
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(2) Describe the boundary conditions and the externally 
applied loads.
(3) Use engineering judgment to predict the areas of the 
model with a high rate of change in the stress / strain 
levels, and refine the finite element mesh in these areas.
(4) Chose a suitable reference system.
(5) Generate the data describing the coordinates of the 
boundary nodes, the nodes under externally applied loads and, 
finally, the internal nodes.
(6) Connect the nodes using the selected type of finite 
element. If required carry out minor modifications to the 
positions of the nodes.
The contribution to this work is the automation of the
process of generation of the finite element mesh by eliminating 
the fifth and sixth steps. The data required by the method are ;
(1) description of the area to be analyzed in terms of a 
series of nodal points.
(2) description of the positions of applied external loads 
and support points.
(3) density of the finite element mesh. If the density of 
the mesh is not uniform, one has to supply a series of points 
with each point being associated with a density factor. The 
density of the mesh is controlled by the positions of these 
nodal points in the manner described later.
3.4.2. Minimum Geometric Potential
Let there be a set of N nodal points numbered from 1 to N, 
Also, associate each of these points with a weighting m^ , 
where i - 1,2, ... ,N. Finally, let d^  ^denote the length of the
line segment joining nodes i and j. Fig. 3.15. The 'geometric 
potential' G of this system is defined as
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G = E (m m d"^ )
lî*J  ■’
where q is a positive integer defining the power law of repulsion 
between nodes.
23
0 N-1,
© 4 ,  m. S et of N nodal points  and associated weightings
m t denotes th e  w eighting  
of the  ith  p o in t
Fig. 3.15
For a given set of nodes and associated weightings, the 
geometric potential G is a function of the nodal coordinates. The 
value of the geometric potential G can be considered to be a 
measure of the pattern of node distribution. It has been observed 
that G assumes ( local ) minimum values if the nodal coordinates 
correspond to certain regular patterns of distribution of the 
nodes [10]. This observation can be used as the basis of a method 
for the generation of suitable patterns of nodes. The method is 
based on an initial approximation to the problem, in terms of a 
set of nodes and associated weightings. The geometric potential G
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of this system is then calculated and an iterative process is 
invoked which attempts to find a set of nodal coordinates which 
minimizes G for chosen weightings and exponent q.
The minimization of G involves a nonlinear optimization 
process, since the geometric potential of the system is a 
nonlinear function of the nodal coordinates. Another problem 
involved in the minimization process, is the fact that the nodes 
must remain throughout the process inside the region described by 
the boundary points. Thus, one is looking for a constrained 
minimization of a nonlinear function.
This last problem has been solved by using an unconstrained 
optimization method and altering the weightings of the nodes 
describing the boundary so that they force by means of 'repulsion' 
the internal nodes to lie inside the region.
The information required is provided in terms of three 
ingots. The first of these contains two types of nodes and will be 
referred to as the fixed ingot. These nodes are the nodes 
describing the boundary of the region and the nodes that are fixed 
in position ( supports points ) . A plot of an example of such an 
ingot is shown in Fig.3.16, where the symbol used to represent the 
tenons is a small square. The second ingot contains the nodes that 
are to be used as the first approximation to the required nodal 
positions and will be referred to as the internal ingot. At the 
end of the process of minimization this ingot will contain the 
best solution to the problem. The symbol used to represent the 
tenons of this ingot is a cross. The final nodal positions will be 
used for the definition of a mesh in a manner that will be 
discussed later. Finally, the third ingot contains a set of nodes 
that are used to determine the local density of the finite element 
mesh. This ingot is referred to as the weight ingot and the symbol 
used to represent the tenons of this ingot in Fig.3.16 is a small 
triangle.
The density of the mesh is controlled by the values assigned 
to the points of the weight ingot in the following manner : The 
area of the finite element mesh is subdivided into sections with 
similar requirements in terms of mesh density. Then, a weight 
point is placed, as close as possible, at the centre of gravity of
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each section. Each of these points is assigned a density factor 
reflecting the required density of the area. When this process is 
finished, the weight ingot contains N points, each of which is 
associated with a density factor p^  , i = 1,2, ... ,N^ . In the
general case these density factors will vary from point to point. 
The next step is to associate a weighting m^ , i = 1,2, ... , N to
all the nodes of the fixed ingot. The density associated with the 
i*'*' node of the internal ingot is calculated using the formula :
Pi =
(Pj
( 1 ' d.j)
where p^  is the density associated with the point of the
weight ingot and d^  ^ is the distance between the i^  ^ node of the 
internal ingot and the point of the weight ingot. It can be
seen from the above expression that the density factor of a point 
is affected mainly by the values of the density factor associated 
with the weight points in its locality. The corresponding 
weighting of the i^^ node of the internal ingot is given by
In the present work, the value used for the power law 
exponent q is two. Therefore the geometric potential is 
calculated using the formula s
G = E (m m d"=),
where i and j vary such that all the following combinations of 
nodes are exhausted :
( 1 ) nodes of the internal ingot with other nodes of the 
internal ingot.
(2) nodes of the fixed ingot with other nodes of the fixed
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ingot.
(3) nodes of the fixed ingot' with nodes of the internal 
ingot and vice versa.
□  FIXED ingot 
A  WEIGHT ingot 
+  INTERNAL ingot
Fig. 3.16
The geometric potential function is minimized using the 
method proposed by Fletcher and Reeves [14,15,21,23,31,32 & 33]. 
This method is referred to as the conjugate gradient method for 
the minimization of nonlinear functions and requires the 
calculation of the first partial derivatives of the function.
Once the final set of nodal points is obtained, the tectrix 
function of formex algebra is used for the creation of the finite 
element mesh. If G denotes an ingot representing all the internal 
and boundary nodes and FE denotes the formex representing the 
required finite element mesh, then FE can be obtained by
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FE = TEC(m,p)|G,
where m and p are dependent on the type of finite elements used.
3.4.3. Function Minimization by Conjugate Gradients
Consider a function of n variables whose value f(X) and the 
gradient vector g(X) can be calculated at any point X, where
X = [x^ , Xg, . . ., x^ ]^
It is assumed that in the neighborhood of the required minimum h, 
the function can be expanded in the form
f(X) = f(h) + ^(X - h)^ A (X“h) + higher order terms,
where A is the symmetric positive definite matrix of second-order 
partial derivatives.
This method, as most iterative minimization methods, locates 
the minimum h as the limit of a sequence X^ , X^ , X^ , ...» where
X^  is the initial approximation to the position of the minimum and 
where for each i >= 0, X.^  ^ is the position of the minimum f(X) 
with respect to variations along a line through X^  in some 
specified direction p^. It is important to calculate each new 
direction of search as part of the iteration cycle, rather than 
assigning it in advance, as this is the only way to take into 
account any accumulated knowledge of the local behavior of the 
function.
Let g^  denote the i*^  ^iteration of the gradient vector g(X^), 
Then the step X^ ^^  can be determined from the step X^  by using the 
formula
and
+ “iPl
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where is a scalar parameter.
The search direction of the i+l^ *^  iteration can be calculated 
from the formula
Pi« = " .^P.'
1+1where I3 =
The complete minimization algorithm is summarized as follows
(1) Chose , the initial approximation
(2) Let = g(XJ
(3) Let = -g^
(4) Find X^ ^^ f the position of the minimum of f(X) on the 
line through X^  in the direction p^
(5) Calculate ?
g = •
9=
P.+i = -9i« * i^P,
(6) repeat steps 4 and 5 until the minimum of the function
is located.
The process is guaranteed to locate the minimum of any
quadratic function in n variables in at most n iterations. The 
generated search directions p are those corresponding to the
current local quadratic approximation. The success of the 
minimization process is dependent on the choice of a starting 
point X^ , on the method used to locate the minimum / linear search 
and on the convergence criteria.
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For quadratic functions any choice of a starting point is 
equally satisfactory. For general functions the choice of 
the starting point will affect the total number of iterations and 
the position of the minimum. This is because the method will 
locate, as the minimum of the function, the bottom of whatever 
valley it started in.
The method used for the location of the minimum is a 
cubic-convergent search without second derivatives. It consists of 
three distinct phases. The first and third are quadratic 
convergent and the second is cubic convergent.
Phase I : Given X , f(X^), g(X^), p^ and f^ ^^  (the estimated
minimum value of the function) phase I will find the minimum point 
d ofs
y(a) = f(X^  + ap^ ) ,
if y (a) is a quadratic with a well defined minimum and if f^ ^^  is 
a true minimum of y(a).
Therefore, if
Y(rt) = a (a)^  + a a + a , and a > 0
■ 2 3 1
and if
then
2^2  ^  ^ -^2 f = a - ------  at a “ d =------ ^ 4a^  " 2a^
d =   = 2--------------
P; g(XJ
Phase II : The value of f is adjusted to be less than orest
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equal to f(X ). If f is also less than the actual f . , then^  '  I  '  e s t mlnthe absolute value of becomes excessively large when is near 
the minimum point. To avoid this happening the value d^  is used 
instead of d^ , where
r d I < P j
|p^ | sign(d^), otherwise
With d obtained the value of the function is evaluated at 0
OL = d^, 26.^ , 2 d^, 2 d^, .... ,d^, d^, d^.
where the value d is such that3
f(X, + d^Pj) >= f(Xj + d^pj
The next step involves the calculation of
y(dg) = P^ 9(X^  + d^pj
If 4  ^  ^ then interpolation between points
> 0
X, + d p and X + d p is affected.i  2 1 1 3 1
If yCd^) > 0 then interpolation between points d > 0
X, + d p, and X + d p is 1 1 ^ 1 1 2 ^ 1 affected.
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If y(d^) = 0, then the one-dimensional search is ended. The
search in the following phase III is carried out between two points
X + d p <= X <= X, + d p ,1 a^ i i b^l'
where d = -a '‘a'
 ^  ^ for d > 0
y(d ) < 0  ^
and d^  - -^ *2' 3^'
y(d^) > 0 for d > 0 
y ( d j  < 0 =
Phase III : This phase consists of a cubic interpolation
between the two points, d^  and d^ . The values of y(d^), y(d^),
y(d^), y (d^ ) and the estimated d^ ^^  are computed by the use of 
Davidson's interpolation equations :
d = d - (d. - d )mln b b a
y(d^) - y(d^) + 2u^
where u^  - y(d^) + y(d^) + 3
y(dj - y(d^)
and 1/2
If neither y(d^) nor y(d^) is less than / where
y(d ) - f(X,+ d p.), it may be assumed that the value d is'  m ln ' '  1 r a in ' l l '  mlna sufficiently accurate estimate of the relative minimum point. On 
the other hand the whole of phase III may be repeated over one of
the two intervals ( d , d  ) or (d , d ) .  The former interval'  a m ln ' '  mln b '
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is used if y(d^ ^^ ) is greater than zero and the latter when 
y(d ) is less than zero.•* '  m ln '
The rate of convergence is improved by reverting periodically 
to the steepest descent direction -g in place of the customary p. 
Thus the whole process is restarted from the current X, discarding 
any previous experience, that would normally be transmitted in the 
calculation of p. The process is still quadratically convergent 
provided that such restarts are not more frequent than every n 
iterations.
The convergence criterion is the vanishing of any g\ This is
the formal requirement for X^  but it also prevents a division by
zero in the next iteration. This condition is unlikely to be 
realized in practice due to round-off errors. A solution to this 
problem is to carry on until at the end of a complete cycle of
iterations and before restarting from a steepest descent search,
the calculated minimum is not less than the one calculated during 
the previous step.
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C H A P T E R  4
M icro  -  Fo r m ia n  Us er ' s M a n u a l
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4.1. Introduction - Getting Started
This chapter describes the process of loading, configuring 
and using the Micro - Formian system for the generation of the 
data required for the analysis and design of space frames. In 
addition Micro-Formian is capable of producing good quality hard 
copies of the graphical representation of the generated data using 
either an Epson FX-80 series compatible, dot matrix printer, a 
Kyocera compatible laser printer or an HPGL (Hewlett Packard 
Graphics Language) compatible digital plotter, such as the 
Hewlett Packard model HP7475A.
Before beginning it is important to be familiar with the main 
components of the operating system of an IBM PC (MS-DOS or PC-DOS 
version 2.00 or later). For the convenience of the first time user 
a short introductory section is included in the appendices.
This chapter is divided into four main sections and 
introduces the user to the integrated environment of 
Micro-Formian, concentrating mainly on the features that appear on 
the different available menus. A brief description of the contents 
of each section is given below :
1 Getting started This section explains how to
make backup of the master disks, describes the different files
that appear on the disks and provides information about a 
suitable set up for Micro-Formian in different situations.
2 Integrated Environment This section explains the
basics of the menu system used by Micro-Formian.
3 Menus This section provides 
additional information about selecting menu items using a 
digitizer or the keyboard.
4 The Help Facility This section explains the
on-line help facility and the supporting program MAKE_HLP.
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The following ' typographical conventions are followed
Typographical Conventions
Typeface Purpose
Standard This typeface is used for text that appears on the 
screen, such as the contents of a pop up window.
Boldface Messages displayed by the system are set in 
this typeface.
Italic This type represents text that has to be typed in 
by the user.
< S m a U > This typeface indicates a key on the keyboard that 
the user has to press. For example "press <e s o  to 
EXIT" indicates that the key marked "Esc" must be 
pressed in order to Exit.
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The following sections provide all the required information 
for loading the Micro-Formian system on hardware systems with
floppy disk or hard disk drives.
4.1.1. How to Create a Backup Disk
The program disk is formatted for a standard 5 inch,
360Kb disk drive and can be read by any IBM PC/XT or AT or true 
compatible equipped with a suitable disk drive. Before using the 
disk, a backup copy of the program disk should be made and then 
the original disk put away. This will prevent the master disk from 
being accidentally corrupted. For the rest of this sub section the 
master disk will be referred to as the source, by both the
instructions provided below and the messages displayed by the 
operating system, and the disk used for the backup as the target 
or destination disk. In order to make a working or backup copy :
-Get a suitable floppy disk
-Boot up the computer from drive A using a DOS system disk
-At the system prompt type dishcopy A: B: and press < E n te r> .
The message Insert source disk in drive A: will be displayed on 
the screen. Remove the system disk from drive A and put the 
program disk into drive A.
-If the system has two floppy disks, the screen will also 
display the message Insert destination diskette into drive B:. In
that case the target disk should be placed in drive B. If the 
system has only one floppy drive disks will need to be. exchanged 
whenever prompted by the computer.
-When ready press < E n te r> . The computer will start reading 
from the source disk in drive A:. On a twin floppy system it will 
write to the destination disk in drive B; and will continue 
reading from disk A and writing to disk B until the copying
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process is completed. In one drive systems the user will be asked 
to replace the source disk with the destination disk and then 
reinsert the source disk until the copying process is finished.
-When copying is complete remove both disks. Store the 
original away and label the copy disk
-The process described above should be repeated for 
every program disk.
4.1.2. Contents of the Program Disk
The program disk contains the following files s
FORMIAN.EXE This is the executable Micro-Formian program and 
can be invoked by typing Formian at the DOS prompt
FORMIAN.CFG This is the configuration file and is used to keep 
the customized settings for various features of 
the integrated environment.
HELP.DOC This file contains in binary form the 
required for the on-line help facility.
data
HELP.IDX This is the file containing the data for the 
initialization of the help system.
MAKE HLP This is a support program that can be used to 
modify the text appearing in the help screens. 
This file will accept as input the ASCII file 
HELP.DAT and will create the files HELP.DOC and 
HELP.IDX.
HELP. DAT This is an up-to-date "source" ASCII file for 
the help messages appearing in the user's version 
of Micro-Formian.
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*.BGI These are the files containing the graphics
drivers for the different graphics adaptors 
supported by Micro-Formian. For a list of these 
adaptors refer to the section system requirements. 
The preceding the file extension is a DOS 
term, called wildcard and it is used to denote any 
acceptable character string that can be used as a 
file name.
*.FMX These are demonstration files for formices created
using the Micro-Formian system and are provided 
for use with the tutorial in Appendix D as well as
for demonstration of the capabilities of the
Micro-Formian system.
4.1.3. Installing Micro - Formian on a PC - System
The Micro-Formian system is designed in such a way that the 
effort required to install the program is minimal. The basic 
files needed for Micro-Formian are small enough to be easily run 
from a floppy system. Although it is not essential it is 
recommended that Micro-Formian is installed and run from a hard 
disk.
4.1.3.1. Setting u p  on a Floppy Disk System
The first step is to create a bootable (system) disk. The 
user should get a new blank disk, boot the computer and at the 
DOS prompt, type
format b: \S  <Enter>
Then he will be asked by the computer system to insert a DOS
disk into drive A. This disk is the system disk used to boot the
computer. If working on a twin-floppy system, the blank disk
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should be inserted into drive B followed by < E n te r> . If using a 
one-drive system, the blank disk should be placed into the drive 
whenever the user is asked to insert a blank disk into drive B, 
and should be replaced by the original boot disk whenever the user 
is asked to insert a DOS disk into drive A.
When the process is completed the blank disk will be 
formatted and will contain a copy of the operating system MS-DOS 
(or PC-DOS).
The created system disk should be put in drive A. If a 
second drive is available the Micro-Formian program disk should 
be put into drive B. When ready type : dir B: /w <Enter>
This will list all the files on the Micro-Formian program 
disk, which then can be copied one at a time on the created 
system disk by typing :
k>copy b: filename, ext a: /v <Enter>
The files that must be copied onto the system disk are : 
FORMIAN.EXE, FORMIAN.CFG, HELP.DOC, HELP.IDX and one of the *.BGI 
files. The file CGA.BGI must be copied if using a system with a 
Colour Graphics adaptor, the file EGAVGA.BGI if using a system 
with an Enhanced Graphics adaptor or a Video Graphics Array 
adaptor, the file HERC.BGI if using a system with a Hercules 
Monochrome adaptor, etc. For more details about the adaptors 
supported refer to the section system requirements.
The file GO.BAT can be copied and then used in order to 
start up the system after some modifications. This file will load 
the mouse driver, the screen driver and then the Micro-Formian 
system.
4.1.3.2. Setting u p  on a Hard Disk
The first step is the creation of a subdirectory outside 
the root directory, called 'direc_name', where 'direc_name' will 
be the name of the directory in which the Micro-Formian system
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will be installed. Then, assuming that the hard disk is 
designated as drive C, the following commands must be used :
C: <Enter>
C d  C ; \  <Enter>
md ' direc_name ' <Enter>
Now the Micro-Formian backup disk should be placed into 
drive A and at the DOS prompt the following should be typed :
copy a ; * . *  C: /v <Enter>
Note that the file GO. BAT should be modified prior to 
any use, according to the equipment that is being used.
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4.2. I n t e g r a t e d  E n v i r o n m e n t
This section provides all the required information about the 
'integrated environment'. An integrated environment is defined as 
a software system that can perform various tasks, which are not 
very closely related to or dependant on each other. For example 
the Turbo-Pascal compiler by Borland International Ltd [7] is 
an integrated environment programming system and is capable of 
editing text files, compiling programs, linking object modules in 
order to produce executable files and finally running them. In a 
similar fashion the Micro-Formian system is an integrated 
environment because it can be used to generate, display, sort or 
plot on the computer's screen, the numerical data describing a 
formex, perform a subset of the operating systems commands, drive 
a series of plotters and printers, etc.
4.2.1. Using the Integrated Environment
This section describes the components of the Micro-Formian 
main screen and explains briefly how to move around in the 
integrated environment.
There are two categories of integrated systems depending on 
the way that the system commands are issued by the operator. In 
software engineering the terms used in order to describe these two 
categories are 'command line driven' and 'menu driven'.
A system is said to be command line driven if the computer 
displays a prompt as a response to which a character string, the 
' command line', has to be typed by the user. In most
implementations the string must be followed by <Enter>, to 
indicate the end of the 'command line'. Then the string is parsed 
by the system and the appropriate action is taken.
A system is said to be menu driven if at each stage the
operator is supplied with a list of options, one of which can be 
selected as the next command issued to the system. There are
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various methods for displaying the menu options and for selecting 
the one required. The method used by Micro-Formian is based on pop 
up and pull down windows / menus [6,22,36]. A ' window ' is a 
rectangular area on the computer's screen that is used to display 
graphic images or text. The screen can be regarded as the largest 
window that can exist. A 'pop up' window is a window that can be 
displayed on the screen, covering whatever was previously 
displayed under it. Once a pop up window is 'opened' (i.e. 
displayed) it can be used as a normal window for printing in it 
text or graphic images that will wrap around the edges of the 
window. When a pop up window is no longer needed, it is 'closed', 
that is it is removed from the screen and the screen is restored 
to its prior state, that is before the pop up window was opened, A 
'pop up menu' is a menu displayed in a pop up window. Finally a 
'pull down menu' is a pop up menu whose menu items activate a 
second level of pop up menus.
Micro-Formian provides context sensitive on screen help at 
the touch of a designated key or the left button of the Microsoft 
mouse. The user can get help at any point during the process of 
selecting an operation from different menus. The help system will 
be discussed later in more detail.
Loading Micro-Formian from the DOS prompt is achieved by 
typing formian <Enter>. The computer will search the current 
drive / directory and if the file FORMIAN.EXE is present then it 
will start loading it. The first response of the Micro-Formian is 
the display of the program's first screen. The user is then asked 
to confirm that the current drive and directory is the one 
containing the auxiliary files FORMIAN.CFG, *.BGI, HELP.DOC and 
HELP.IDX , or supply the complete path, including the drive 
specification, of the drive / directory containing these files. 
Then, one will be asked to type a password. If the typed password 
does not match the one expected, the program exits after 
displaying an appropriate message.
After the logging in process is completed, Micro-Formian 
will load the appropriate graphics driver, initialize the help
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table and display the main screen. A typical main screen is shown 
in Fig 4.1. One can observe that there are five distinct areas in 
the main screen : the menu bar, the plan and elevation windows, 
the status line and the message window.
OPER FUNGI FUNG2 • FUNGS DRAW HELP I/O STATUS DOS EXIT
Gur.Fmx:
* * Go man
ONAME Mode: User Scale: 1.000 Act.Path: G:\F0RM
MENU BAR STATUS LINE PLAN WINDOW MESSAGE WINDOW ELEVATION WINDOW
Fig 4.1
To familiarize oneself with the Micro-Formian system, here 
are some navigating basics. A highlighted selection bar appears 
in each pop up menu by displaying the appropriate menu item in 
reverse video (that is, black letters on a white background when
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using a monochrome adaptor). This menu item is the one 
corresponding to the default selection. The user can :
“Use the mouse to move the selection bar to the required 
menu item or the appropriate cursor keys.
“Press the right mouse button to select a menu item or the
<Enter> k e y .
“Press both mouse buttons, hold down and release in order to
leave a pop up menu or press the <e s o  key.
“Press the left mouse button or the <f i > key to get help at
any stage during the selection process.
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4.2.2.S u m m a r y  o f  S p e c i a l  K e y s
The following table contains a list of the keys that perform 
special functions ;
K E Y F U N C T I O N
Left arrow 
Right arrow 
Up arrow 
Down arrow 
Page Up 
Page Down 
Home key
End key
Esc
Enter or CR 
FI key
Backspace
Moves selection bar one 
place to the left.
Moves selection bar one place 
to the right.
Moves selection bar one place 
up.
Moves selection bar one place 
down.
Moves selection bar to the top 
of the current pop up menu.
Moves selection bar to the 
bottom of the current pop up menu 
In cases of multi column 
windows moves the selection 
bar to the left column of the 
current row or in all other cases 
is ignored.
In cases of multi column 
windows moves the selection 
bar to the right column of the 
current row or in all other cases 
is ignored.
Abandons the current menu.
Selects highlighted menu item 
Displays the appropriate help 
screen.
Used to delete the last typed 
character during data input.
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The system will use the message window, situated at the 
bottom of the screen to display informative messages and impose 
questions that have to be answered during the process of 
selecting and executing a task from a menu. In general, if asked 
to confirm something by < Y / N > (Y stands for YES and N stands 
for NO), all one has to do is to type the letter 'Y' or 'N'. 
There is no need to press <Enter> after the answer or type the 
complete word (for example 'Yes' or 'No'). It should be noted 
that typing the answer in upper or lower case is immaterial to 
the system as all answers are converted internally to upper case. 
Consequently, answers such as 'Y' and 'y' are equivalent.
If at any stage during the process of selecting a menu item 
or typing alphanumerical data the key pressed is a non acceptable 
keystroke and the flag BEEP ON ERROR is set, the computer will 
reply with a short (0.5 sec) beep.
Finally, the keyboard buffer is flushed after each dialogue 
with the user. This implies that no more than one command can be 
issued at any time before the current job is finished, as the DOS 
buffering capability is disabled.
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4.3. M e n u s
4.3.1. The Complete Menu Structure
This section contains a description of the menu commands 
available in the Micro-Formian integrated system.
Figure 4.2 shows the complete structure of the Micro-Formian 
main menu and its successive pop-up menus :
OPER FUNCl FUNC2 FUNC3 DRAW HELP I/O STATUS DOS EXITI
DefineCopyComposeLIBraG.PotentNormats
RetroCor
TRANslationRINdleREFlectionLAMbdaVERtitionROSettePROJectionPANs ionDEPansion
I t
CLEAR DRAW F. Node Nr View F. Set Up Scale Redraw
MEDullaDictum
SEViationLATitudeRAVariantRASequation
PEXumLUXumCOLuxumNEXumCONexumPACtum
COPactumRELectionJUNctureCOJuncture
System Graphix Partiel, Memory Disk(s)
CoordinateGridSnapSoundSymbolScalingView TypeView PointExit
Epson FX-80 dot matrix KYOCERA laser printer HPGL compatible plotter
I
ExitQuit
DIRectRENameERASEChoirMkDir
GeneralCommand TAKE
Figure 4.2 - Micro - Formian's Menu Structure
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Menu commands can be selected by the use of either a 
Microsoft compatible two button mouse or the cursor control and 
function keys of the IBM PC's keyboard. In order to activate a 
pop up menu the user should select the appropriate item from the 
menu bar.
The commands are grouped together according to the tasks 
they perform. The first four groups contain items related to 
formex algebra. The parts of these menu items that appear in 
uppercase are the normal abbreviations for function names as used 
by formex algebra, for example 'TRAN' in 'TRANslation'.
The first group of commands is invoked by selecting 'OPER' 
(an abbreviation for operations). This group contains commands 
for the definition of a formex, copying a formex, composing two 
formices, changing the normat used by a formex and for generating 
data using the libra function. Also, the command for the 
generation of data by the concept of the Geometric Potential is 
included in this group.
The second group of commands is activated by selecting
'FUNCl', standing for first group of functions. The commands
within this group will accept a previously defined formex as 
input and will perform a series of transformations on this formex 
to produce a new formex.
The next group along the menu bar is activated by selecting 
'FUNC2', standing for second group of functions. These commands 
will accept a previously defined formex as input and will perform 
a clean up operation of this formex by removing cantles that are 
considered to be redundant according to a set of defined 
criteria.
The third group of commands is activated by selecting
'FUNC3'. The functions in this group will obtain numerants,
create node numbers from a formex with respect to a given 
numerant and calculate the maximum bandwidth for a given node 
numbering scheme. They also sort the cantles or the signets of a
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formex with respect to a perdicant.
The next group of menu items contains commands that are 
related to the graphical representation of a formex on the 
screen. Using these commands the user can have control over the 
boundaries of the displayed image, the method used for scaling, 
the method used for the creation of 3-D views (parallel or 
perspective projection) and the choice of colours. Two or three 
dimensional views of a formex can be easily obtained. If a 
numerant is available, the node numbers can be displayed on the 
plan view of the plot of a formex. Finally, the user can define 
several toggles and parameter settings that control the input of 
data using the mouse.
The sixth group of menu items can be activated by selecting 
'HELP' and enables the user to obtain help in two different ways. 
Selecting 'General' from the pop up menu will display information 
about the Micro-Formian integrated environment whilst selecting 
'Command' enables the user to select a subject from the list of 
available topics.
The next group is the interface of the Micro-Formian system 
with the real world and can be activated by selecting 'I/O', 
standing for Input and Output operations. The commands in this 
group enable the user to store or retrieve a formex from a disk 
file, to list a formex on a printer or on the screen and finally 
to obtain a plot of a formex on a dot matrix Epson FX-80 
compatible printer, a KYOCERA laser printer or a HPGL compatible 
digital plotter.
The next group contains commands that report on the status 
of the Micro-Formian system and can be activated by selecting 
'STATUS' from the menu bar. The commands in this group provide 
information about the available memory, system defaults, graphics 
and viewing defaults, formices loaded into memory and formices 
present on a specified disk.
Finally the two last groups contain commands for displaying 
the directory of a disk, renaming and erasing a file, creating 
and changing directory and exiting the Micro-Formian system with
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or without saving the work done during the session.
There are two types of items on the menus of Micro-Formian : 
Commands that perform a task and Toggles & Settings that switch a 
Micro-Formian feature on or off and define parameters relative to 
that feature. For example the grid displayed as an aid during 
input can be switched on or off and the grid aspect ratios in the 
X and y direction can be defined.
4.3.2. The Main Screen
As mentioned earlier in this chapter the main screen of the 
Micro-Formian system contains five distinct windows or areas. 
These are the menu bar, plan and elevation window, the status 
line and the message window. These windows are discussed in the 
sequel.
The menu bar is at the top of the screen and is of fixed 
size and always visible. It is used to activate a pop up menu for 
selecting a task to be performed.
The status line is beneath the menu bar and acts as a quick 
reminder by displaying useful information about various current 
system default settings. These pieces of information are s
Current formex: This is the name of the formex which
constitutes the input formex for the next operation or command, 
if a new name is not explicitly defined.
Scaling mode: Understanding of the function of the 'scaling
mode' and 'scale' requires the definition of a 'scaling point'. 
Scaling points are always used in pairs and are points of the 
current normat defining two opposite corners of an area. The 
system needs the specification of two scaling points in order to 
calculate the scale. This scale is used to create a plot of a 
formex enclosed by the area defined by the scaling points that 
will fit completely into the physical screen. The scaling mode
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can be set to either 'user' or 'auto'. The former prompts the 
user to give the two scaling points whilst the latter
automatically reverts to the maximum and minimum values of the 
uniples in the current formex and assigns these values to the 
scaling points in order to define the correct scale.
Scale: This is the actual scaling factor when a formex is drawn 
on the screen.
Active path; The complete path specification including the
drive name used by the Micro-Formian system when writing to and 
reading from a disk.
The plan and elevation windows are next to each other 
beneath the status line. Each window has a border drawn around 
it. The plan window is always on the left side of the screen, its 
horizontal direction corresponds to the x-axis, while its
vertical direction corresponds to the y-axis. The bottom left
corner of the window corresponds to the minimum x and y values 
displayed while the top right corner corresponds to the maximum x 
and y . The elevation window is always on the right side of the 
screen and the horizontal direction corresponds to the z-axis 
while the vertical direction corresponds to the y-axis. The 
bottom left corner of the window corresponds to the minimum z and 
y values displayed and the right top corner corresponds to the 
maximum z and y values. The area occupied by these two windows is 
constant but its division between the two windows depends on the 
specified scaling points. In extreme cases one of the two windows 
can reduce to a line. For example this happens to the elevation 
window when a two dimensional formex plot is drawn and its limits 
are used for the definition of the scaling points and scale. If 
this happens, the system takes over and displays a minimum window 
which has a width equal to 4 pixels (picture elements -'the dots 
defining the resolution of the graphics screen). The plan and 
elevation windows are not always visible, as during the process 
of selecting a system command or supplying the required numerical 
data, pop up windows cover part or the whole of these windows. If
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the toggle controlling the display of the real coordinates that 
correspond to the current position of the cross-hair cursor on 
the screen is set on (enable display of coordinates), three 
numbers separated by commas are displayed in the area between the 
status line and the top left corner of the plan window. These 
three numbers are the values of the current x, y and z 
coordinates of the mouse, respectively.
Finally, the message window is situated at the bottom of the 
screen and is used by the system when reporting error messages, 
when requiring an answer to a question or when expecting 
alphanumerical data to be typed in.
In computer systems that allow the use of different colours, 
the above discussed areas use different combinations of colours, 
as follows ;
(i) Yellow text on blue background or vice versa (depending on 
the context) for the menu bar and the main pop up menus.
(ii) Light cyan text on a red background for the display of the 
help text and help pop up windows.
(iii) Dark grey text on a magenta background for the pop up 
windows containing status information.
(iv) Magenta text on a dark grey background for the windows used for 
formatted input of alphanumeric data.
The messages in the message window, the information in the 
status line, the coordinates of the digitizer and the cross-hair 
cursor are always displayed in white on a black background.
Finally, the plots of formices on the screen are displayed 
in a suitable user specified colour. All of the colours that can 
be displayed by a particular graphics adaptor are available for 
selection. Provision is made for the redefinition of the colour 
of plots of formices created on other systems when the specified 
colour cannot be displayed (for example when a formex created on 
a colour system is transferred to a monochrome system).
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4.3.3. The OPER Menu
This menu contains items that are related to basic 
operations involving concepts of formex algebra. The various 
options are shown in Fig. 4.3.
OPER DefineCopyComposeLIBraG.PotentNormatRetroCords
Fig. 4.3.
Define : This option enables the definition of a formex by 
explicitly specifying its constitution in terms of the formex 
construct
A = {[. [. .]
where 'A' is used to denote a formex variable.
The user is prompted to specify a name for the formex 
variable to be created. If a formex with the same name exists , 
an error message is displayed and control is passed over to the 
main menu. The next step involves the definition of the grade of 
the formex and whether the formex will be an ingot or not. Once 
these are established the user is asked to associate a set of 
retrocordic information with the formex. This information is used 
for the creation of plots of the formex and contains the line 
style used for the fronds and the symbol used for the tenons. 
Finally, in colour systems, the user is offered the option to 
choose from a pop up menu the colour to be used for the plots of
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the formex. The association of retrocordic information with a 
formex is common to all commands that activate operations 
resulting in a new formex. It is possible, if required, to change 
this retrocordic information at a later stage.
On systems equipped with a mouse the user has to select the 
method for the input of the data describing the cantles of the 
formex (input via the mouse or via the keyboard), Then the 
appropriate process is repeated for each cantle of the formex.
If the method selected for the input is via the keyboard 
(this is the only method for hardware systems that do not include 
a mouse) a pop up window is opened, displaying the name of the 
formex variable, the grade of the formex and the orderate of the 
cantle that will be the next one to be defined. The user has to 
provide the plexitude of the cantle. Since this implementation of 
formex algebra allows nonhomogeneous formices to be created, the 
plexitude has to be supplied for each cantle of the formex. Then 
the normat coordinates of the uniples of the cantle have to be 
specified. Once all the data that are expected by the system are 
typed in, the user is asked to confirm that they are correct. If 
editing is required, a selection bar appears over the first 
entry. This bar can be moved using the cursor keys on the numeric 
pad (the 'NÜM Lock' led indicator must be off). Pressing <Enter> 
selects an item for editing and pressing <e s o  exits the editing 
mode. At the end of the process of the definition of a cantle 
Micro-Formian waits for a keystroke. The <e s o  key is used to 
indicate the end of the input process.
If the method selected for input is via the mouse, a 
cross-hair cursor is displayed on the plan window after the 
definition of the plexitude of the cantle. The cursor's position 
is controlled by the mouse and the settings of SNAP and snap 
spacings. Pressing either of the mouse buttons accepts, as 
direction 1 and direction 2 normat coordinates, the current 
coordinates of the cross-hair cursor. If the cantle has a 
plexitude of one, a symbol is displayed at the specified 
position. The type of symbol is user defined and the default is a
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cross. If the formex is of the third grade, the whole process is 
repeated in the elevation window with the exception that, the 
cross-hair cursor can move only in a horizontal direction since 
the 2nd direction coordinate of the signet under consideration is 
already defined.
For cantles with plexitude greater than one the process is 
slightly different. Once the first signet is defined (in plan or 
in elevation) the cross-hair cursor disappears and the mouse is 
used to drag one end of a line segment, whose other end is the 
previously defined signet. Again, the end of input is indicated 
by pressing <e s o  after the end of the definition of a cantle.
Copy ; This option activates a command which creates an 
exact copy of a specified formex. It is equivalent to the formex 
construct :
A = B
The user is prompted to provide the name of the formex 
variable to be copied and the name of the copy, that is, the 
above formices B and A, respectively. If the formex to be copied 
is not in the memory, an error message is displayed and control 
is passed over to the main menu. If there is another formex with 
the same name as the copy, the user is prompted to decide whether 
he wants to overwrite the old formex or not. If the answer is 
negative a new name is requested. The process is repeated until, 
either the name that is provided does not match the names of the 
formices that are already in the memory or the user decides to 
overwrite the existing formex. Then the copy is created if there 
is sufficient free memory. When the process is completed an 
appropriate message is displayed and control is passed over to 
the main menu.
Compose ; This option perfoims the operation of formex 
composition on two formices supplied as its arguments. It is
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equivalent to the formex construct
C = A # B.
The system requires from the user the supply of the names of the 
two formex variables to be composed as well as the name of the 
resulting formex. Then a check is carried out to locate the 
formices to be composed. If either of these formices is not in 
the memory, the system exits to the main menu after displaying an 
appropriate error message. If both formices are present, the 
system determines their compatibility by comparing their grades. 
If the two formices are not of the same grade, an appropriate 
error message is displayed and the system exits to the main menu.
Finally, a further check is carried out to examine if there 
is another formex in the memory with the same name as the one 
specified for the resulting formex. If the search is successful 
the user is asked to decide whether the existing formex must be 
overwritten or not and in the latter case a new name has to be 
provided. Then the user must determine the retrocordic 
information that will be associated with the new formex.
Once all the data are supplied, the two formices are 
processed and if there is enough memory the resulting formex is 
stored under the specified name. Otherwise, the system exits to 
the main menu after displaying the ' Error : Out of memory. Hit 
any key to continue ... ' message.
LIBra Î This option will generate a formex through the use 
of the concept of the libra operation.
The system requires from the user the name of the new formex 
variable. A check is carried out to find an existing formex with 
the same name. If the search is successful the user is asked to 
specify whether the existing formex must be overwritten or not. 
Then the user is asked to supply the grade of the formex and the 
plexitude of it's cantles.
Once these initial data are defined, a pop up window opens
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on the screen. The user is asked to define the number of libra 
variables to be used. This can be any of the integers 1,2 and 3. 
The three possible libra variables are denoted by $i,$j,$k and 
are used in the manner described below :
The variable $i is the least frequently varying variable, 
whilst the variable $k is the most frequently varying. According 
to the number of libra variables specified, the equivalent formex 
construct is ;
one libra variable ; LIB($i - a,b) | [___; __ ]
two libra variables : LIB($i = a,b)|LIB($] = c,d)|[___ ; ___]
three libra variables ; LIB($i ~ a,b)|LIB($j “ c,d)|
LIB($k = e,£)|[_ _ _]
Once the number of libra variables is established, the 
system prompts the user to supply the limits of these variables
(that is the values of a,b,c,d,e and f above) and the (grade)
times (plexitude) algebraic expressions that are to be used for
the calculation of the numerical values of the uniples of the
cantles of the formex. Note that the libra argument is restricted 
to be a maniple and therefore the resulting formex will be
homogeneous.
These algebraic expressions can contain the following
entities ;
(1) integer or real constants, such as 2.52, l.OE+02, 2.
(2) libra variables $i,$j and $k.
( 3 ) the following mathematical functions denoted by the
abbreviations shown s
COS(x) for cosine of angle x (in radians).
SIN(x) for sine of angle x (in radians).
ATAN(X ) for arctan of x (result in radians).
EXP(x) for exponential of x.
LN(x) for logarithm with base e of x.
SQR(x) for square of x.
SQRT(x) for square root of x.
ABS(x) for absolute value of x.
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TRUNC(x) for the integer part of the real number x.
ROUND(x) for X rounded to the nearest integer a, so that a >=
(4) the operators : +, -, * (multiplication) and / (division)
The system will check the supplied algebraic expressions and 
will proceed to operate on them only if the expressions are 
syntactically correct. If during the process a numerical error 
occurs, such as division by zero or an attempt to find the square 
root of a negative number, the system stops the process, reports 
the error detected and exits to the main menu after deleting any 
partially generated results. The amount of free RAM available for 
the generation of data is constantly checked by the system during 
the process. If there is insufficient memory for the completion of 
the operation, an appropriate error message is displayed and 
partially generated data are deleted before return to the main 
menu.
G, Potential ; This option activates a facility that 
generates data using the concept of geometric potential. Three 
formices are required, describing the fixed nodes, the boundary 
nodes and the internal nodes. Once, the names of these formices 
are supplied the system tries to locate the formices. If they are 
in the memory, a further check is carried out, since these 
formices are acceptable only if they are ingots. If any of these 
conditions is not satisfied, the system exits to the main menu 
after displaying an appropriate error message. If all the 
necessary conditions are met, the user is asked to supply the 
name of the resulting formex.
Once these initial items of data are supplied, the system 
proceeds with the creation of a plot of these three formices. 
Different symbols are used for the plot of each formex. The user 
is asked to visually inspect the plots of these formices and , if 
they are acceptable,to supply the data concerning the details of 
the method of minimization. The items of information are the 
number of iterations, the required accuracy and an estimate of
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the minimum of the geometric potential of the system.
The next step is the minimization of the geometric potential 
function. On completion of the process, the control is passed over 
to the main menu after reporting on the particulars of the 
operation. If the process was unsuccessful, then the reason that 
caused its termination will be reported. For example, the process 
will be stopped if the function starts to oscillate or if the 
number of iterations exceeds the maximum number specified.
Normal ; The formal approach to data generation using formex 
algebra is to start by defining or generating the data describing 
the topology of a configuration. Once the topological data are 
generated, the geometry can be obtained by forcing a 
transformation depending on the type of normal. This 
transformation is not required if the type of normal selected is 
a basibifect or a basitrifect with all basifactors equal to one. 
In all other cases the user can employ this command to perform 
the transformation of the topology into geometry.
The items of data needed are the name of the formex variable 
that is to be transformed, the name of the resulting formex and 
the type of normal. The system exits to the main menu after 
displaying an appropriate error message if the specified formex, 
whose transformation is required, is not in the memory. Also, a 
check is carried out for a formex in the memory with the same 
name as the one specified for the resulting formex. If such a 
formex is found, the user is offered the choice to either 
overwrite the existing formex or provide a new name for the 
resulting formex. Then, a pop up menu appears with the available 
options. Fig. 4,4.
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Normat NORMATBifectTrifectPolarCylindricalSphericalMetriant --User defined
)
BifectTrifectPolarCylindricalSpherical
Fig. 4.4.
The options listed have their regular formex meaning (for 
more details refer to the chapter on formex algebra). The only 
addition is the 'User defined' option. In this case, the user is 
asked to supply the algebraic expressions of the coordinate 
equations for directions 1, 2 (and 3).
The form of these expressions is the same as explained for 
the uniples of the arguments of the libra functions above, except 
that the libra variables $i,$j and $k are replaced by the symbols 
$x,$y and $z representing the uniples of the original formex.
The expressions are checked and if they are syntactically 
correct the system proceeds to the generation of the data. When 
the generation is completed, control is passed over to the main 
menu.
Retrocords : This option allows the user to explicitly
specify the set of retrocords that will be used for the graphical 
representation of a formex. A set of retrocords consists of the 
following items ;
(1) line style used for the representation of the fronds
(2) symbol used for the representation of the tenons
(3) size of the symbol ( in pixels )
(4) colour
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The information required by this command is :
(i) the name of the formex which is to be associated with 
the new set of retrocords
(ii) the new set of retrocords.
If the specified formex is not in the memory, the system 
exits to the main menu after displaying an appropriate error 
message, otherwise a pop up window is used to display the current 
settings and the selection of the items that are to be altered, 
Fig. 4.5. The options available for the line style and the symbol 
type are shown in Fig. 4.5. The symbol size is a positive integer 
that is less than or equal to four and the choice of colour is 
dependent on the hardware configuration in use.
Retrocords
RETROCORDS MENU
line style SOLIDsymbol type DOTsymbol size 3colour whiteEXIT
SYMBOL MENU
DotCircleCrossSquareTriangleDiag. CrossDiag. SquareCANCEL
LINE MENU
SolidDottedDash-DotDashedCANCEL
Fig. 4.5.
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4.3.4. The FUNC 1 Menu
This menu contains the following options : TRANslation,
RINdle, REFlection, LAMbda, VERtition, ROSette, PROJection, 
DILatation, PANsion and DEPansion functions as shown in Fig. 4,6,
FUNCl
TRANslationRINdleREFlectionLAMbdaVERtitionROSettePROJectionDILatationPANsionDEPansion
Fig. 4.6
The process that is followed for the input of the data 
required by these functions is similar for :
(1) translation and rindle
(2) reflection and lambda
(3) vertition and rosette and
(4) pansion and depansion.
In all cases, the user is asked to supply the name of the 
formex that will be used as the argument of the function and the 
name of the resulting formex. Then, the system checks the 
internal list of formices to find the specified formex. If the 
formex is not found, the user is given the chance to. specify a 
different name. If the search is eventually unsuccessful, an 
appropriate error message is displayed and the system exits to 
the main menu. If the search is successful, a further check is 
carried out for a formex in the memory with name matching the
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name specified for the resulting formex. If such a formex is 
found, the user has the opportunity to either overwrite the 
existing formex or change the specified name.
TRANslation and RINdle : Once the initial data concerning 
the formex variables are supplied, the user is asked to choose 
the direction and / or directions used for the functions. The pop 
up menu used for the selection of the directions depends on the 
grade of the argument, as shown in Fig.4.7,
Grade 2 Grade 3
SELECT
X - axis Y - axis X,Y axes Other axis
SELECT
X - axisY - axisz -• axisX,Y axesX,Z axesY,Z axesX,Y,Z axesOther axis
Fig. 4.7.
The combinations of letters 'X,Y', 'X,Z', 'Y,Z' and 'X,Y,Z'
have the same effect as the ' gemination functions' of formex 
algebra. For example, in the case of the rindle function ;
X,Y
X,Z
Y,Z
X,Y,Z
RIN(2,c,d)|RIN(l,a,b)If = RINID(a,c,b,d)|F 
RIN(3,c,d)|RIN(l,a,b)|F = RINIS(a,c,b,d)|F - 
RIN(3,c,d)|RIN(2,a,b)|F = RINIT(a,c,b,d)|F 
RIN(3,e,f)|RIN(2,c,d)|RIN(l,a,b) |F =
RINAD(a,c,e,b,d,f)|F,
where F is the argument and a, b, c, d, e and f are the canonic
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variables required by the rindle functions. A similar situation 
exists with the translation function.
The user is then asked to specify the method that is to be 
used for the input of the information associated with the canonic 
variables. If the keyboard is chosen, the required data are 
supplied to the system through a series of questions and answers. 
If the mouse is chosen, the translational 'vector' for each 
specified direction is defined in the following manner :
A cross-hair cursor appears on the plan window, with its 
position being controlled by the mouse. The cursor can be 
positioned anywhere in the window and once a mouse button is 
pressed, the cursor's coordinates are passed to the system and 
are used to define a point. Then, the cursor disappears and a 
line segment drawn in white colour and with a dotted line style 
appears on the screen. This segment is parallel to the specified 
direction, starting from the previously defined point and 
extending to the middle of the window. Th^ mouse is used to drag 
the second end of the segment along the specified direction. Once 
the line segment has the required length and points to the right 
direction, a second button press passes the information to the 
system. This process has to be repeated in the elevation window 
for formices of the third grade.
The option 'Other direction' is an extension to the standard 
formex functions and results in a translation or rindle along a 
direction different from directions 1, 2 and 3.
In the case of the rindle function, in addition to the data 
described above, the user has to supply the number of 
replications (spread) in the specified direction / directions.
Once all the required data are provided the system proceeds 
to the generation of the data. During the process of data 
generation, the remaining free memory is checked. If there is 
insufficient memory for the completion of the command, execution 
is stopped, temporary data generated are lost and an appropriate 
message is displayed before exit to the main menu.
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REFlection and LAMbda ; Once the initial data are supplied 
the user is asked to choose the direction along which the 
operation of reflection or lambda should take place. The grade of 
the formex, on which the operation of reflection or lambda will 
be carried out determines the options that are offered to the 
user. Fig. 4.8.
Grade 2 Grade 3
SELECT SELECT
x-axis y-axis Other axis
x-axis y-axis z-axis Other axis
Fig .4.8.
The selected direction, along which the reflection or lambda 
effect will take place, is used to define the 'reflection' plane. 
The direction itself, determines the orientation of the plane in 
space. Then a point of the reflection plane must be specified in 
order to fix it. If the option selected is reflection or lambda 
along another axis (that is a direction not parallel to directions 
1, 2 or 3), the reflection plane is defined by a vector. The
starting point of the vector is used to fix the plane in space, 
whilst the vector as a whole determines the orientation of the 
reflection plane. This option provides an extension to the 
standard formex functions. The points that are required for the 
definition of the reflection plane can be specified by either the 
keyboard or the mouse. If the keyboard is chosen, the normat 
coordinates of the point in directions 1, 2 and 3 (if applicable) 
must be typed in by the user at the system's prompt. If the mouse
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is chosen, a cross-hair cursor appears on the plan window. The 
cursor can be moved around using the mouse and once positioned at 
the right place a button press passes the current cursor's 
position to the system as the first and second direction 
coordinates of the point. If a third direction coordinate is 
required, the same process is repeated in the elevation window 
with the exception that the cross-hair cursor can be moved only in 
a horizontal direction, since the second direction coordinate is 
already defined.
After completion of the data input phase, the system proceeds 
to the generation of the data, whilst at the same time it checks 
the amount of free memory. If there is insufficient memory for the 
completion of the process, partly generated data is lost and an 
appropriate error message is displayed before exiting to the main 
menu.
VERtition and ROSette : Again, the grade of the formex, on 
which the operation is to be carried out, determines the 
available options. Fig. 4.9.
Grade 2 Grade 3
No options SELECT
x-axis y-axis z-axis Other axis
Fig. 4.9.
If the vertition or rosette takes place about one of the 
standard directions the system needs only one point in order to 
determine the particulars of the rotational axis completely. If 
the rotation is to take place about another axis, two points must
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be specified by the user, lying on the potential rotational axis. 
The method used for the specification of these points is the same 
as the one described above for the reflection / lambda function. 
Then, the user is asked to supply the angle of rotation in 
degrees. In the case of the rosette function, the user must also 
specify the number . of replications. Then the required formex 
is generated and if there are no errors, control is passed over to 
the main menu.
PROJection : This function requires the definition of a
projection plane. The options offered to the user depend on the 
grade of the formex. Fig. 4.10.
Grade 2 Grade 3
SELECT SELECT
x-axis y-axis Other axis
x-axis y-axis z-axis Other axis
Fig 4.10.
The choice of the perpendicular to the projection plane 
direction is made through a pop up menu. A point, specified using 
the method described above, is used to fix the position of the 
plane. If the option 'Other direction' is chosen, a vector 
defined by its two end points must be supplied by the user. This 
vector is used in order to determine the orientation of the plane 
in space and its exact position (the starting point of the vector 
is also a point of the projection plane) . Then, the system 
proceeds with the generation of the required formex and once the 
process is completed, control is passed over to the main menu.
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DILatation ; The user must specify the direction along which 
stretching or contracting takes place. The selection of a 
direction is achieved through a pop up menu. The options 
available depend on the grade of the formex and are shown in 
Fig.4.11.
Grade 2 Grade 3
SELECT SELECT
X - axis y - axis Other axis
X - axis y - axis z - axis Other axis
Fig 4.11.
The factor that is to be used must be specified by means of 
the keyboard. Then the required formex is generated and, if the 
process is completed without errors, control is passed over to 
the main menu.
PANsion and DEPansion : The process is similar to the one
described for dilatation. The user must specify the direction to 
be added in the case of the pansion function or removed in the 
case of the depansion function. This is achieved through a pop up 
menu. In the case of the pansion function the formex, on which 
the operation is to be carried out, cannot be of the third grade 
as this would result in a formex of the fourth grade which is not 
acceptable by the system. The corresponding pop up menu is shown 
in Fig, 4.12. The value of the uniples in the new direction must 
be specified by means of the keyboard.
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Grade 2
SELECT
x-axisy-axisz-axis
Fig. 4.12
In the case of the depansion function, the only information 
required is the direction to be removed. This function can be 
applied only on formices of the third grade in which case the 
resulting formex will be a formex of the second grade. The 
corresponding pop up menu is shown in Fig. 4.11.
The system proceeds with the generation of the required 
formex and if the process is completed without errors, control is 
passed over to the main menu. If any error is detected, the 
system reports it to the user prior to returning to the main 
menu. If the error is fatal, such as when there is no free memory 
left, any partially generated data are lost.
4.3.5. The FUNC 2 Menu
This menu contains the following options s PEXum,
LUXum, COLuxum, NEXum, CONexum, PACtum, COPactum, RELection, 
JUNcture and COJuncture as shown in Fig.4.13.
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FUNC 2
PEXumLUXumCOLuxumNEXumCONexumPACtumCOPactumRELectionJUNctureCOJuncture
Fig. 4.13.
PEXum : The system expects the name of the formex on which
the operation is to be carried out. Then a check is carried out
to locate the formex and if the formex is not loaded an 
appropriate error message is displayed before control is passed 
over to the main menu. If the formex is found, then it is 
appropriately processed. When the process is completed, control 
is passed over to the main menu. This function can at times be 
time consuming and should be used with caution. It is possible to 
avoid the use of pexum if no over-generation of data takes place. 
This can be achieved through the use of more complicated data 
generation techniques.
LUXum, COLuxum, NEXum, CONexum, PACtum, COPactum : The
process followed for the input of data required by these six
commands is the same and is described below :
The user is asked to supply the name of the formex on which 
the specified operation is to be carried out. Then the name of 
the formex, appearing as the canonic variable of the
corresponding function, must be supplied, followed by the name of 
the resulting formex. If either the formex to be operated upon or 
the formex used as the canonic variable is not in the memory, the 
user is given the opportunity to either specify another name or 
return to the main menu. Also, if there is a formex variable
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present, with name matching the one specified for the resulting 
formex, the user is asked to decide whether the existing formex 
should be overwritten or not, and if the answer is negative a new 
name must be supplied for the resulting formex.
Then, the required process is carried out and if no errors 
are detected control is passed over to the main menu.
RELection : The version of relection function implemented is 
a subset of the general function. The perdicant used can be 
described as :
'Let a plane split the space into two semi-spaces and let 
one of these semi-spaces contain a normat point, say A. Then 
consider a signet B of a cantle of the formex under 
consideration and return .TRUE. if the plot of it is 
contained in the same semi-space as A and .FALSE, otherwise.'
The user can define the plane to be perpendicular to one of 
the standard directions or perpendicular to another axis as shown 
by Fig.4.14.
Grade 2 Grade 3
SELECT SELECT
x-axis y-axis Other axis
x-axis y-axis z-axis Other axis
Fig 4.14.
If a standard direction is chosen, the semi-space is defined 
through another pop up menu in terms of a direction. That is, the 
user is asked to specify whether, in order to move towards the 
required point A, one should move towards the origin from a
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positive value or towards the origin from a negative value.
If an 'Other axis' is chosen the user must specify a vector 
by explicitly describing its two end points. The first point is 
assumed to be on the plane, whilst the second point is off the 
plane and is used in order to define the semi-space. Finally, the 
vector itself is used to define the plane. That is, the plane is 
considered to be perpendicular to the vector.
The system will then proceed to the generation of the 
resulting formex and upon completion it will return to the main 
menu.
JUNcture and COJuncture : The process followed for the input 
of the data required by these two commands is described below :
The user is asked to supply the name of the formex on which 
the specified operation is to be carried out and the name of the 
resulting formex. The system carries out checks similar to those 
described for the other functions of this group. If no errors 
occur during the input process, the user is asked to specify the 
region that is to be used by the juncture or cojuncture function. 
In this implementation, the region must be a rectangle or a 
parallelepiped according to the grade of the formex.
The region is defined by its two opposite corner points. 
These points can be specified by either the keyboard or the 
mouse. If the user decides to provide the data via the keyboard, 
the process is similar to the one described for the introflection 
functions.
If the method chosen is via the mouse, a cross-hair cursor 
appears on the screen. The cursor's position is controlled by 
the mouse and a button press is used to fix, in plan, the top 
left corner of the region. Once the top left corner is fixed, the 
cursor is replaced by a rectangle, whose right bottom corner is 
dragged by means of the mouse. A second button press is used to 
fix the size of the region. For formices of the third grade the 
same process must be repeated in the elevation window. Then, the 
formex is processed appropriately and if no errors are detected
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control is passed over to the main menu.
4.3.6. The FUNC 3 Menu
This menu contains the following options 
MEDulla, Dictum, SEViation, LATitude, RAVariant and RASequation 
as shown in Fig.4.15.
FUNC 3
MEDullaDictumSEViationLATitudeRAVariantRASequation
Fig. 4.15.
MEDulla : The information required by the system in this
case consists of the name of the formex on which the operation is 
to be performed and the name of the resulting ingot. Once these 
names are provided, the system tries to locate the first formex. 
If this formex is not in the memory, the user is prompted to 
either supply another name or to abort the operation and return 
to the main menu.
Then a search is carried out for a formex with the same name 
as that specified for the result. If such a formex is found the 
user is asked to decide whether the existing formex should be 
overwritten or not. Then the system proceeds to the generation of 
the required formex and if the operation is completed without any 
errors, then control is passed over to the main menu, and 
otherwise an appropriate error message is displayed.
Dictum ; This option activates a process which will put the 
specified formex in dictai form. The system requires the name of
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the formex to be put into dictai form and the name of the 
corresponding numerant. A search is carried out to locate both of 
these formices and if either of them is not in the memory, the 
user is asked to supply another name' or abort the operation and 
return to the main menu.
If the specified formex is already in dictai form, the user 
is asked to decide whether he wants to carry on with the 
operation or not. In the former case the previously obtained 
formex is overwritten.
Then the data are generated and control is passed over to 
the main menu.
SEViation and LATitude : These two commands require the name 
of the formex on which the operation is to be performed. In 
addition, the latitude command requires the name of a numerant. 
Similar checks to those described for the dictum function are 
carried out and the system provides, at the end of the process, 
the seviation or the latitude of the specified formex, before 
returning to the main menu.
RAVariant and RASequation; In the case of these two 
commands, once the initial information concerning the formex on 
which the operation is to be performed is supplied, the user has 
to follow a menu driven process in order to determine the 
perdicant to be used.
The first step is to determine whether the re-ordering 
process will result in a list in ascending or descending order. 
Fig.4.16.
AscendingDescending
Fig.4.16.
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In other words, whether the comparison that will be
used should be :
entity 1 < entity 2 (ascending order) or
entity 1 > entity 2 (descending order).
Then the procedure, that should be followed if the two
entities are equal, has to be defined. This is achieved by
defining the 'precedence of one direction over the other(s)'. For 
example, if the precedence 'x over y over z' is selected along 
with 'ascending' order, the corresponding perdicant will be :
'Check if XI < X2 and if (XI = X2) then 
check if Y1 < Y2 and if (Y1 = Y2) then
check if Z1 < Z2 and if (Z1 = Z2) then the two entities 
are of equal rapportance'.
After the definition of the perdicant, the user is asked to 
select a sorting algorithm. The list of algorithms available for 
selection contains a Shaker / bubble sort, an insertion sort and 
a Shell sort. Selection is achieved through a pop up menu.
Fig.4.17.
AscendingDescending %
PRECEDENCE
X  over y over z X over z over y over X over z over z over xyyzz over X  over y over y over z
SORT BY
Shell sortShaker / bubble sort Insertion sort
Fig. 4.17.
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Then the appropriate components of the specified formex are 
rearranged according to the specified rules and once the process 
is completed , the control is passed over to the main menu.
4.3.7. The DRAW Menu
This section describes the commands : Clear, Draw Formex,
Node Numbers, View Formex, Set up. Scale and Redraw screen which 
are under the draw menu and are shown in Fig.4.18.
DRAW CLEARDRAW Formex Node Numbers View Formex Set up ScaleRedraw screen
Fig. 4.18.
CLEAR : This is the first command and if executed it will 
erase whatever is drawn at that time. If the toggle GRID is set 
on the grid will be re-displayed. It should be noted that the 
CLEAR command will erase not only the formices that are visible 
at the time that the command is issued but also any parts or the 
whole of the formices that are not visible due to the chosen 
scale and display limits.
DRAW : This command draws the plan and elevation of the
selected formex using the current scale. If the indicated formex 
is not found the system will report with an appropriate message.
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In some cases no visible drawing takes place and no error 
messages are reported. This happens when the current scale and 
display limits 'result in an actual plot outside the limits of the 
plan and elevation windows. In this case, although the formex is 
not actually drawn, it is considered drawn by the system. In fact 
a change of scale and / or display limits can result in the 
formex appearing on the screen after the issue of a command that 
forces redrawing (such as the change of the grid's aspect ratio 
and the redefinition of the scale).
Node Numbers : This command checks whether the specified
formex has been put in dictai form or not. If the formex is not 
dictai it exits to the main menu after displaying the appropriate 
error message. If the formex is in dictai form the system searches 
the internal list of the formices currently loaded into the memory 
in order to find the corresponding numerant. If the search is not 
successful it exits to the main menu after displaying the 
'numerant not found' error message. If the search is successful, 
the user is prompted to specify whether the node numbers should be 
displayed on the plan or on the elevation or on both windows, and 
then the system displays the node numbers adjacent to the 
corresponding nodes on the appropriate windows.
View Formex : This command creates a three dimensional view 
of the specified formex. The three dimensional view is defined for 
formices of both the second and third grade and is dependant on 
the current settings for the view point, the view centre, the view 
rise and the selected view mode. Before displaying the view of the 
formex the plan and elevation windows are cleared (as though a 
CLEAR command is used) and the scale mode is set to 'auto' in 
order to make sure that the whole of the view is displayed. This 
view is displayed using the same colour that has been associated 
to the formex. Then the user is asked whether he would like to 
keep the view on a disk file or not and if the answer is 
affirmative he is asked to enter a legal DOS filename. This is a
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string of up to 8 characters long or up to 12 characters if an 
extension is given (including the '.' character separating the 
extension from the filename) . The extension can be up to 3 
characters long. In this case the filename cannot contain any 
directory and / or drive information.
Set up : This command activates a pop up menu which contains 
the following options ;
Coordinates : This option controls a toggle which if set on
causes the display of the normat coordinates corresponding to the 
current position of the cross-hair cursor. The cursor can be 
dragged in either the plan or the elevation window, but not in 
both at the same time. When dragging takes place in the plan 
window the values for the x and y coordinates change according 
to the cursor's position. It is possible for the system to force 
the cursor to move only in a horizontal or only in a vertical 
direction (for example when defining the projection of a vector on 
the x-axis). When dragging takes place in the elevation window, 
the cursor is assumed to move on a plane perpendicular to the 
x-axis and therefore the displayed value for the x-coordinate will 
not change. Also if the y-coordinate is predefined the cursor will 
be allowed to move only in a horizontal direction (the horizontal 
direction of the elevation window corresponds to the z-axis). For 
example this will happen during the definition of a point.
Grid ; This option activates a pop up menu with four options, 
each of which controls the properties of the 'grid', which is a 
rectangular grid of dots and is used to facilitate the input of 
data via the mouse. Fig. 4.19. The grid is specified by the 
'spacing' along the x, y and z directions. The spacing in a given 
direction is the distance between two adjacent grid points in 
that direction. The point with the minimum x, y and z displayable 
values is always considered to be the start of the grid. This 
implies that the same set of spacings will give rise to different 
grids if the normat coordinates of the point corresponding to the 
bottom left corner of the plan and elevation windows are not the • 
same.
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SET UP
CoordinatesGrid <----SnapSoundSymbolScaling
View Type
View PointExit
Turn Grid ON 
Turn Grid OFF 
Grid = Snap Cancel
Fig. 4.19.
Each of these options is discussed below :
-Turn Grid ON causes the display of a grid using the current
spacings along the x, y and z directions. If the GRID is 
already on, the user will be asked to confirm whether the 
grid spacings are to be redefined and if that is the case 
additional information is required regarding the new
values. If the new values render it impossible to display
the grid (difference of the scaled spacing between two
adjacent grid points ' less than four pixels) the toggle is 
set off and no grid is displayed.
-Turn Grid OFF erases the grid currently displayed but does 
not alter the grid spacings.
-Grid = Snap sets the x,y and z grid spacings to the values 
specified for the corresponding snap spacings. If the GRID
toggle is already on, the old grid is erased and the grid
corresponding to the new spacings is displayed. If the
spacings are too small for the grid to be displayed, then 
the spacings are retained for future use and the toggle GRID 
is set to off.
-Cancel abandons the grid pop up menu and returns to the SET 
UP pop up menu.
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Snap ; This option activates a pop up menu with four options 
each of which controls various properties of the 'snap' facility. 
Fig. 4.20. If SNAP is in the on mode an imaginary grid is created 
with predefined spacings. The cross-hair cursor can only be 
positioned using the mouse on integer multiples of these 
spacings, thus enabling an accurate input. The origin is always a 
point of the imaginary snap grid. This implies that, if the same 
snap spacings are used the generated grids are bound to be the 
same.
SET UP
Coordinates
GridSnap <---Sound Symbol Scaling View Type View Point Exit
Turn Snap ON Turn Snap OFF Define Snap Cancel
Fig. 4.20.
The four options are discussed below :
•-•Turn Snap ON forces the cross hair-cursor to jump from one 
snap division to another. For example if the spacing for the 
x-axis is 5.50 and the cursor is currently located at a 
point with x coordinate 0.00 the possible positions along 
the positive x-axis will be 0.00, 5.50, 11.0, If!.5 and so 
on.
-Turn Snap OFF allows the cross hair cursor to move 
freely. The amount of movement depends on the current scale. 
This is because the minimum movement that can be achieved
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through the mouse is equal to one pixel and therefore the 
normat distance equivalent will be (1 / scale).
-Define Snap asks the user to supply the new values for the 
snap spacings. Unlike the grid command described above, any 
positive value is accepted.
-Cancel abandons the snap pop up menu and will return to the 
SET UP pop up menu.
Sound : This option controls a toggle which if set on makes the 
computer create a short 'beep' sound every time that a vector is 
drawn during the process of displaying a view of a plot of a 
formex.
Symbol ; This option activates a pop up menu with a list 
of the symbols that can be used for the display of selected 
normat points. Fig. 4.21.
SET UP
CoordinatesGridSnapSoundSymbol <--Scaling View Type View Point Exit
dotcirclecrosssquaretrianglediag. crossdiag. squareCANCEL
Fig. 4.21.
The default is a cross with a size equal to one. The 
available symbols are a dot, a circle, a cross, a square, a 
triangle, a diagonal cross and a diagonal square.If it is decided 
that there is no need to change the current symbol, after this pop 
up menu has been activated, the option CANCEL must be selected. 
When a symbol is selected the user is asked to supply the required 
symbol size. This must be an integer within the specified range
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and its effect is to multiply the minimum size of the symbol by 
that integer. For example the minimum cross available is made up 
of a 3 X  3 dot matrix. A size of 2 will make the matrix 6 x 6 .  The 
symbol size is not affected by the scale used during drawing.
Scaling : This option controls a toggle which can be set to
either 'user' or 'auto'. If set to 'user', the scaling points 
used for the definition of the scale, have to be supplied by the 
user by means of either the keyboard or the mouse. If set to 
'auto', the maximum and minimum values of the nodal uniples of 
the current formex are used as the scaling points.
View type : This option controls a toggle which defines the 
type of projection used for the creation of three dimensional 
views of plots of formices. It has two possible settings 
'Parallel' and 'Perspective'. In parallel projection, lines that 
are parallel remain parallel, whilst in perspective projection, 
lines that were initially parallel tend to merge to a common 
point.
View Point : This option opens a pop up menu and displays the 
current settings for the view point, view centre and view rise. 
Then the user is asked to confirm whether the displayed values 
are acceptable or not. If the answer is negative a selection bar 
appears over the first field. The cursor keys on the numeric pad 
(the 'Num Lock' led indicator must be off) can be used in order 
to move the selection bar over the entries that are to be 
changed. Pressing <Enter> will select an entry for alteration.
The <Esc> is used to exit when editing is done. The coordinates 
of the view point, view centre and view rise are retained and are 
used for the creation of three dimensional views until altered by 
the use of this command. Upon initialization, the values of these 
variables are ;
(i) View point < 0, 0, 999 >
(ii) View centre < 0, 0, 0 >
(iii) View rise < 0, 0, 1 >
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These values if used will obtain a 'plan' view of the plot 
of a formex. A detailed description of the concepts used for the 
three dimensional graphics is given in chapter three.
Exit : This option passes control over to the main menu.
Scale : This command activates a pop up window with three
possible options. Fig. 4.22. All of these options will recalculate 
the scale and if the new scale is different from the old one, the 
whole screen will be redrawn.
SET UP CLEARDRAW Formex Node Numbers View Formex Set upScale -----Redraw screen
Auto / Current Fmx User defined Scale to fit ALL
Fig. 4.22.
These three options are explained below :
Auto / Current Fmx : This option uses the maximum and minimum
values of uniples in the current formex as the scaling points and 
sets the global parameter SCALE MODE to 'auto'. If the limits are 
not already known, the formex will be scanned, cantle by cantle 
in order to determine these maximum and minimum limits. The 
effect of this is that, if a 'draw formex' command is issued in 
order to draw the plan and elevation of the plot of the current 
formex then the whole of the plan and elevation will be 
displayed.
User Defined : This option prompts the user to select an input
device (keyboard or mouse) and then to provide two sets of x, y
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and z values that will be used as the two scaling points.
If the mouse is used as the input device a cross-hair cursor 
appears in the' plan window. The cursor is used to determine the 
top left corner of the 'zone' used for the calculation of the 
scale. This can be achieved by positioning the cursor to the 
required position and pressing either the left or the right mouse 
button. Once this point is defined a rectangle appears on the 
screen, the top left corner of which is the selected point. The 
corner diagonally opposite to this point can be dragged on the 
plan window by means of the mouse. When this rectangle has the 
required size, the button must be pressed again to fix the bottom 
right corner. The same process has to be repeated with the 
elevation window. The only difference is that the y-coordinates 
of the two opposite corners of the rectangle are already known.
If the method selected for the input is via the keyboard, 
the required data has to be supplied by the user through a series 
of questions and answers.
Scale to fit ALL : This option activates a search of the
internal list of formices looking for formices that have been 
previously drawn and whose limits are known (formices used at an 
earlier stage as the 'current formex' for a scaling process in 
'auto' mode). Then it will determine the x,y and z coordinates of 
the two scaling points so that all the plots of these formices 
will be visible. Then an automatic 'Redraw' is carried out.
Redraw screen : This command redraws whatever is drawn on the 
screen effectively removing left over node numbers and markers.
4.3.8. The I / O  Menu
This section describes the commands under the Input 
and Output menu in the order that they appear. Fig. 4.23.
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I/o TAKE
List
Fig. 4.23
TAKE ; This command activates a search of the active path / 
directory for a file matching the filename ' Formex_name. FMX', 
where 'Formex_Name' is the variable representing the formex which 
is required to be loaded. If such a file is present the system 
carries out a further search to determine whether a formex with 
the same name has already been loaded into the memory. If such a 
formex is discovered the user is asked to decide whether or not 
he would like the existing formex to be 'overwritten and if the 
reply is negative control is passed back to the main menu. Then, 
the file is opened and the numerical data describing the formex 
are read, creating at the same time a double linked list 
representation of the formex in the RAM. If the operation is 
completed successfully control is passed to the main menu, 
otherwise an appropriate error message describing the problem 
that caused the failure is displayed and the user is asked to 
strike a key in order to reactivate the main menu.
KEEP : This command is the inverse of the 'TAKE' command and 
when issued causes the storage of the formex ' Formex_name ' in a 
file on the active path / directory, with filename 
'Formex_name.FMX'. If any error occurs during the process of 
writing the new file, an appropriate error message describing the 
problem is displayed and the user is asked to strike a key in 
order to reactivate the main menu. On success, control is passed 
over to the main menu. It should be noted that, no check is
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carried out to ensure that no files are present with the same file 
name. If such a file exists, it will be overwritten. The user 
should use the 'DIRECT' command (DOS menu) prior to keeping a 
formex, if in doubt about the files present on the disk. Possible 
solutions to this problem are the creation of a copy of the formex 
to be saved with a different name, a change in the logged drive 
and / or directory (command 'CHDIR' in the DOS menu) or the 
renaming of the existing file (command 'RENAME' in the DOS menu).
DELete : This command causes the user to be asked whether he
wishes to free the memory occupied by all the formices or not. If 
the answer is negative, the user will be asked to supply the name 
of the formex to be ' DELeted' . In both cases a check is carried 
out in order to determine whether the formex has been kept since 
the last alteration and, if not, the user is asked to specify 
whether he wishes to keep any changes. Then, the reserved memory 
is reallocated and can be reused by the system.
List I This command lists the elements of a formëx on the 
screen along with information concerning various particulars of 
the formex. The user is able to examine the elements of the formex 
scrolling a page up or down at a time. Appropriate messages are 
displayed when the end of the formex is reached, if the formex is 
not found, or if the list of formices is empty. The pieces of 
information that are displayed are : 
a header consisting of :
(i) formex name
(ii) formex order and grade
(iii) formex type (whether it is an ingot or not)
(iv) numerant's name if the formex is dictai (That is, if
the formex has appeared as the argument of a dictum
function)
and then for each element of the formex the ;
(i) orderate of a cantle
(ii) plexitude of a cantle
(iii) node number corresponding to each signet (if
applicable)
(iv) values of the uniple.
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Plot : This command activates a pop up menu that
contains the commands shown in Fig. 4.24.
I/O
TAKEKEEPDELeteListPlot Epson FX-80 / dot matrix KYOCERA laser printer HPGL compatible plotter
Fig. 4.24.
These commands are used for the creation of 
hard copies and are described below :
Epson FX-80 / dot matrix : this option selects an Epson FX-80 
series compatible printer (print head with 9 addressable pins) as 
the output device. The system requires information about whether 
the plot is to be sent to a plot file or directly to the printer.
If a direct plot ’ is required the method used for 
communicating with the computer must be specified. Communication 
can be either through a centronics parallel interface or a serial 
RS232C interface. In the latter case the user is required to 
specify whether the printer is connected to COMl or COM2 and once 
that is established the current set up of the port is displayed. 
Fig. 4.25. Then the user is asked to confirm whether the displayed 
BAUD rate, parity and number of databits and stopbits are correct 
and if not the user is asked to carry out the . necessary 
alterations.
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Epson FX-80 / dot matrix- KYOCERA laser printer HPGL compatible plotter
Select port
COMlCOM2
T
Port configuration
baud 9600parity NOdatabits 7stopbits 1
Fig. 4.25.
After the communication details are determined the user is 
asked to chose a mode for the printer. The main difference 
between the different modes is the number of dots that can be 
printed across a page and this can, at the most, be 480, 960 or 
1920. The values that are allowed by the system are 450 (normal 
density), 900 (double density - normal speed), 900 (double 
density - double speed) and 1800 (quadruple density). Before the 
actual printing starts the user has to specify the scaling mode. 
The 'User defined' option enables the user to control the 
position of the plot on the paper by altering the plot limits. 
Reduction of the scale will cause the entire plot to shrink 
towards the bottom left corner of the paper. When the 'Auto / 
Software' option is selected the plot is scaled to make the best 
possible use of the paper and the printer's resolution.
Once all the parameters are defined, a bit map of the plot 
is created in the memory and is sent to the random access binary 
file ' PRINT. DAT' . If direct printing is requested this file is 
reset and the escape sequences are read from it and sent to the 
printer byte by byte, through the specified communication port. 
The file ' PRINT. DAT ' will be created on the active drive / 
directory. It is the user's responsibility to ensure bhat there 
is enough space for the creation of this file. If the free space
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on the disk becomes exhausted during the process, the error 
message 'Error ; disk full. Hit any key to continue..,' will be 
displayed and then the file will be erased. Consequently any 
printing code generated up to that point will be lost.
KYOCERA laser printer : This option selects a Kyocera or 
compatible laser printer as the hardcopy device. The serial port 
to which the laser printer is connected must be specified 
explicitly by the user (either COMl or COM2), Then, the default 
configuration that will be used for the initialization of the 
port is displayed and the user is asked to confirm whether the 
displayed baud rate, parity and number of databits and stopbits 
are correct. If not, the required alterations must be carried out 
by the user through another pop up menu. . After the 
communication details are determined, the user is asked to 
specify the scaling mode. The 'User defined' option enables the 
user to control the position of the plot on the paper by altering 
the plot limits. Altering the scale will cause the entire plot to 
shrink towards the bottom left corner of the paper. When the 
'Auto / Software' option is selected the plot is scaled in order 
to make the best possible use of the paper and the printer's 
resolution. Finally, the user is prompted to select the required 
line thickness.
HPGL compatible plotter : This option selects, as the output
device, a digital plotter that can be driven using the Hewlett 
Packard Graphics Language. Again, as in the case of the KYOCERA 
laser printer, the user has to go through the same process in 
order to establish the method used for the communication of the 
computer and the plotter and the method used for scaling the 
plot. Finally, the user is prompted to select the pen that the 
plotter will use for the plot. This enables the creation of 
colour plots by selecting different pen numbers and superimposing 
one plot over the other (N.B. The scaling mode should be set to 
'User Defined' and the plot limits should be the same for all of 
the plots in order to ensure that nodes with the same real 
coordinates will still have the same coordinates on the plot).
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4.3.9. The STATUS Menu
This section describes in detail the commands under the 
STATUS menu in the order of their appearance. Fig. 4.26.
STATUS
System defaults Graphix defaults Formex particulars 
Formices in Memory Formices on Disk(s)
Fig. 4.26.
System defaults ; This command displays in a pop up window 
the following pieces of information :
-ACTIVE DRIVE ; This is the drive including the path 
specification to and from which the system will try to write and 
read, respectively.
-FREE MEMORY i This is the amount of memory left free for 
the generation of data.
-Current settings for a series of toggles that are used for 
the control of useful features of the system. These affect the 
ability of the system to
(1) display or not display purely informative messages (NOT error 
messages).
(2) control the amount of time (number of 1/1000 of a second) 
that a displayed informative message will remain on the screen 
before it is erased.
(3) sound the bell whenever the user must provide some sort of 
information such as an answer to a question or the input of data.
(4) sound the bell when the typed in information is not meeting 
the system's requirements. For example, when an integer is
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expected pressing the key will cause the bell to sound.
All of the above toggles can be changed if they do not meet 
the personal taste of the user. Before exiting to the operating 
system, all these settings are written out to the file
FORMIAN.CFG, and will be automatically restored to the state they 
were upon exit the next time the program is invoked.
Graphix defaults : This command will open up a two page pop 
up window. The first page displays a listing of the current 
settings of the view point, view centre and view rise. The next 
page contains the current limits of the display, the current 
scaling mode, the current scale and the current grid and snap 
spacings as well as the toggles GRID and SNAP.
Formex Particulars ; This command opens a window and displays 
a list with information about a specified formex. The fields
displayed contain s
(1) the current order of the formex
(2) the grade of the formex
(3) information about whether the formex is homogeneous or 
not. If the formex is homogeneous the corresponding 
plexitude is displayed.
(4) Information about whether the formex has been kept since 
the last modification.
(5) Information about whether the formex is in dictai form 
or not. In the former case the corresponding numerant 
and seviation are displayed.
(6) Information concerning the set of retrocords currently 
assigned to the formex for its graphical representation.
(7) The limits of the uniples of the formex in the first, 
second and third direction ( if they are known ),
Formices in Memory : This command opens a window and displays 
in it a list with information about the formices currently loaded
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into the memory. The fields displayed contain the order of the
formex, the grade of the formex and three fields with 'TRUE' or 
'FALSE' depending on whether a specific formex has been kept after 
being altered for the last time, or whether a formex is an ingot, 
or whether it is dictai. In the last case, if the formex is 
dictai, the name of the corresponding numerant is shown. If the 
list of formices is empty, an appropriate error message is 
displayed and control is passed over to the main program.
Formices on Disk(s) : This command lists, in a pop up window,
the formices that have been stored during the current working or 
earlier sessions on the current drive. These are the text files 
with the extension '.FMX' appended at the end of the formex ' s 
name.
4.3.10. The DOS Menu
This section describes the commands under the DOS (Disk 
Operating System) menu in the order that they appear. Fig. 4.27.
DOS DIRectory ERASE file REName file CHange DIRectory MaKe DIRectory
Fig. 4.27.
DIRectory s This command displays in a pop up window the 
directory of the active path. This consists of all the names of 
the files matching the supplied 'filename.ext' specification. The 
' filename' must be a string of up to 8 letters, digits or 
underscores and the 'ext' must be a character string of up to 
three letters and / or digits. Both 'filename' and 'ext' can be
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replaced by the '*' character. The result of this substitution is
*.* : display all the files in current disk drive.
'filename'.* : display files matching 'filename' with any
legal extension.
*.'ext' s display files with any filename matching the
specified extension.
It is also possible to replace one or more letters and / or
digits with the '?' character. The effect of this is that the 
system will try to replace the ' ? ' character with any allowed 
character when searching for a match. For example if the disk 
contains the files : DOCl.FMX, DOC2.FMX and D0C3.FMX, the search 
specification 'DOC?.FMX' will list all three files.
ERASE file : This command erases the file matching the
specified filename, if such a file is present on the current 
drive. An appropriate message is displayed before control is 
passed over to the main menu.
REName file ; This command accepts as input two legal
filenames, 'filenamel' and 'filename2'. Then it searches the 
current drive for a file matching the first filename
specification. If a suitable file is found, it will be renamed 
'filename2'. An appropriate message is displayed before control is 
passed over to the main menu. If no file matching the first
filename is found then an error message is displayed.
CHange DIRectory ; This command may be used to change the 
logged drive. The user is asked to specify the new drive by typing 
in a letter (A,B,C or D) and the name of the new directory if 
different from the root directory. Note that the first backslash 
('\') in the directory name specification should not be included.
MaKe DIRectory ; This command may be used to create a new
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subdirectory. The user is asked to provide a complete drive and 
directory specification. If the specified directory does not exist 
on the current drive a new directory is created, otherwise an 
appropriate error message is displayed. Once the process is 
complete, the control is passed over to the main menu.
4.3.11. The EXIT Menu
This section will describe in detail the commands under the 
EXIT menu. Fig. 4.28.
EXIT SaveQuit
Fig. 4.28.
Save : This command checks the internal formex list for
formices that have been altered since they had been kept and asks 
the user whether he wants to discard any changes. If the user 
wants to keep the changes, the system will proceed with the 
operation of keeping the specified formex. This process will be 
repeated until the list of formices is exhausted. Then a greeting 
screen is displayed and control is passed over to DOS.
Quit Î This command displays a greeting screen and then exit 
to DOS.
4.4. The Help Facility
4.4.1. The Help svstem
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The help facility of Micro-Formian system can be invoked in 
two different ways.
The first is the selection of the option 'General' or 
'Command' from the help menu. Fig. 4.29.
HELP GeneralCommand
Fig. 4.29.
If 'General' is selected, the system will display in a pop 
up window several pages of text referring to the use of the 
integrated environment. The user can examine these pages and when 
satisfied can exit from the help facility back to the main menu. 
If the option 'Command' is selected from the help menu, the user 
is prompted to choose an item from the list of topics for which 
help is available. Then the help text related to this topic is 
displayed on the screen.
The second way is to press either the <f i > key or the left 
button of the mouse during the process of selecting a system 
command. There will be no response from the Micro-Formian system 
until a command is selected. Then the system will search the help 
table in order to determine whether there is any help available 
for the selected command. If the search is successful the 
appropriate text will be displayed and the user will be prompted 
to decide whether he wishes to execute the command or return back 
to the main menu.
The following information is provided in order to elucidate 
the working of the help facility. The heart of the help system is 
the help table. This is a two dimensional table each row of which 
contains a character string and three integer numbers. The 
character string contains the name of a help item as it will 
appear in the list displayed by the help-Command option. A help
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item can be either a system command or a 'term' for which help is 
available. The first of the three numbers is the numerical code 
used internally by the system for the identification of a help 
item, instead of the full name. The other two numbers refer to 
the position in the file 'help.doc' of the first record of help 
text referring to this help item and to the total number of 
records of help.
The numerical code corresponding to a help item related to a 
menu option is dependant on the position on the screen of this 
menu option. Imagine that the items appearing in the menu bar and 
the first level of pop up windows are the elements of a two 
dimensional array with 10 columns and N rows. Each column of this 
array represents one of the options of the menu bar and the 
options of the corresponding pop up menu. If this array is 
denoted by A, the i^^ menu bar option will be stored as the 
element A[0,i]. Similarly, the option of the corresponding
pop up menu will be stored as the element A[j,i]. Knowing the 
position of a menu option one can calculate the numerical code by 
using the formula :
Code = (Column index * 100) + Row index
For example the numerical code corresponding to the 'Compose' 
option of the 'OPER' menu (see Fig. 4.2) will be 103. To 
elaborate, the 'OPER' option is the first option of the menu bar 
and therefore the Column index is equal to one and the 'Compose' 
option is the third option of the 'OPER' pop up menu giving to the 
Row index a value equal to three. So the code for 'Compose' is
Code = (1 * 100) + 3 = 103.
This type of coding is required if the context sensitive 
nature of the help system is to be maintained. Additional code 
numbers can be used for items that are not menu items and these 
can be any integer that is not already used as a code. Such items
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in the standard version of Micro-Formian are the 'General help' 
and the 'Formex vocabulary' with codes equal to zero and one, 
respectively. The text displayed by the Micro-Formian can be 
changed using the supporting program MAKE_HLP and a suitable text 
editor.
4.4.2 Using 'MAKE HLP'
The process that has to be followed in order to change the 
text that appears in a help screen is ;
-Edit the source file 'HELP.DAT' using an appropriate 
editor, that is, one that can handle files larger than 64Kb.
-Once additions and alterations are done, the program
'MAKE_HLP' can be invoked by typing
make_hlp  <Enter>
at the DOS prompt. The program will read into memory the file 
'HELP,DAT' and will process the information contained in order to 
create the new versions of 'HELP.IDX' and /HELP.DOC'.
The file 'HELP.IDX' contains all the information required in 
order to set up the table used by the help facility and the file 
'HELP.DOC contains the actual help text as a series of records 
of equal length.
There are several rules that have to be followed when
modifying the file 'HELP.DAT'. Each section referring to a new 
help item must start with the characters '$$' followed by a
carriage return at the beginning of a new line. The next line must 
contain the name of the help item as it will be displayed by 
Micro-Formian and the corresponding numerical code, again 
followed by a carriage return. The next line will be the first
line of the help text. The program will include in the help text
only the printable characters. From the non printable ASCII 
characters, tabs and line feeds will be ignored and therefore
they should not be used to create indented text. The carriage
returns will be interpreted as the end of a paragraph and will
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cause a 'line feed' effect (by printing spaces until the edge of 
the help pop up window is reached). All other non-printable 
characters will be ignored. Finally the order in which help items 
appear in the file 'HELP.DOC' has no effect on the operation of 
the help facility.
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C H A P T E R  5.
Pr a c t ic a l  Ap p l ic a t io n s
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5.1. Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the various methods of usage of the 
Micro-Formian system for the design of space frames. The examples 
used cover a wide range of space frame structures.
The chapter is divided into two parts. The first part 
contains a presentation of the different methods that can be used 
for the generation of the data describing a structure. Each of 
these methods has advantages and disadvantages. In general, all of 
them can be used for the generation of the required structural 
data, but with varying efficiency. The term efficiency here can be 
associated with :
(i) the computer time required for the generation of the
required data.
(ii) the time required of the operator for the formex
formulation of the structure.
The choice of an efficient method depends on the user's 
experience and the type of structure. It is possible to combine 
different methods for the generation of different parts of a 
structure in an attempt to achieve maximum efficiency.
The second part of this chapter contains practical 
engineering applications. Each application starts with a 
description of the structure, followed by its formex formulation. 
The plots of the formices that are used in the intermediate 
generation steps are given, along with a view of the plot of the 
final formex.
The first three examples describe in detail the sequence of 
commands that have to be issued to the Micro-Formian system by the 
user. Each of these examples can be seen as a complete 
self-contained session of usage of Micro-Formian. The commands 
that will be presented cover the process of creating a formex, 
obtaining a view, altering the viewing parameters, keeping the 
formex on a disk, taking a formex from a disk, listing the
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generated data on the screen and obtaining a hard copy on a 
plotter. Each command that does not relate directly to the formex 
formulation is followed by a brief discussion. The purpose of this 
discussion is to reveal the sequence in which the various commands 
must be issued during the input and output operations. These 
examples can be used as a tutorial, and in this sense it will be
helpful if the reader has access to a personal computer with an
installed version of Micro-Formian. Screen dumps are included, 
showing the status of the screen during the various steps at each 
session,
5.2. Techniques for Data Generation ,
The techniques presented in this section cover different 
aspects of pre-processing, including the generation of the data 
describing the nodal coordinates, the interconnection pattern of a 
structure and the associated node numbering scheme. Also discussed 
are the methods that can be used for the generation of the data 
describing the support conditions and the loaded nodes.
There are three principal methods that can be used for the 
generation of data. These methods are the primitive formulation,
the ramous formulation and the tectate formulation.
In many situations, it is easier to formulate a structure by 
over-generating the elements and then using functions to remove 
the superfluous elements. This type of formulation is referred to 
as a surplete formulation. The reason for the use of the surplete 
approach is that some times it makes the formex formulation 
significantly easier, thus justifying the use of the extra 
functions. The type of formulation in which no superfluous 
elements are generated is referred to as a perplete formulation.
5.2.1. Primitive Formulation
This method uses the libra function combined with the 
operation of formex composition. The formulation of the structure
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is achieved by dividing the structure into sections, if that is 
necessary. Each of these sections is formulated by means of a 
libra function, where the argument of the function is a formex, 
whose signets are mathematical expressions involving the libra 
variables and constants. The formex representing the complete 
structure is obtained as the composition of the formices 
representing the various sections.
This method of data generation may be applied in cases where 
a mathematical expression describing the positions of the nodes 
and the interconnection of members can be conveniently derived. 
For example, assume that it is required to write a formex 
representing the double layer grid shown in Fig, 5.1.
PLAN OF DOUBLE LAYER GRID
-------------  top la y e r
—  . —  diagonals
b o tto m  la ye r
Fig. 5.1
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This double layer grid is sub-divided into the following 
sections :
(1) Internal top layer elements, represented by the formex 
TOP.
(2) Boundary elements of the top layer, represented by the 
formices H_TOP ( elements that are parallel to the first 
direction ) and V_TOP ( elements parallel to the second 
direction ).
(3) Diagonals of the double layer grid, represented by the 
formex DIAG.
(4) Internal elements of the bottom layer, represented by 
the formex BOT.
(5) Boundary elements of the bottom layer, represented by 
the formices H_BOT ( elements parallel to the first 
direction ) and V_BOT ( elements parallel to the second 
direction ).
In the following formulations the libra variable i is used as 
the serial number of a bay along the first direction and the libra 
variable j is used as the serial number of a bay along the second 
direction.
If the normat shown in Fig. 5.1 is used, then the formex TOP 
may be written as
TOP « LIB(i = l,5);LIB(j = 1,4)|{[2i-l,2j,2; 2i,2j-l,2], 
[2i,2j-l,2; 2i+l,2j,2], [2i+l,2j,2; 2i,2j+l,2], 
[2i,2j+l,2; 2i-l,2j,2]>
A plot of formex TOP is given in Fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2
The formex HTOP may be written as 
H_TOP = LIB(i « 1,4)[{[21,1,2; 21+2,1,2], [21,9,2; 21+2,9,2]}, 
and the formex VTOP may be written as
V_TOP =LIB(j =1,3)[{[l,2j,2; l,2j+2,2], [ll,2j,2; ll,2j+2,2]}
Plots of the formices H__TOP and V__TOP are given in Fig. 5.3
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Fig. 5.3
The forraex DIAG may be written as
DIAG = LIB(i = l,5)|LIB(j = 1,4)1{[2i-l,2j,2; 2i,2j,0], 
[2i,2j-l,2; 2i,2j,0], [2i+l,2j,2; 21,2j,0], 
[2i,2j+l,2; 2i,2j,0]}
A plot of formex DIAG is given in Fig. 5,4.
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The formex BOT may be written as
EOT = LIB(i « l,4)|LIB{j = 1,3)J{[2i,2j,0; 2i+l,2j+1,0],
[2i+l,2j+l,0; 2i+2,2j,0], [ 2i+2,2 j+2,0 ; 2i+l., 2 j , 0 ], 
[2i+l,2j+l,0; 2i,2jt2,0]}
A plot of formex BOT is given in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5
The formex H_BOT may be written as 
H_BOT = LIB(i = 1,4)!{[2i,2,2; 2i+2,2,2], [2i,8,2; 2i+2,8,2]}, 
and the formex V_BOT may be written as
V_BOT =LÏB(j =1,3)|{[2,2j,2? 2,2j+2,2], [10,2],2; 10,2j+2,2]}
Plots of the formices H__BOT and V_BOT are given in Fig. 5.6
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The formex representing the entire double layer grid is given 
GRID = TOP # H__TOP # V_TOP # DIAG # BOT # H__BOT # V_BOT.
A plot of the formex GRID is shown in Fig. 5.7.
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PRIMITIVE FORMULATION
plot of formex TOP
plot of formices H_TOP, V__TOP
plot of formex DIAG
plot of formex BOT
plot of formices H_BOT, V_BOT
GRID = TOP ^ H_TOP # V_TOP 
# BOT # H_BOT # V_BOT 
ë DIAG
5.2.2. Ramous Formulation
This method makes extensive use of transflection and 
introflection functions. The formulation of the structure is 
achieved by identifying parts of the structure that can be used as 
the basic 'building' components, referred to as ramets, Then, the 
entire structure is divided into sections, with each section being 
formulated through the use of a transflection function operating 
on one of the ramets. If the data generated during this phase 
contains superfluous elements, curtailment is possible through the 
use of suitable introflection functions. The formex representing 
the complete structure can be obtained as the composition of the 
formices representing the various sections.
A possible situation for the application of this method is
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for structures built using modules. In this case the modules can 
be interpreted as being the ramets. For example, assume that it is 
required to write a formex representing the double layer grid 
shown in Fig. 5.8.
PLAN OF DOUBLE LAYER GRID
plot of double layer grid
Fig. 5.8
Also, assume that the system chosen for the construction of 
this grid is the system developed by Space Decks Ltd. This system 
uses prefabricated tetrahedral pyramids for the top layer and the 
diagonals and solid high yield circular bars for the bottom layer. 
The two ramets that are used are shown in Fig. 5.9 and the
corresponding formex variables are :
PYR representing a tetrahedral pyramid
and
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BOT representing the bars of the bottom layer that 
connect four tetrahedral pyramids arranged in a 
two by two grid.
CM O
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plot of formex PYR
PYR = R0S1D(2,2):|[1,1.1; 3.1.1], 
[1,1,1; 2.2.2])
plot of formex BOT
BOT =  R0SID(3.3):[2,2,2; 4,2.2]
direction 1
Fig. 5.9
The formulations of these two ramets are :
PYR » R0SID(2,2)Î<[1,1,1; 3,1,1], [1,1,1; 2,2,2]}
and
BOT = R0SID(3,3)|[2,2,2; 4,2,2].
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RAMUS FORMULATION
plot of formex TDL 
TDL =  RINID(5,4.2.2);PYR 
plot of formex BL
BL =  p e x ;r i n i d(4.3.2.2);b o t  
DLGRID =  TDL # BL
where
and
Fig, 5.10
The formulation of the double layer grid is given by 
DLGRID = TDL # BL,
i
TDL = RINID(5,4,2,2)|PYR
BL = PEX|RINID(4,3,2,2)|B0T.
The pexum function in the formulation of the bottom layer BL is 
used to remove the repeated internal bar elements. However, note 
that the pexum function is not used for the removal of the 
repeated elements of the top layer. The reason for this may be
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explained as follows :
The double layer grid is formed from tetrahedral 
prefabricated pyramids. The connection is achieved by bolting 
together the angle sections forming the base of each pyramid. Two 
methods can be used for the representation of this type of grid 
during the analysis. In the first method the two L-shaped elements 
are replaced by a T-shaped element with appropriate 
cross-sectional properties. If this method is used the repeated 
elements must be removed. In the second method the cross sectional 
properties of the two L-shaped elements are supplied. In this case 
it is essential to generate all the internal elements twice.
A plot of formex DLGRID is shown in Fig, 5.10.
5.2.3. Tectate Formulation
This method makes use of tectrix functions. The formulation 
of the structure is achieved by dividing the structure into 
sections, if required, each of which can be obtained through the 
application of a tectrix function. By varying the perdicants used 
in conjunction with the tectrix function it is possible to obtain 
different interconnection patterns. The formex representing the 
complete structure is obtained as the composition of the formices 
representing the various sections.
This method of data generation may be applied in cases where 
the structural elements have properties that can be used to 
identify them in terms of nodal points in conjunction with a 
condition. For example, elements having a given length, elements 
that are perpendicular or parallel to a given direction, or 
elements with lengths within a specified range.
For example, assume that it is required to write a formex 
representing the double layer shown in Fig. 5.11.
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PLAN OF DOUBLE LAYER GRID
beam  elem ents
Fig. 5.11
A formex representing a set of nodal points containing all 
the nodal points of this double layer grid is :
NOD = RINID(6,5,2,2)I[1,1,1] # RINID(5,4,2,2)|[2,2,3].
A plot of formex NOD is given in Fig. 5.12,where the symbol 
used for the representation of the tenons is a small circle.
The formex representing all the elements of the top layer is 
obtained as follows :
TOP « TEC(2,p)jNOD,
where the perdicant p is :
U(l,3) = 3 AND U(2,3) = 3 AND
((U(2,l)-U(l,l) = 0 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) 
(U(2,l)-U(l,l) = 2 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2)
2) OR 
0))
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The formex representing all the diagonal elements is obtained 
as follows Î
DIAG = TEC(2,q)INOD,
where the perdicant q is :
U(l,3) = 3 AND U(2,3) = 1 AND
((U(2,l)-U(l,l) = 1 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) = 1) OR
(U(2,l)-U(l,l) = -1 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) = -1) OR
(U(2,l)-U(l,l) = -1 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) « 1) OR
(U(2,l)-U(l,l) = 1 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) = -1)).
A plot of formex DIAG is given in Fig. 5.14,
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Fig. 5.14
The formex representing all the elements of the bottom layer 
is obtained as follows ;
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BOT = TEC{2,r)|N0D,
where the perdicant r is s
U(l,3) = 1 AND U(2,3) = 1 AND
((U(2,l)-U(l,l) = 0 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) = 2) OR 
(U(2,l)-U(l,l) = 2 AND U(2,2)-U(l,2) = 0))
A plot of formex BOT is given in Fig. 5.15.
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Fig. 5.15
The double layer grid is given by
GR « TOP # DIAG # BOT
A plot of formex GR is shown in Fig. 5.16
plot of double layer grid
plot of formex BOT
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Fig. 5.16
The method presented in Chapter three, for the generation of 
finite element meshes is a special case of a tectate formulation. 
In this case the forraex containing the nodal points of the finite 
eleraent mesh does not need to be explicitly defined. An 
approximation may be used and the final set of nodal points may 
then be obtained by applying the geometric potential function.
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5.3. Practical Applications Using Micro^Formian
5.3.1. Application N° 1
This section demonstrates some of the basic commands of the 
Micro-Formian system, concentrating on the generation of formices 
using the keyboard as the input device. The aim in this case is 
the generation of the formex representing the structure shown in 
Fig.5.1.
The formex formulation used for the top layer is :
T3 = RINID(5,4,2,2)|T2 
T2 = ROSID(2,2)|T1 
T1 = [1,2,2; 2,1,2]
T5 = RINID(4,2,2,8)|t 4 
T4 = [2,1,2; 4,1,2]
T7 = RINID(2,3,10,2)|T6 
T6 = [1,2,2; 1,4,2]
T8 « T5 # T7 
TOP = T8 # T3
The formex formulation for the diagonal elements is :
DIAG = RINID(5,4,2,2);D2 
D2 = R0SID(2,2)|D1 
D1 = [2,1,2; 2,2,1]
Finally, the formulation of the bottom layer is s
B3 = RINID(4,3,2,2);B2 
B2 = ROSID(3,3)|B1
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and
B1 = [2,2,1; 3,3,1] :
B5 = RINID(4,2,2,6);B4 |
B4 = [2,2,1; 4,2,1] iI
B7 = RINID(2,3,8,2)|B6
B6 « [2,2,1; 2,4,1] jIIB8 » B5 # B7 I
BOT = B8 # B3 j
GRl = TOP # DIAG I
GRID = GRl # BOT.
i
After booting the computer, switch to the drive and directory j
containing the Micro-Formian system. At the DOS prompt type :
C:\> formian <Enter> |
Follow the instructions appearing on the screen. When the ;
password is required supply the one corresponding to the version 
used. Select from the menu-bar the option 'OPER' and then select 
'Define' from the pop up menu.
The first formex to be formulated is the intermediate formex
T1. Then follow the steps below as prompted by the system :
Give the name of the formex s T1 <Enter>
Give the Grade of the formex : 3 <Enter>
Will the formex be an INGOT <Y/N> : N 
Will the formex be HOMOGENEOUS <Y/N> s y
Then at the prompt 'Enter the plexitude : ' select the
appropriate plexitude from the pop up menu ( in this case 2 ).
Once the plexitude is supplied the following message appears :
Press SPACE-BAR to select KEYBOARD or INS to select MOUSE :
For this case always select input via the keyboard. After
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pressing the space-bar a pop up window opens on the middle portion 
of the screen. Supply the data required following each piece of 
information by < E n te r> . At the end of this process the window 
should look like :
INPUT OF DATA FOR FORMEX : T1 
Plexitude : 3
Unioles of cantle with orderate ; 1
Signet: 1 /Dir: 1 : 1
Signet; 1 /Dir: ,2 : 2
Signet : 1 /Dir: 3 : 2
Signet: 2 /Dir: 1 : 2
Signet: 2 /Dir: 2 : 1
Signet: 2 /Dir: 3 : 2
If not, use the built-in editing facility to change the 
wrong values. Instructions about the use of this facility are 
provided at run-time.
The next formex to be created is the formex T2. Select from 
the menu-bar the option 'FUNCl' and from the pop up menu the 
option 'ROSette'.
Follow the steps below as prompted by the system :
Give the name of the formex to be ROSetted : TI <Enter>
Give the name of the resulting formex : T2 <Enter>
Select from the pop up menu the axis around which rotation is 
to take place. In this case, select 'z-axis' and choose as input 
device the keyboard, Fig.5.17. Follow the steps below as prompted 
by the system :
Give the X,Y coordinates of the point. X-coord :2 <Enter>
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Y-coord : 2 <Enter>
Give the angle of rotation in degrees s SO <Enter>
Give the number of replications : 4 <Enter>
The system will generate the formex T2. Note that the status 
line will be changed on successful completion of the operation and 
the current formex will be T2.
FUKC 2 FÜNC 3 DRftN HELP I / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
X
Sc,Mode I User Scale I 26,638 Act,path : hflJ
Select axis about which rotation will take place :
Fig. 5.17
Now proceed with the creation of formex T3. Select from the 
menu-bar the option 'FUNCl' and from the pop up menu the option 
'RINdle'.
Type the following at the prompts of the system i
Give the name of the formex to be RINdled : T2 <Enter>
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Give the name of the resulting formex ; T3 <Enter>
OPERAT M m  FUND 2 FUND 3 DRAW HELP I / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Sc,Mode ! User Scale ! 26,638 Act,path 1 1 #
Choose the required axes for data generation I
Fig. 5.18
Select from the pop up menu the 'required direction(s) for 
data generation'. In this case, select 'Directions X,Y' and choose 
the keyboard as the input device. Fig.5.18. Follow the steps below 
as prompted by the system ;
Give the number of replications in the X-direction : 5
<EInter>
Give the pace in the X-direction : 2 <Enter>
Give the number of replications in the Y-direction î 4
<Entor>
Give the pace in the Y-direction % 2 <Enter>
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The system will generate the formex T3 and will, update the 
status line.
The formulation of the other formices is similar to the 
procedure described .above. To display the list of the formices 
created select 'STATUS/^ , from the menu-bar and 'Memory' from the 
pop up menu. The material displayed on the screen must be similar 
to the one shown in Fig. 5.19. Note that none of the created 
formices are stored on disk.
C U R R E N T  S T A T U S  O F  F O R M I C E S
FORMEX NAME GRADE ORDER KEPT INGOT
Tl 3 1 TRUE FALSET2 3 4 FALSE FALSET3 3 80 FALSE FALSE
DlCTftL
O' X XX. X':X
Hit any key to continue.,.
Fig. 5.19
There are two methods that can be used to keep a formex on 
disk. The first is to select the option 'KEEP' from the pop up 
menu corresponding to the 'I/O' option of the menu-bar. Then one 
can keep either the current formex, or specify the forraex that is 
to be kept. The second method can be used before the end of the 
session. In this case select the option 'SAVE' from the pop up
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menu corresponding to the 'EXIT' option of the menu-bar. The 
system will save the formices that are not saved and then will 
exit to the operating system.
To obtain a plot of a formex, select the option 'DRAW' from 
the menu-bar. Two types of plots can be obtained. The first is a 
combination of the plan and elevation of the plot of the formex 
under consideration and can be obtained by selecting 'Draw Formex' 
from the pop up menu. The second type is obtained by selecting 
'View Formex' and results in a view of the plot of the formex. For 
the purposes of this example select 'Draw Formex' and specify the 
formex GRID as the formex to be drawn.
It is possible to zoom-in and zoom-out. To obtain a better 
view of this formex select 'DRAW' and then 'Scale'. Select 'User 
defined scaling ' from the pop up menu and select input via the 
keyboard. Then follow the steps below as prompted by the system ;
Give the Max X 12 <Enter>
Give the Min X 0 <Enter>
Give the Max Y 10 <Enter>
Give the Min Y 0 <Enter>
Give the Max Z 3 <Enter>
Give the Min Z 0 <Enter>
The above values are based on the maximum and minimum values 
of the uniples in formex GRID and are such that the resulting plot 
of the formex will make the best use of the graphics window. Note 
that the graphics window is cleared and all the formices that were 
there are drawn again. The screen at this point should be similar 
to the one shown in Fig.5.20.
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OPERAT FUNC 1 FUND 2 FUNC 3 B U I  HELP I / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Fh x  Name I Sc,Mode I User Scale I 26,638 Act,path i
X
* CoKMand !
Fig. 5.20
To exit to the operating system select 'EXIT' from the 
menu-bar and 'Quit' from the corresponding pop up menu.
5.3.2. Application N° 2
This section demonstrates some of the Micro-Formian graphics 
facilities and the use of the mouse for the generation of 
formices. The aim in this case is the generation of the formex 
representing the structure shown in Fig.5.21,
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Fig. 5.21
A formex formulation for this structure may be written as
TOP = RINID(3,3,2,2) 
DIAG = RINID(4,4,2,2) 
BOT = RINID(4,4,2,2)
R0SID(3,11)
ROSID(2,10)
ROSID(2,10)
FI
F2
F3
F4
Cl
C2
C3
TOP # DIAG # BOT 
RIN(1,4,8)[FI 
TRAN(2,-8)|F1 
TRANID(24,8)[FI 
[2,8,2; 2,10,2] 
RIN(1,4,2)[Cl 
[8,10,2; 10,10,2]
[2,10,2; 4,10,2] 
[1,9,1; 2,10,2] 
[1,9,1; 3,9,1]
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C4 = RIN(2,4,2);C3
and
F5 » FI # F2 # F3 # C2 # C4 
F6 = LAM(1,17)[F5 
F7 - TRAN(1,8)|C4 
F8 = TRANID(24,8)|C2
GRID = F4 # F6 # F7 # F8.
Plots of the formices FI, F2, F3, C2 and C4 are shown in 
Fig.5.22.
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direction 1
plot of the structure
 plot of the forraex FI
 plot of the forraex F2
 plot of the formex F3
.. plot of the forraex C2 
   plot of the forraex C4
Fig, 5,22
Plots of the formices F4, F6, F7 and F8 are shown in Fig.5.23
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Fig. 5.23
The above formulation will generate all the interconnection 
data. The correct coordinates are obtained through the use of a 
basitrifect normat with basifactors equal to 2.50 in the first and 
second directions and 3,25 in the third direction.
In order to make use of the mouse as the input device it is 
necessary to calibrate the graphics screen, so that all the 
possible nodal points are within the displayable region of the 
normat. By examination of the formices TOP, DIAG and BOT, the 
portion of the trifect normat of interest is :
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direction 1 
direction 2 
direction 3
Minimum value 
0.00
8.00 
0.00
Maximum value
10.00 
18.00 
3.00
Boot up the computer as described in the previous example. 
Select from the menu-bar the option 'DRAW' and then select 'Scale' 
from the pop up menu. From the pop up menu select 'User defined 
scaling' and data input via the keyboard. Fig.5.24.
OPERAT F U H C 1 FÜNC 2 FUNC 3 IB B  HELP I / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Fmx Name : |}ji|iii1ilgS Sc,Mode : User Scale 1 26i638 Act,path I
SCALING OPTIONS
Auto / current fmx
Scale to fiCANCEL
Fig. 5.24
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Supply the following information at the prompts of the system
Give the Max X 10 <Enter>
Give the Min X 0 <Enter>
Give the Max Y 18 <Enter>
Give the Min Y 8 <Enter>
Give the Max Z 3 <Enter>
Give the Min Z 0 <Enter>
It is necessary to monitor the position of the mouse. To 
achieve this, select from the menu-bar the option 'DRAW' and from 
the pop up menu 'Set Up'. Examine whether the indicator next to 
'Coordinates' is ON or OFF. If it is OFF select this menu item and 
change the indicator to ON. Before selecting 'EXIT' to return to 
the menu-bar select 'SNAP'. This feature of Micro-Formian 
restricts the mouse movement, so that it moves from a normat point 
to another normat point. The normat that is to be used in this 
case is a trifect normat with distance between two adjacent normat 
points equal to 1.00. From the snap pop up menu select 'Define 
SNAP'. Note the message at the bottom of the screen :
Current SNAP is 20.00, 20.00, 20.00 / ON Change <Y/N>:
Change the snap to 1.00, 1.00, 1.00. Examine if the snap
indicator, at the bottom of the screen, is ON or OFF and if it is
OFF then select the option 'Turn SNAP ON' to alter the setting,
Fig.5.25. Then, select 'EXIT' to return to the 'Set Up' menu.
From this pop up menu select 'GRID' and from the grid pop up 
menu select 'GRID = SNAP' . Examine if the grid indicator, at the 
bottom of the screen, is ON or OFF and if it is OFF then select 
the option 'Turn GRID ON' to alter the setting. Then, select
'EXIT' to return to the 'Set Up' menu. The result of all these is
the display of an auxiliary rectangular grid of points with the 
same spacings as the snap grid.
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.OPERAT SET UP MENU
Coordinates ONGrid I------------------H I  SNAP MENU Sound Symho Scali Uiew View Exit
a I User Scale I 26,638 Act.pathFnx Nam
Turn SNAP ON Turn SNAP OFF
I
Fig. 5.25
The first formex to be formulated is the formex TOP. The 
formulation of TOP given above can be further simplified by 
letting i
T1 = [2,10,2? 4,10,2]
and
T2 = R0SID(3,11)|T1.
The formex TOP can be written as TOP ~ RINID(3,3,2,2) |T2
The intermediate formex T1 can be formulated as follows : 
Select 'OPER' from the menu-bar and then 'Define'. Then follow 
the steps below as prompted by the system :
Give the name of the formex : T1 <Entor>
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Give the Grade of the formex : 3 <Enter>
Will the formex be an INGOT <Y/N> : N
Will the formex be HOMOGENEOUS <Y/N> : y
Then at the prompt 'Enter the plexitude : ' select the
appropriate plexitude ( 2 in this case ) from the pop up menu.
Once the plexitude is supplied the following message appears :
Press SPACE-BAR to select KEYBOARD or INS to select MOUSE :
press <ins> to activate the mouse. Note the cross-hair cursor that 
appears on the graphics portion of the screen. Note that the
cursor can be moved by the mouse and that its position is 
recorded at the top left corner of the screen. To define the
formex :
T1 = [2,10,2; 4,10,2]
move the cursor to the point with x and y coordinates equal to 2
and 10, respectively. Then press a mouse button. Note that the
cross-hair cursor disappears and the mouse is now dragging a line 
segment in a different line style. To complete the definition of 
the cantle, in plan, select the point with x and y coordinates 
equal to 4 and 10, respectively, by pressing a mouse button. Now
repeat the same procedure in the elevation window and select two
points by pressing a mouse button with z-coordinates equal to 2, 
Fig.5.26. Then at the prompt :
Press any key to continue or <Esc> to exit ...'
press the <e s o  key to finish the definition of the formex.
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2,00 . ID,DÛFmx Marne i Q f l Ï E  Sc.Mode ! User Scale I 26,638 Act,path I
Define the vector in PLAN !
Fig. 5.26
The next formex to be created is the formex T2, Select from 
the menu-bar the option 'FUNCl' and from the pop up menu the 
option 'ROSette'.
Follow the steps below as prompted by the system :
Give the name of the formex to be ROSetted : T1 <Entèr>
Give the name of the resulting formex : T2 <Enter>
Select from the pop up menu the axis around which rotation is 
to take place. In this case, select 'z-axis' and choose as input 
device the mouse. Use the mouse to define a point on the axis of 
rotation at the prompt ;
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Define a point on the axis of rotation :
and then supply the following items of information as prompted 
by the system :
Give the angle of rotation in degrees : 90 <Enter>
Give the number of replications : 4 <Enter>
The formex T2 is then generated and the status line is 
updated. Select the option 'DRAW' from the menu-bar and then 
select 'Draw Formex' from the pop up menu. At the question :
'Change CURRENT formex <Y/N> : '
answer No. The formex T2 is then drawn in the plan and elevation 
windows. At this stage the screen should be as shown in Fig. 5.27.
OPERAI FONG 1 FUNC 2 FUNC 3 I B B  HELP 1 1 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Fhx Nolle ; Sc,Mode I User Scale ! 26,638 Act,path 1
□
□
* Connand :
Fig. 5.27
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Now proceed with the creation of the formex TOP. Select from 
the menu-bar the option 'FUNGI' and from the pop up menu the 
option 'RINdle'.
Follow the steps below as prompted by the system :
Give the name of the formex to be RINdle-ed : T2 <Enter>
Give the name of the resulting formex : TOP <Enter>
OPERAT FUNC 2 FUNC 3 DRAW HELP I /  0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Sc,Mode I User Scale I 26,638 Act,path 1
Choose the required axes for data generation
Fig. 5.28
Select from the pop up menu the 'required direction(s) for 
data generation'. In this case, select 'Directions X,Y' and choose 
mouse as the input device. Fig.5.28. Follow the steps below as 
prompted by the system ;
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Give the number of replications in the X-direction : 3
<Enter>
Define the displacement in the X-direction ;
Use the mouse to define a suitable displacement vector. Pick 
the starting point of the vector by positioning the cross-hair 
cursor and pressing a mouse button and then fix the other end by 
pressing a mouse button once more.
Give the number of replications in the Y-direction s 3
<EInter>
Define the displacement vector in the Y-direction :
The definition of the displacement vector in the Y-direction is
similar to the one used for the X-direction displacement vector.
OPERAT FUNC 1 FUNG 2 FUNC 3 I M B  HELP 1 / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Fhx Name I uili Sc,Node 1 User Scale ! 26,636 Act.path I O W K
Fig. 5.29II
The system will generate the formex TOP and will update the 
status line. Select 'DRAW' and 'Draw Formex' to draw the formex 
TOP. The screen of the computer should be as shown in Fig.5.29.
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The formulation of the formices DIAG and EOT is similar to 
the procedure described above. Once these formices are generated 
the composition function can be applied with an intermediate 
formex H to obtain the formex FI ;
H = TOP # DIAG
FI = H # EOT.
The next step is to clear the memory by disposing of all the 
unwanted intermediate formices, such as Tl, T2, H, etc. From the 
created formices the ones that are of interest are the formex FI 
and possibly the formices TOP, DIAG and EOT, To keep these 
formices in a directory it is required to make this directory the 
active directory. Assume that the directory A:\TUT exists. Select 
the 'DOS' option from the menu-bar and the the 'ChDir' option. 
Supply the following pieces of information :
Change drive <y/N> ;y <Enter>
Enter letter of new drive <A, E, C> : a <Enter>
Root directory <Y/N> : N <Enter>
Enter directory specification (e.g. FORM\ex ) tTUT <Enter>
Note that the status line will change and will display this 
directory as the active drive and directory combination. Now start 
the process of deleting the unwanted formices by selecting the 
option 'I/O' from the menu-bar. Then select the option 'DELete'.
During this operation the user is prompted to specify, for each
formex, whether it should be kept on the disk or not.
As the formex FI is required for the rest of the formulation,
select the option 'I/O' from the menu-bar and then the option
'TAKE'. At the prompt ;
'Change the CURRENT formex <Y/N> ; '
indicate that the formex PI is to be retrieved.
The rest of the formices can be generated by using a similar
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approach. Once the formex GRID is obtained, it is necessary to 
change the normat used so far in order to obtain the correct 
coordinates. Select the option 'OPER' from the menu-bar and then 
select 'Change Normat'. Specify the formex GRID as the formex 
whose normat is to be changed and specify the formex GRIDE as the 
resulting formex. From the list of normats available select a 
trifect normat. Fig.5.30, and specify the basifactors of the x and 
y directions to be equal to 2.50 and the basif actor of the third 
direction to be equal to 3.25.
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To obtain a plot of the formex, select the option 'DRAW from 
the menu-bar and then 'Draw Formex' . Make the formex GRIDF the 
current formex. If parts of the plot are outside the displayable 
limits of the plan and / or elevation windows select the option 
'Scale' from the 'DRAW menu. Then select the 'Auto / Current
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Formex' option from the pop up menu. The issue of this command 
will result in the redrawing of the two graphics windows. The 
screen at this point should be as shown in Fig. 5.31.
OPERAT FUNC 1 FUNC 2 FUNC 3 Ü M  HELP 1 / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Fnx Nane : M Sc,Mode I Auto Scale I 33,297 Act,path
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s Connand :
Pig. 5.31
It is possible to obtain a view of the formex by using the 
'View Formex' option of the 'DRAW menu. If the default settings 
for the view point, view centre and view rise are not altered, the 
result of the issue of this command will be the creation of a plan 
view of the formex. To obtain a different view, it is necessary to 
alter these parameters. Select the 'DRAW menu and then the 'Set 
Up' option. From the 'Set Up' menu select 'View parameters'. The 
pop up window shown in Fig.5.32 will be opened on the screen.
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Fig. 5.32
Use the cursor keys to move the cursor around and then follow 
the instructions to change any of these parameters. For the 
purposes of this example change the view point to :
x-coordinate : 300 
y-coordinate : 400 
z-coordinate ; 180
and leave the view centre and the view rise unaltered. Press <e s c > 
to return to the 'Set Up' menu. Note that it is possible to change 
the type of projection that will be used for the creation of the 
view. For the time being leave the type of view as it is ( i.e. 
parallel projection ). Select the option 'DRAW from the menu-bar 
and then 'View Formex' to obtain the required view of the formex. 
This view can be kept on disk and retrieved at a later stage in 
order to be re-displayed or plotted. The screen at the end of this
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operation should be as shown in Fig.5,33.
OPERAT FUNC 1 FUNC 2 FUNC 3 I M T H  HELP 1 / 0 STATUS DOS EXIT
Fnx Name : Sc,Node : Auto Scale ; 33,297 Act,path :
\
Do you want to SAVE the plot on a disk <Y/N> I
Fig. 5.33
To exit to the operating system select 'EXIT' and then 
'Quit'.
5.3.3. Application N° 3
This section demonstrates the use of the Micro-Formian system 
for the extraction of data concerning node numbers, member 
connectivity, support nodes, etc, from an already generated 
formex. The structure chosen for this application is a flat 
grid whose plan view is shown in Fig.5.34.
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LAYOUT OF STRUCTUBE
. beams 
O support nodes 
g  loaded nodes
Fig. 5.34
A formex formulation for this structure is given by
G = RINID(4,3,2,2)!rOSID(2,2)I[1,1; 2,2] #
RINID(4,2,2,6);[1,1; 3,1] # RINID(2,3,8,2)j[1,1; 1,3].
The formex representing the support nodes may be written as
SUP = RINID(2,2,8,6)I[1,1]
and the formex representing the four loaded nodes at the middle 
portion of the grid may be written as :
LOAD = R0SID(5,4)|[5,3].
Plots of these formices are shown in Fig. 5.35.
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Fig. 5.35
Now, suppose that it is required to use the node numbering 
scheme shown in Pig.5.36. To obtain such a numbering- scheme the 
following formex operations must be carried out :
NG « RAS(SED(2,1))|MED;g 
PNG = DIC(NG)|G 
NSUP « DIG(NG);SUP 
NLOAD = DIG(NG);LOAD.
The description of the various steps involved in the 
generation of the formices G, SUP and LOAD in Micro-Pormian are 
omitted as the procedures for their generation are rather similar 
the ones already described in the previous sections of this 
chapter. It is also assumed that a plot of formex G is drawn on 
the screen.
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An intermediate step is required for the creation of formex 
NG when using the Micro-Formian system as follows :
NGl = MED IG
NG «  R A S ( S E D ( 2 , 1 ) ) | N G 1
To obtain formex NGl, select 'FUNC3' option from the menu-bar 
and then select 'MEDulla' from the pop up menu. Follow the 
instructions on the screen and specify G as the name of the formex 
whose medulla is requested and NGl as the resulting numerant. The 
system will operate on the formex G and upon successful completion 
of the operation will update the status line.
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The formex NGl is then subjected to a sorting operation in 
order to obtain formex NG. To achieve that, select from the
'FÜNC2' menu the option 'RASequation'. Specify NGl as the formex
whose rapported sequation is required and NG as the resulting
formex. Using the pop up menus, specify whether the sorting will 
be in ascending or descending order and the precedence of the 
directions. The perdicant SED(2,1) implies ascending order, 
precedence of the x direction over the y direction and the use of 
the shaker algorithm for the sorting. The system will then 
generate formex NG and update the status line. Fig.5.37 shows the 
contents of the screen at a stage during this operation.
The next step is the generation of formex FNG. This is the 
point where the first main difference between the algebraic
definition of formex algebra and the current implementation can be 
noted. In formex algebra FNG is a formex with integer uniples that
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represent the node numbers corresponding to the signets of G. In 
this implementation, there is no need for this formex as the node 
numbers are stored within formex G. To process formex G and store 
in it the corresponding node numbers, select from the 'FUNC3' menu 
the option 'Dictum' and specify G as the formex to be put in the 
dictai form and the ingot NG as the corresponding numerant.
It is possible to examine the status of the formices loaded 
into • the memory by selecting the option 'STATUS' and then 
'Memory'. At this point the screen should be as shown in Fig.5.38. 
Note the fields DICTAL and NUMERANT of the row corresponding to 
the formex G. The field DICTAL contains TRUE as the formex is now 
put into the dictai form, and the field NUMERANT contains NG which 
is the name of the formex variable used as the argument of the 
Dictum function.
,QP
Fn)
CURRENT STATUS OF FORMICES
FORMER NAME GRADE ORDER KEPT INGOT DICTAL
RG I 32 FALSE TRUE NGG 2 62 FALSE FALSE FNGFNG 2 32 FALSE TRUE FNG
s Command :
Fig. 5.38
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Formices NSUP and NLOAD need not be created. Instead the node 
numbers can be stored into the formices SUP and LOAD by selecting 
'Dictum' from the 'FUNC3' menu twice and specifying the ingot NG 
as the required numerant.
The plot of ingot NG can be drawn on the screen by selecting 
'Draw Formex' from the 'DRAW' menu. It is possible to specify the 
type ■ of symbol that will be used for the representation of the 
tenons. It is possible, if required, to draw the node numbers 
alongside the nodes on the plot of a formex that is already put 
into dictai form. For example, select 'Node Nr.' from the 'DRAW', 
menu and specify G as the formex whose node numbers are to be 
drawn. The screen, at the end of the process, should be as in 
Fig .5.39.
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5.3,4. Application 4
The structure chosen for this application is a lattice grid, 
which resembles the roof of the Boeing 747 hangar at Heathrow 
Airport, A view of the structure is given in Fig, 5.40. The 
structure is made up from two horizontal lattice grids connected 
by a spine girder. The front edge of the roof is stiffened by a 
facia girder as shown in Fig 5,41.
Fig. 5.40
General view of the roof of the BOEING 747 hangar 
at Heathrow Airport
In general, the process of data generation using the formex 
approach can be divided into two distinct stages. In the first 
stage the interconnection pattern of the configuration is 
formulated using a convenient reference system. In the second
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stage, the actual geometry is obtained by introducing suitable 
transformations. This second stage is optional and is required 
only if the coordinate system used for the generation of the 
interconnection pattern does not give rise to the correct geometry 
of the structure.
elevated section
facia girder
spine girderramet S2
main sectionramet AS
Fig. 5.41
Side elevation of roof of the BOEING 747 hangar
The generation of data for this application was achieved
mainly using the mouse. The starting point was the identification 
of parts of the structure that can be used as ramets. The ramets 
chosen for the case under consideration together with the names of 
the corresponding formex variables are shown in thicker lines on
the elevation and plan views of the roof, Figs 5.41 and 5.42
respectively.
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ramet S2
ramet A1
ramet AS
ramet SI
Fig.5.42
Plan of roof of the BOEING 747 hangar
The next stage was the choice of an appropriate scale so that 
the portion of the structure of interest fitted onto the plan and 
elevation windows. Then the ramets Al, AS, SI and S2 were 
formulated using a convenient reference system. Before any 
propagation of data could take place the ramets were positioned in 
their correct places. The translation and lambda functions were 
used for this purpose.
Trusses of the main section of the roof
A1 = {[1,1,1; 1,1,2], [2,2,1; 2,2,2], [3,3,1; 3,3,2],
[1,1,1; 2,2,1], [2,2,1; 3,3,1], [1,1,2; 2,2,2],
[2,2,2; 3,3,2], [1,1,2; 2,2,1], [2,2,1; 3,3,2]}
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A2 = PEX;rOSID(3,3)|a 1
A view of a plot of the formex A2 is given in Fig.5.43.
Note that the pexum function has been used to dispose 
of any repeated variants of cantles.
Fig. 5.43 
View of a plot of formex A2
A3 = RIN(1,5,4)[TRAN(3,3)|A2
Trusses of the elevated section of the roof
A4 = RINID(5,2,4,4)|TRAN(2,5)jA2
A view of the plots of the formices A3 and A4 is given in 
Fig. 5.44.
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Fig. 5.44
View of the plots of formices A3 and A4
Spine and Facia Girders
A5 = ROS(2,3,0.5,4.5)I[1,0,5; 1,1,5] # [1,0,5; 1,1,4]
A6 = PEX|LAM(3,4);A5 # RIN(3,2,-2)|PEX|LAM(3,4)[TRAN(2,5)|A5 
A7 = RIN(1,6,4);a 6
A view of the plots of formices A6 and A7 are given in Figs 
5.45 and 5.46, respectively.
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wind bracing trusses
SI “ {[1,1,1; 5,1,2], [1,1,2; 5,1,1]}
82 = {[1,1,1; 1,5,2], [1,1,2; 1,5,1]}
PI = RINID(5,2,4,8)|TRAN(2,5)[ S l  #
RINÏD(2,2^4,20)[TRAN(2,5)|S2
« RINID(5,2,4,4)!TRAN{3,3)ISl # RÏNID(2,20);TRAN(3,3)JS2 = RINIT(5,4,4,1)|TRAN(2,6)[ S l  #
RÏNIT(5,2,4,1) ;tra1î(3,2) |S1
P2 =: 
P3
A view of the plots of the formices Pi, P2 and P3 is given in Fig.5.47.
Fig. 5,47
View of the plots of formices Pi, P2 and P3
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The whole of the structure may be represented by the formex 
HEATHROW, where
HEATHROW - A3 # A4 # A7 # PI # P2 # P3.
A view of a plot of this formex is given in Fig. 5.48.
Fig. 5.48
Plot of a view of the complete Heathrow hangar
Note that the text of the formex formulation is 13 lines 
only but nevertheless it is adequate for the description and 
generation of the data representing the 635 bar elements of the 
hangar.
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5.3.5. Application N 5
The structure chosen for this application is a pyramidal 
roof, which resembles the roof of a Sports’ Centre in Romford, 
Essex. A general view of the structure is given in Fig.5.49.
M i M m
Fig. 5.49
General view of the Sports Centre roof
In this case the formulation follows the principles
described in application N° 4 with the addition that the luxum 
function is used for the removal of elements. The basic ramet, in 
this case, is a pyramid with a square basis. The structure is
made up of seven horizontal layers which are shown in Fig. 5.50
along with the basic ramet (shown in thicker line),
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basic ramet L6 / level 6
level 5
level 4
level 3
level 2
level 1
reference level
Fig. 5.50
Side elevation of the Sports Centre roof
Basic building module (highest level)
L6 = ROSID(7,7);{[6,6,6; 8,6,6], [6,6,6; 7,7,7]}
Horizontal layer of level 5 
L5 = PEXIRINID(2,2,2,2); TRAHIT(-1,-1,-1)|L6
A view of the plots of formices L6 and L5 is given in Fig
5.51.
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Fig. 5.51
Horizontal layer of level 4
L4 = PEXIRINID(3,3,2,2)I TRANIT(-2,-2,-2) | L6
A view of a plot of formex L4 is given in Fig.5.52.
One of the main advantages of the formex approach is that a 
complete drawing and node numbering scheme does not have to be 
available for the description of the configuration. In this case, 
and before the application of the luxum functions,a plot of the 
generated data was obtained and the required billets were then 
generated by means of the mouse.
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Fig. 5.52
Horizontal layer of level 3
L3 = PEX.;RINID(4,4,2,2) ;tRANIT(-3,-3,-3) [L6 
LXl = [7,7,3]
L3 = LUX(LXl)|L3
A view of a plot of formex L3 is given in Fig. 5.53.
Horizontal layer of level 2
L2 = PEX|RINID(5,5,2,2);TRAHIT(-4,-4,-4)|L6 
LX2 = RINID(2,2,2,2)I[6,6,2]
L2 = LUX(LX2)|L2
A view of a plot of formex L2 is given in Fig. 5.54,
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Fig. 5.53
Horizontal layer of level 1
LI = PEX;r INID(6,6,2,2);tRANIT(-5,-5,-5)|L6 
LX3 = RINID(3,3,2,2);[5,5,1]
LI = LUX(LX3)|L1
A view of a plot of formex LI is given in Fig. 5.55.
Lowest horizontal layer
LO = PEXiRINID(7,7,2,2);tRANIT(-6,~6,-6);L6 
LX4 = RINID(4,4,2,2)I[4,4,0]
LO = LUX(LX4)|L0
A view of a plot of formex LO is given in Fig. 5.56
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Fig. 5.56
The whole of the structure may be represented by the formex 
POOL, where
POOL = L6 # L5 # L4 # L3 # L2 # LI # LO.
A view of a plot of formex POOL is given in Fig. 5.57.
This formulation follows the ramous approach. The comparison 
of the 16 lines of text required by the formex formulation with 
the space required for the storage of the explicit numerical data 
describing the 740 bar elements of this structure effectively 
illustrates the advantage of the formex approach.
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Fig. 5.57
Plot of a view of the complete roof of the Sports Centre
5.3.6. Application N 6
The structure chosen for this application is a multi-layer
grid resembling the British Rail station at Gatwick Airport. Plan
and elevation views of the structure are given in Figs 5.58 and 
5.59, respectively. As it can be seen from the side elevation, the 
structure is made up from three horizontal layers.
The process of data generation for this structure was 
conceptually similar to that used for the previous application, 
but involved the generation of a larger amount of data. This is 
the structure where the formex approach becomes particularly
advantageous, since one can record the few lines of the 
formulation and regenerate the data whenever it is required.
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Plan view of the roof of the BR station at Gatwick
level 3
level 2
level 1
Fig. 5.59
Side elevation of the roof of the BR station at Gatwick
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The ramet chosen for this application is represented by the 
formex A and is shown in thicker line on the plan and side 
elevation views of the structure.
Basic building module (l^^level)
A « ROSID(2,2);{[1,1,1; 2,2,2], [1,1,1; 3,1,1]}
Fig. 5.60
Horizontal layer of level 1
LI = PEX;r INID(1,12,2)|A # RINID(2,10,22,2)|A #
PEX;RINID(12,3f2,2)|TRAN(2,14)]A 
LUXl = RINID(2,2,2,2);[17,1,1] # RIN(1,13,2)|[1,21,1] # 
RIN(1,9,2);[4,16,2] # RINID(9,2,2,2)|[5,15,1] #
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RIN(2,3,2)1[25,15,1] # [24,14,2] 
lAYERl = LUX(LUX1)|L1
A view of a plot of formex LAYERl is given in Fig. 5.60
Fig. 5.61
Horizontal layer of level 2
L2 = PEX;RINID(11,9,2,2);TRANIT(1,1,1)|a  
LUX2 = RINID(8,6,2,2);[6,6,2]
LAYER3 = LUX(LUX2)|L2
A view of a plot of formex LAYER2 is given in Fig. 5.61
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Horizontal layer of level 3
LAYERS = PEX|(RINID(10,8,2,2)|TRANIT(2,2,2);A #
PEX|RINID(9,7,2,2);rOSID(5,5)|[4,4,4; 6,4,4])
A view of a plot of formex LAYER3 is given in Fig. 5.62
Fig. 5.62
The whole of the structure may be represented by the formex 
GATWICK, where
GATWICK = LAYERl # LAYER2 # LAYERS
A three dimensional view of a plot of formex GATWICK is given 
in Fig 5.63. This formulation, using the ramous approach, 
demonstrates the power of formex algebra. The data describing the 
1080 bar elements of this reduced version of the Gatwick Airport
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Railway Station roof were accurately generated in less than 10 
minutes, whilst the generation of the data for the actual 
structure ( 60000 elements) by the design team in 1977 took
between 3 and 5 weeks.
Fig. 5.63
Plot of a view of the complete roof of the British Rail Station
5.3.7. Application 7
The structure chosen for this application is a single layer 
barrel vault, a general view of which is given in Fig.5.64.
In this case the interconnection pattern was generated using 
a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Then, by using the 
pansion function the generated pattern was converted to a three 
dimensional one. The final formex was generated through a 
geometric transformation. In the case of barrel vaults the 
transformation required consists of mapping the x, y and z 
Cartesian coordinate system into a cylindrical coordinate system 
r, 0 and z.
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Fig. 5.64
General view of single layer barrel vault
The formulation of the structure was achieved through a 
series of applications of translation, rindle, rosette, luxum and 
pansion functions to a set of basic ramets as described below.
Basic building module
A = ROSID(2,2)|{[0,1; 2,1], [0,1; 1,2]}
Projection on the x-y plane of barrel vault
VI = PEX1r INID(11,7,2,2)|A
A view of a plot of formex VI is given in Fig.5.65.
L = {[3,2], [1,4]}
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LUX = RINÏD(5,3,4,4)|L 
V2 = LUX(LUX) IVI
A view of a plot of formex V2 is given in Fig.5.66
Fig. 5.65
Fig. 5.66
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Geometrical transformation of barrel vault 
V3 « PAN(1,6);V2
The actual barrel vault was obtained by using a 
44-sect-cylindrical retronorm with linear basifactors equal to 
unity in the first direction and two in the third direction.
A three dimensional view of a plot of the complete barrel 
vault after the geometrical transformation is given in Fig.5.67.
Fig. 5.67
Plot of a view of the complete single layer barrel vault
This formulation also follows the ramous approach. Despite 
the size of the structure ( 328 elements only ) this application 
clearly demonstrates the power of formex algebra in converting the 
information contained within an interconnection pattern into a 
shape by the use of geometric transformations. The following 
applications introduce different types of geometric
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transformations suitable for particular types of structures.
5.3.8. Application 8
The structure chosen for this application is a double layer 
barrel vault, a general view of which is given in Fig. 5.68.
Fig. 5.68
General view of the double layer barrel vault
In this case the interconnection pattern was formulated 
directly in three dimensions. It must always be borne in mind that 
the final geometric transformation is merely a conversion of the 
Cartesian coordinate system into a cylindrical coordinate system.
The formulation of the structure was achieved through a 
series of applications of the rindle, rosette and cojuncture 
functions to the basic ramets T, D and B. The formulation is given 
below.
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A plot of formex DIAG is given in Fig. 5.70
Fig. 5.70 
Bottom layer
EOT = COJ(-0.2,-Q.2,26.2,18.2)|RIN(2,14,2);r IN(3,10,2)|B 
A plot of formex EOT is given in Fig. 5.71.
The formex V representing the entire barrel vault, before the 
geometric transformation, is given by :
V = TOP # DIAG # EOT
A plot of formex V is given in Fig. 5.72.
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5.72
Pter
If the order of appearance of the cantles within a 
formex is not of primary importance, then there are many different 
formulations that can give rise to the same set of data. For 
example the formex TOP above and the formex TOPI below
TOPI = PEX|RIN(2,12,2)|RIN(3,8,2);rOSID(2,2);[16,1,1; 16,1,3]
represent the same configurations, The advantage of the 
formulation of the formex TOP is that it requires less time, since 
the formulation uses the efficient cojuncture function to remove 
the extra cantles.
Geometric trans formation of barrel vault
The actual barrel vault was obtained by using a 
48-sect-cylindrical retronorm with linear basifactors equal to 
unity.
A three dimensional plot of a view of the barrel vault, after 
the geometric transformation, is given in Fig. 5.73.
Fig. 5.7 3
Plot of a view of the double layer barrel vault 
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5,3.9. Application N 9
The structure chosen for this application is a single layer 
braced dome, a general view of which is given in Fig. 5.74.
Fig. 5.74
The formulation of the structure was achieved by a 
combination of rindle, rosette, lambda, pexum and pansion 
functions to a set of basic ramets.
Basic building module
A « LAM(2,2);([1,1; 2,2] # ROSID(1.5,1.5)|[1,1; 2,1]) •
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Projection of a ring 
A2 = PEX|RIN(1,5,1)[A
A view of a plot of formex A2 is given in Fig. 5.75
Fig. 5.75 
Projection of the complete dome 
A3 = PEX;r IN(2,16,3)|A2
A view of a plot of formex A3 is given in Fig. 5.76
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Fig. 5.75 
Addition of the third dimension
D = PAW(1,15)]A3, 
where '15' is the radius of the dome.
In the case of domes the coordinate transformation required 
consists of mapping the x, y and z Cartesian coordinate system 
into the r^  (p and 0 spherical coordinate system.
Therefore, to generate the formex representing the entire 
dome, the retronorm has to be changed to a 16-14-sect spherical 
retronorm with the linear basifactor equal to one.
A three dimensional view of a plot of the transformed formex 
is given in Fig. 5.77.
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Fig. 5.77
View of a plot of the complete braced dome
5.3.10. Application N 10
The structure chosen for this application is a single layer 
lamella dome, a general view of which is given in Fig. 5.78.
Fig. 5.78
General view of the lamella dome 
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The formulation of the structure was achieved by a
combination of rindle, lambda, pexum, luxum and pansion functions
to a set of basic ramets.
Basic building module
A = RINID(4,2,2,2)|{[1,1; 3,1], [3,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,1]} #
RINID(3,2,2,2)|{[2,2; 4,2], [4,2; 3,3], [3,3; 2,2]}
LXl = LAM(1,5)1{[1,3], [2,4], [3,5]}
A = LüX(LXl)IA
A view of a plot of formex A is given in Fig. 5.79.
Fig. 5.79
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Addition of third dimension
Al = PAN(3,1)|A
Generation of the 1/12 of the dome
Formex A2, representing 1/12^^ of the dome, is generated by
changing the retronorm associated with formex A1 to a user defined
retronorm with the following coordinate equations ;
X = U1 
y = U2 
z = 0.6*U2
Generation of the complete dome
D0ME2 = ROS(5,5,0,5,5,1,12,30)|A2,
where '5,5,0' and '5,5,1' are the coordinates of the vector about 
which rotation will take place, '12' is the number of replications 
( in this case it represents the number of sectors ) and '30' is 
the arigle of rotation in degrees.
A view of a plot of formex D0ME2 is given in Fig. 5.80.
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Fig. 5.80
Different retronorms can be applied to the formex DOME 2 
giving rise to a variety of structural shapes. For example, if the 
user defined retronorm
X = U1 
y » U2
z = 1 - (1/U3)2
is used, the resulting shape DOME2a will be as shown in Fig.5.81,
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Fig. 5.81
View of a plot of formex D0ME2a (user defined retronorm)
o5.3.11. Application N 11
The structure chosen for this application is a lattice truss 
dome, resembling the dome of the Delhi stadium. This application 
shows the capabilities of Micro-Formian in applying the formex 
ideas to the generation of data along general directions. The 
majority of the functions used in this application accept real 
arguments. The formulation of the 1/8^  ^ of the structure was 
achieved by a combination of composition, rindle, lambda, 
vertition, rosette, pexum and luxum functions to a set of basic 
ramets. The complete structure can be formulated by use of the 
rosette function. Memory limitations did not allow the generation 
of more than the 3/8 of the dome shown.
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Generation of main radial trusses
B1 = RINAD(0,-3,-2,5) 1-([0.00,0.00,10.50; 0.00,0.00,8.50],
[0.00,-3.00,10.00; 0.00,-3.00,8.00], 
[0.00,0.00,10.5; 0.00,-3.00,10.00], 
[0.00,0.00,8.50; 0.00,-3.00,8.00] 
[0.00,0.00,8.50; 0.00,-3.00,8.00]}
where '0,-3,-2' are the projections in the x,y and z direction of 
the translation vector and '5' is the required spread.
B3 « ROSAD(0,0,0,0,0,1,2,45)|B1,
where '0,0,0' and '0,0,1' are the coordinates of the two end 
points of the vector about which rotation will take place, '2' is 
the number of replications and '45' is the angle of rotation in 
degrees.
A view of the plots of formices B1 and B3 is given in Fig.
5.82.
Fig. 5.82
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B2 = B2U # B2L,
where B2U = RINAD(1.0606,-2.55066,-2.0,5)]
<[0.00,0.00,10.5; 0.00,0.00,8.50], 
[1.0606,-2.56066,-10; 1.0606,-2.56066,8.00], 
[0.00,0.00,10.50; 1.0606,-2.56066,10.00], 
[0.00,0.00,8.50; 1.0605,-2.56066,8.00], 
[0.00,0.00,8.50; 1.0606,-2.56066,10.00]}
and
B2L = RINAD(0.9542,-2.304,-2.0,3);
{[5.3035,-12.8033,8.00 
[5.3035,-12.8033,6.00 
[5.3035,-12.8033,6.00 
[5.3035,-12.8033,8.00 
[6 .2577,-15.1073,6.00
6.2577,-15.1073,6.00],
6.2577,-15.1073,4.00],
6.2577,-15.1073,6.00], 
5.3035,-12.8033,6.00],
6.2577,-15.1073,4.00]}
A view of a plot of formex B2 is given in Fig. 5.83
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Pig. 5.83
Generation of perimetric truss
El = RINAD(2.722,-1.5716,-2.00,3);
{[0.00,-15.00,8.00; 0.00,-15.00,6.00], 
[2.722,-16.5716,6.00; 2.722,-16.5716,4.00], 
[0.00,-15.00,8.00; 2.722,-16.5716,6.00], 
[0.00,-15.00,6.00; 2.722,-16.5716,4.00], 
[0.00,-15.00,6.00; 2.722,-16.5716,6.00]}
Generation of tangential trusses
Cl = RINAD(1.06075,0.43925,0.0,2);
{[0.00,-6.00,9.50; 0.00,-6.00,8.50], 
[0.00,-6.00,9.50; 1.06075,-5.56075,9.50],
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[0.00,-6.00,8.50; 1.06075,-5.56075,8.50], 
[0.00,-6.00,9.50; 1.06075,-5.56075,8.50]}
C2 = RINAD(1.06067,0.43933,0.0,3)[
{[0.00,-9.00,9.50; 1.06067,-8.5607,9.00], 
[0.00,-9.00,9.00; 0.00,-9.00,8.00], 
[0.00,-9.00,8.00; 1.06067,-8.5607,8.00], 
[0.00,-9.00,9.00; 1.06067,-8.5607,8.00]}
C3 = RINAD(1.414,0.58583,0.00,3)I
{[0.00,-12.00,8.50; 1.4142,-11.4142,8.50], 
[0.00,-12.00,8.50; 0.00,-12.00,7.50], 
[0.00,-12.00,7.50; 1.4142,-11.4142,7.50], 
[0.00,-12.00,8.50; 1.4142,-11.4142,7.50]}
A1 = RINAD(1.7678,0.7322,0.00,3)I
{[0.00,-15.00,8.00; 1.7678,-14.2678,8.00], 
[0.00,-15.00,8.00; 0.00,-15.00,6.00], 
[0.00,-15.00,6.00; 1.7678,-14.2678,6.00], 
[0.00,-15.00,8.00; 1.7678,-14.2678,6.00]}
C4 = RINAD(1.1786,0.4881,0.00,3)I
{[2.722,-16.5716,6.00; 3.90,-16.0835,6.00], 
[2.722,-16.5716,6.00; 2.722,-16.5716,5.00], 
[2.722,-16.5716,5.00; 3.90,-16.0835,5.00], 
[2.722,-16.5716,6.00; 3.90,-16.0835,5.00]}
C5 = RINAD(0.884,0.3661,0.00,2)j
{[5.444,-18.1432,4.00; 6.328,-17.777,4.00], 
[5.444,-18.1432,3.00; 6.328,-17.777,3.00], 
[5.444,-18.1432,4.00; 6.328,-17.777,3.00],
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[5.444,-18.1432,4.00; 5.444,-18.1432,3.00]}
G = Cl # C2 # C3 # Al # C4 # C5 # El
Fig. 5.84
Formulation of sector without supports
DOME = B1 # B2 # B3 #
LAMAD(5.3035,-12.8033,0.00,10.607,-10.607,0.00)|G,
where '5.3035,-12.8033,0.00' and '10.607,-10.607,0.00' are the 
coordinates of the two end points of a vector that is 
perpendicular to the reflection plane and has one of its end 
points on the plane itself.
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A view of a plot of formex DOME is given in Fig. 5.84.
Formulation of the supports
Dll = {[15.0519,-15.0519,0.00 
[14.4963,-14.4963,0.00 
[14.4963,-14.4963,0.00 
[13.9407,-13.9407,2.00 
[13.9407,-13.9407,0.00 
[14.4963,-14.4963,0.00
13.9407,-13.9407,2.00],
14.4963,-14.4963,1.00],
13.9407,-13.9407,2.00],
13.9407,-13.9407,0.00],
14.4963,-14.4963,0.00], 
15.0519,-15.0519,0.00]}
D12 = {[13.9407,-13.9407,0.00? 12.8295,-12.8295,2.00]}
D1 = RINAD(-1.1112,1.1112,2.00,4)|d11 #
RINAD(-1.1112,1.1112,2.00,3)|D12
D2 = RINAD(-1.1112,1.1112,2,3)|TRANAD(-1.9248,-1.9248,0)|D11 
# RINAD(-1.1112,1.1112,2.00,2)|TRANAD(-1.9248,-1.9248,0)|D12
03 = RINAD(-1.1112,1.1112,2,2)]TRAWAD(-3.8496,-3.8496,0)|D11 
# TRANAD(-3.8496,-3.8496,0)|D12
DÂLL = D1 # D2 # D3
A view of a plot of formex DALL is given in Fig. 5.85.
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Fig. 5.85
•hVi3/8—  of Dome including supports
DOME38 = ROSID(0,0,3,45);(D0ME3 #
LAMAD(5.3035,-12.8033,0.0,10.607,-10.607,0.0)[DALL)
A view of a plot of formex DOME38 is given in Fig. 5.86.
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Fig. 5.86
Plot of a view of 3/8^^ of the dome
These practical applications have been included in an attempt 
to demonstrate the capabilities of the Micro-Formian system. The 
range of structural types and forms covered shows the flexibility 
and adaptability of the system. The generated data can be stored 
in an explicit form and then submitted to an analysis program.
The only limitations of the system are :
(1) the availability of random access memory (RAM)
(2) the poor resolution of some PC graphics displays and 
cards.
The first limitation can be by-passed if a compiler becomes 
available which will enable the use of the so called 'above 
memory', that is the industry standard extended memory (EMS). An 
alternative would be a compiler with a built-in virtual 
memory management system. The second limitation can be by-passed by 
avoiding the use of the Colour Graphics Adaptor (CGA).
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C H A P T E R  6
In t e r n a l  St r u c t u r e
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6.1. Introduction
Formex algebra has been around for a number of years. During 
these years it was used mainly as a conceptual and educational 
tool. This use of formex created a feed-back which helped in 
further development of the ideas. In the meantime, several 
attempts were made to incorporate the formex ideas in a 
programming environment. The two most successful attempts were 
those of M.Haristchian [18] and P.Disney.
The approach followed by Haristchian was the creation of a 
library of subroutines, written in the high level programming 
language FORTRAN IV. Each of these subroutines was designed to 
simulate the effects of the application of a formex function or a 
formex operation on a formex. The various steps involved when 
using this approach are :
(1) Formulate the structure
(2) Transform the formex formulation to an equivalent 
sequence of fortran statements, making use of the available 
libraries.
(3) Create a data file with all the basic formex constants. 
These formex constants are the information that would appear 
on the right hand side of a formex assignment, such as
F = {[1,1; 2,1], [2,1; 2,2]}
(4) Invoke the fortran compiler, compile the fortran 
program, link the object files and run the executable file.
(5) If an error occurs , then locate the cause of the error, 
edit the appropriate files and repeat steps 4 and 5. The 
subroutines developed contained error checking facilities, 
thus making the process of locating the position and type of 
error a lot easier.
One of the main disadvantages of this method is that it 
requires from the user a good understanding and knowledge of the 
FORTRAN programming language. Also, the user must know how to 
edit, load, link and execute fortran programs. Finally, a
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different fortran program had to be written for each different 
formulation. Another disadvantage is that the amount of possible 
interaction between the user and the developed program at run-time 
was minimal. To overcome this problem the user had to create more 
sophisticated programs by using 'question and answer' techniques.
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direction 1
Plot of formices FI, F2 and F3
Fig. 6.1
An example of the application of this method is given below. 
Consider the formices FI, F2 and F3 representing the configuration 
shown in Fig. 6.1. The corresponding formex formulation, as 
given in the thesis of Haristchian is ;
=
E =
{[2,2,0; 2,1,1], [2,1,1; 1,2,1]}, 
{[3,3,0; 2,2,0], [3,3,0; 3,2,1]}, 
ROSID(2,2);e .^
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Eg = ROSID(3,3)|Eg,
= LIB(I = 1,6)|LIB(J= 1,4);tRANID(2I-2,2J-2)[Ej,
Fj = F^  # LIB(I = 1,5)|LIB(J = 1,3)[TRAHID(21-2,2J-2)|E^ .
Eg = [2,1,1; 4,1,1],
E^  = [1,2,1; 1,4,1],
Fg = LIB(I = 1,5)|TRAN(1,21-2)lEg,
Fg = LMi(2,5) |Fg,
Fg = LIB(J = 1,3)|TRAN(2,2J-2)|E^,
Fg = LAM(l,7)|Fg.
Note that the rindle function is not used as it did not exist at 
that time. The equivalent segment of the FORTRAN program, without 
the global variable declarations is :
CALL SET4{E1,E2,EIJ,F1)
CALL GET2(E1,E2)
CALL ROSID(E1,2.0,2.0,E1)
CALL ROSID(E2,3.0,3.0,E2)
DO 1 I = 1,6
DO 1 J = 1,4
CALL TRANID(EIJ,2*1-2,2*J-2,El)
1 CALL C0M(F1,F1,EIJ)
DO 2 I = 1,5
DO 2 J = 1,3
CALL TRANID(EIJ,2*1-2,2*J-2,E2)
2 CALL C0M(F1,F1,EIJ)
CALL DRAW(F1,1.0,3)
CALL SET5(E3,E4,ET,F2,F3)
CALL GET2(E3,E4)
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DO 3 I = 1,5
CALL TRAN(ET,1,2*1-2,E3) 
CALL COM(F2,P2,ET)
CALL LAM(F2,2,5.0,F2) 
CALL DRAW(F2,-1.0,2)
DO 4 J = 1,3
CALL TRAN(ET,2,2*J-2,E4) 
CALL COM(F3,F3,ET)
CALL LAM(F3,1,7.0,F3) 
CALL DRAW(F3,-1.0,0)
STOP
END
The approach followed by P.Disney was to design a programming 
language and provide an implementation of this language in the 
form of an interpreter. The language was designed with the 
following in mind :
(1) The commands / statements should be as close as possible 
to the definitions of formex algebra.
(2) The interpreter should allow the execution of a program 
or the execution of individual statements entered at run time 
by the user. The programs in the case of the interpreter are 
referred to as 'schemes' and are provided for unattended use 
of the system. The execution of statements, entered at run 
time, is provided in order to make the system interactive and 
enable the user to check the validity of expressions.
(3) The language should be declaration free. The data type 
is implied by the notation used for their representation and 
the language includes an internal memory management system, 
therefore adapting to the size of the problem.
(4) The language should be machine independent and easily 
transportable.
The language created is called FORMIAN and covers most of the
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available formex functions, as well as built in graphics 
facilities. In fact, the program developed by Disney has been in 
use at the University of Surrey for some years, mainly for
experimental and research work. Its use helped further development 
of the formex ideas, although, from some aspects, the limitations
of the FORTRAN language have dictated the directions in which
further development has been possible. Versions of the Formian
program have successfully been used by several space structure 
manufacturers, such as Space Decks Ltd. The system is still under 
development and a microprocessor version has recently become 
available for an IBM-PC or true compatible machine. The program is 
written in standard FORTRAN 77. This language was chosen because 
it was the only language for which a suitable compiler was 
available at the time that the project started.
To illustrate this second approach, consider the same 
configuration that was used to demonstrate Haristchian's approach. 
The statements needed to generate formices FI, F2 and F3 are :
* El = {[2,2,0; 2,1,1], [2,1,1; 1,2,1]}
* E2 = {[3,3,0; 2,2,0], [3,3,0; 3,2,1]}
* El = ROSID(2,2)[El
* E2 = ROSID(3,3)|E2
* FI = RINID(6,4,2,2)[El # RINID(5,3,2,2)[E2
* E3 [2,1,1; 4,1,1]
* E4 = [1,2,1; 1,4,1]
* F2 = RIN(1,5,2)[E3
•k F2 = LAM(2,5)[F2
* F3 = RIN(2,3,2)[E4
* F3 = LAM(1,7)[F3
* DRAW F1,F2,F3
where the symbol '*' is the prompt of the Formian system. The main 
disadvantages of this system are :
(1) It requires a thorough knowledge of formex algebra from 
the user.
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(2) Data can be supplied only through the keyboard, a device 
that is guaranteed not to be 'user friendly'. There is no on 
line help facility. The user, therefore, has to refer to the 
documentation of the program or to a formex algebra book if 
he can not recall the syntax of a command. This can become a 
serious or even restrictive problem to new users as the 
statements that are entered must follow a set of strict 
syntax rules.
(3) The amount of data that has to be typed at the system's 
prompt,during run time, makes the system difficult to use and 
prone to error.
(4) The diagnostics are relatively poor and if an error 
occurs there is no way to edit the supplied command / 
statement if the <Enter> key has been pressed.
(5) The graphics facilities provided are quite difficult to 
use and to get familiar with.
(6) The formices that can be created with this system can 
only be homogeneous.
(7) The structural data that can be extracted from a formex 
is always dependent on the current normat, which is specified 
with a 'USE' statement. This creates great problems if one 
needs to formulate a structure that is made up of parts each 
of which can be easily described using a different normat. 
For example, consider the structure shown in Fig. 6.2. The 
dome can be easily formulated using a spherical retronorm. 
The base of the dome can be formulated using a cylindrical 
retronorm and the rest of the structure can be formulated 
using a trifect retronorm. Although the various parts can be 
formulated independently it is difficult to combine them in 
one structure without a lot of effort from the user, 
including writing small programs to perform this task.
The Micro-Formian, which is the result of this project, was 
designed to overcome all these drawbacks and also provide a
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means for further development of the ideas of formex algebra, by
making use of more modern input devices, such as digitizers and 
mice.
/ -
%
plan view of complex structure side elevation
Fig. 6.2
6.2. Objectives of Micro-Formian
The objectives of the Micro-Formian system can be summarized 
as follows ;
(1) The system must be user friendly. The term 'user 
friendly' is used here to describe a system that can be 
operated by a user without any previous knowledge of the 
system commands or without any deep knowledge of the 
principles of formex algebra. As far as the system commands 
are concerned, the user friendliness is achieved by using pop
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up menus. Also, an on-line help facility is provided for all 
the system commands and for all items associated with formex 
algebra.
(2) The commands / statements must be as close as possible 
to the definitions and syntax required by formex algebra, but 
on the other hand the user must be guided by sufficient and 
clear dialogues during the usage of the system. Also, the 
amount of feed-back from the system must be user definable. 
This will enable a faster execution of the program, after the 
user gets familiar with the system, by avoiding the display 
of warnings or messages not leading to a system failure.
( 3 ) The system should carry an exhaustive check of the data 
supplied as the arguments of a formex function or operation. 
This will ensure that errors due to loss of concentration or 
mis-typing will be reduced to a minimum. If an error occurs 
the system must return to the position where the error took 
place and prompt the user for a new value. This process must 
be repeated until either the value supplied is acceptable or 
the user decides to abort the operation. Where it is 
possible, the user must be offered the possibility to supply 
the data using the mouse, thus considerably reducing the 
amount of data that would otherwise have to be typed.
(4) The execution of the statements involved in a formex 
formulation should be carried out in single steps, with the 
result of each step stored in a separate variable. This 
feature eases recovery after an error, since all intermediate 
results will be kept in memory until the user decides to 
remove them.
(5) The formices created with Micro-Formian should be able 
to combine more than one normat within the same formex, and 
also variable plexitudes. This will enable the creation of 
finite element models of structures incorporating plate and 
beam elements. It will also enable the creation of formices 
describing complicated structures, such as the one shown in 
Fig. 6.2. without any additional work.
(6) The system must include an internal memory management
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system that will enable adaptation to the size of the 
problem. The only limit on the order of the formices that can 
be created using the system will be the available computer 
memory. A self checking mechanism must be included to prevent 
the loss of data in the case of lack of memory.
(7) To enhance the user friendliness of the system, the 
number of functions is reduced to a minimum and similar 
functions are grouped together, so that the user will be able 
to locate them without any difficulty. The gemination 
functions appear as menu options in the second level of pop 
up menus, inside the corresponding transflection functions.
(8) The program must be machine independent and easily 
transportable. This required writing all the drivers and 
libraries from scratch and separating the program in logical 
modules. If the system is then to be used on a different 
machine, only the screen and mouse / digitizer drivers and 
any other machine dependent modules (possibly the module with 
the disk accessing procedures) would need to be changed.
(9) The graphics facilities provided must be straight 
forward and user friendly.
6.3. Choice of Programming Language
From the list of objectives that had to be met by the
program, it becomes obvious that the choice of a programming 
language for the project was of great importance. This programming 
language had to combine a number of required qualities. The 
requirements are listed below :
(1) It must have the ability to access the hardware system 
in a low level, so that the processing of the input by the
user could be done quickly and accurately. In such an
interactive system, this involves a continuous check of the 
keyboard buffer for available keystrokes and the continuous 
check of the position and status of the mouse, through an
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investigation of the memory resident mouse driver.
(2) The language should provide an efficient library of 
elementary graphics routines. To limit the dependency of the 
system to a particular compiler, the routines used are only 
those for drawing a line, a point and a character in a given 
colour and at a given position. It should also be possible to 
support different graphics displays and cards with a minimal 
effort from the programmer's and user's point of view. It is 
desirable to be able to detect the graphics hardware at run 
time and then initialize the appropriate driver 
automatically. This process must, if possible, be transparent 
to the user.
(3) The language must be able to use double precision 
numbers for the calculations and matrix operations, where the 
accuracy is of great importance. The compiler must be able to 
make use of the mathematics co-processor, if one is 
available.
(4) The language must include a wide variety of flow and 
decision making constructs. This will reduce the code of the 
program and will make the menu and graphical input system 
much easier to encode, understand and possibly modify in the 
future.
(5) As the program can be seen as a novel type of data base 
system, the language must provide a wide variety of built in 
data structures and if possible records and sets.
(6) The compiler must allow the creation of programs that 
are greater than 64 kb and that use data which are more than 
64 kb. This 64 kb limitation is implied by the internal 
architecture of the 8086, 8088 and 80286 microprocessors. To 
be more specific, the random access memory of an IBM personal 
computer, or true compatible, is segmented and the size of 
each segment is 64 kb. In order to write programs that are 
greater than 64 kb the compiler used must be able to generate 
code that will establish the links required to access data or 
executable code that resides on a different segment.
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Several languages were considered for the project, including 
BASIC, FORTRAN 77, PASCAL and C. From these languages BASIC and 
FORTRAN 77 were discarded during the early stages.
FORTRAN 77 language was considered unsuitable because it 
lacked power, especially in the area of built-in data types and 
branching statements. Also, the available FORTRAN 77 compilers 
required manual compiling and linking of the object files. 
Furthermore, the diagnostics were relatively poor and a separate 
text editor had to be used for the creation and editing of the 
source files. Finally, the object code linker and the graphics 
libraries had to be supplied by third party software houses. These 
libraries were in the form of memory resident device drivers or 
linkable object code and did not support the mouse.
The BASIC language seemed to be better than FORTRAN 77 in 
some respects. However, the main problem with BASIC was that most 
of the compilers were limited by the 64Kb limit and, the others 
did not support the mathematics co-processor, or did not provide 
any graphics library. Also, the compilers that provided graphics 
capabilities supported only the Colour Graphics Adaptor (CGA). 
This is a restriction because it implies that colour graphics can 
be used only with the low screen resolution ( 320 x 200 ), which 
was considered too low for the purposes of this work. The choice 
therefore was reduced to Pascal or C.
These two languages are similar in many respects. The Pascal 
language is slightly more structured and strict in its syntax but 
it offers the same variety of data types and decision making 
constructs as the C language. The extra freedom and power offered 
by the C programming language was considered an insufficient 
benefit compared with the stricter check of variable types in 
assignments and parameter passing to procedures during compilation 
and the easier debugging of large programs offered by Pascal.
Two Pascal compilers were considered. These were the 
Microsoft Pascal compiler, version 3,0, and the Turbo-Pascal 
compiler by Borland International Ltd, version 3.02. The final 
choice was the Turbo-Pascal compiler, which offered :
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(1) Compatibility with the proposed ANSI standard.
(2) An integrated environment with on line help, a built in 
WordStar alike text editor, automatic linking of the object 
files and a DOS shell.
(3) Compilation and /or linking of the source files on disk 
or in memory.
(4) No 64Kb limit and no different memory models (small, 
compact, medium or huge) . The 64kb limit is removed by the 
use of units. The compiling and development of a program 
using precompiled units is very fast. This is because the 
system incorporates a UNIX type 'make' facility. It checks 
the creation date of the object code file corresponding to a 
unit and if it is different from the creation date of the 
corresponding source file it recompiles that unit, otherwise 
it directly links in the object file.
(5) A complete and comprehensive set of graphics libraries. 
The functions provided by the libraries include bitmap and 
vector graphics which are faster than many of those offered 
by third party software manufacturers. Finally, the compiler 
comes with a complete set of example programs demonstrating 
the effective use of the graphics libraries.
(6) Support of the compiler by a range of 'toolboxes', 
add-on libraries written the actual compiler developers. 
These libraries have not been used in this project.
(7) Possible linking of segments of code written in Turbo-C, 
the C language compiler available from Borland.
(8) Competitive price and good technical support.
After December 1987, the new version 4.0 of the Turbo-Pascal
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compiler became available. The design of the program using logical 
units was justified, as the conversion of the source files from 
version 3.02 to version 4.00 took less than one and a half months.
6.4. Data Structures
6.4.1. Data Types in Pascal
A system like Micro-Formian requires a large number of 
variables of different types. All the variables, constants, 
procedures and functions of a Pascal program have to be declared 
before they are used for the first time.
The Pascal programming language [7,38]allows the nesting of 
procedures. Procedures that are declared inside another procedure 
are accessible only by the embodying procedure. This implies that 
the same name can be used for two procedures provided that one of 
them is declared within a block not containing the other. This 
feature of the Pascal language gives more flexibility to the 
programmer, but also creates problems associated with the 'scope' 
of procedures.
During the design of Micro-Formian care was taken to 'hide' 
procedures and functions that were not needed by other parts of 
the program [20]. This was achieved by the use of units that 
performed single tasks. For example, all the variables, constants, 
functions and procedures that are used to access the mouse are 
grouped in the 'MOUSE_LIB.PAS' unit. This pre-compiled, 
self-contained unit is linked with any other units that need to 
access the mouse.
Each variable of a Pascal program is known inside the block 
of code in which it is declared and all blocks that are contained 
inside this block, providing that no other variable exists in 
these blocks with the same name. In general, a variable can be 
either local or global. The term local is used for a variable that 
is known only inside a block, procedure or function. The term 
global is used for a variable declared in the outer block, which
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is therefore accessible by all the parts of the program.
The use of global variables can reduce the amount of data 
that have to be passed from the main program to the various 
procedures. On the other hand, it creates programs consisting of a 
few large procedures. Such programs cannot be broken down into 
small modules because of their dependence on the existence of 
global variables. This can be a serious disadvantage, especially 
if the program is expected to last for a long period during which 
time it undergoes many modifications.
The approach followed throughout the design of Micro-Formian 
was to reduce the number of global variables to a minimum. In 
Pascal, variables can be passed to a procedure by value or by 
address. In the former case the procedure will operate on a copy 
of the variable that is created and placed on top of the 'stack'. 
In the latter case, the procedure will be passed the address of 
the actual variable and will operate on the actual variable. Where 
possible, variables are passed by address in order to save space 
on the stack. Finally, variables that can be regenerated are 
declared as local to the procedures that are using them in an 
attempt to save space.
6.4.2. Arrays and Linear Data Structures
The largest portion of the memory during execution of 
Micro-Formian will be occupied by the data representing formices. 
There are various methods based on different types of linear data 
structures that can be used to represent f ormices. Each of these 
methods has advantages and disadvantages.
The first method is the simple array method and is similar to 
the one used by Haristchian. In this case a formex is represented 
by a two dimensional array. Each row of this array corresponds to 
a cantle of the formex. The order of appearance of the cantles in 
the formex is given by the row number of this array. The number of 
columns depends on the plexitude and grade of the formex. Each 
column contains the value of a uniple of the cantle. For example, 
the formex :
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F = {[1,1; 2,3], [4,5; 5,6], [6,7; 8,9]}
can be represented by an array F with 3 rows and 4 columns, where
F(l,l) = 1, F(l,2) = 1, F(l,3) « 2, F(l,4) = 3,
F(2,l) - 4, F(2,2) = 5, F(2,3) = 5, F(2,4) « 6
and
F(3,l) = 6, F(3,2) = 7, F(3,3) = 8, F(3,4) = 9.
The main disadvantage of this method is that the user must 
calculate or guess the maximum size of the formex. Then the 
required memory is allocated for the storage of the formex at 
compilation time. If, at run time, the formex created is smaller, 
the allocated space cannot be reclaimed. Different formices can be 
created by using different arrays for their storage. Also, if an 
element is to be deleted from a formex, the elements of the array 
below the row used to store this element must be shifted up. 
Similarly, if an element is added to a formex the rows below the 
row in which the new element will be stored must be shifted down.
An advantage of this method is that the effort required on 
the part of the programmer for the maintenance of such a memory 
management scheme is minimal. The programmer has to initialize all 
the elements of the arrays to zero and then keep track of the 
positions of each array that are filled with data. The computer 
system caters for everything else. Another advantage is that an 
element can be accessed quickly provided that the orderate of the 
corresponding cantle is known.
The second method is more complicated than the previous one 
and is similar to that used by Disney. In this approach, as in the 
previous technique, a formex is represented in the memory by a two 
dimensional array. Each row of this array corresponds to a cantle 
of the formex. The number of columns depends on the plexitude and 
grade of the formex. Each column contains the value of a uniple of 
the cantle. However, all the f ormices are stored in a single 
global array, one directly after the other. Thus, in order to
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locate a formex one needs additional information. This information 
is stored in a two-dimensional array of N rows and three columns, 
where N is the maximum number of formices that are expected to be 
loaded into the memory at any time. Each row of this array 
contains information relevant to one of the loaded formices. The 
first column contains a code that is used for the identification 
of the formex. The second column contains the address of the 
formex, that is the position of the first element of the formex in 
the global array. The third column contains the current order of 
the formex. To elaborate, assume that F is the array used for the 
storage of formices and that ID is the array used to store the 
formex particulars. Consider the formex :
G = {[9,9; 8,7], [7,8; 6,7], [5,3; 3,2]}.
This formex can be represented by :
F(21,l) = 9, F(21,2) = 9, F(21,3) = 8, F(21,4) = 7,
F(22,l) = 7, F(22,2) = 8, F(22,3) = 6, F(22,4) = 7,
F(23,l) = 5, F(23,2) = 3, F(23,3) = 3, F(23,4) = 2
and
ID(1,1) = 1, ID(1,2) = 21, ID(1,3) = 3.
The main advantage of this method is that it allows a more 
efficient use of the storage space. The disadvantage is that 
accessing an element is more complicated than in the previous 
method. Also, if an element is to be deleted from (or added to) a 
formex, the elements of the array below the row used to store this 
element must be shifted up (or down). Finally, the program must 
alter and update the array holding the addresses of the formices 
every time that a formex is modified.
The third method is the one adopted by Micro-Formian and is 
based on single and double linked lists. This method is similar to 
the one used by Disney, but is based on pointers rather than 
arrays. One of the reasons that dictated the use of pointers is 
that this is a more convenient method for creation of programs
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that handle data amounting to more than 64 Kb [30,37].
Before describing this method in detail, it is necessary to 
present two different types of linked lists. A linked list can be 
seen as a collection of 'nodes' connected by links. Each node 
contains several pieces of information, among which is the link to 
another node. The links in this implementation are pointers. A 
pointer is a variable which points to an address in the memory. 
For example, consider a linked list representation of a collection 
of letters. The letters are shown below with the corresponding 
addresses :
Letter
ABCDEF
Address
1021217889
XYZ
1912872
A linked list representation will be
A B
121
D
8
E
89
The advantage of such a linear structure is that the only 
piece of information that has to be declared in the main program 
is the pointer variable holding the address of the first element 
of the list. This element is referred to as the 'head' of the list 
and in this case will be a pointer pointing to 10. The end of the 
list can be automatically flagged by making the pointer of the 
last element of the list to be the 'NIL' pointer (a predeclared
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pointer that points to nothing), as shown below
X
128 72 NIL
Another advantage of linked lists is that they make the 
insertion and deletion of elements relatively easy. For example, 
to add the element 'Q' that is stored at address 15, after X and 
before Y, one has to readjust the pointers as shown :
Q
128
X
15 72 NIL
The disadvantages of single linked lists are :
(1) The list can be traversed only from,the head towards the 
end.
(2) In order to access the n*^  ^ element one has to scan the 
first n-1 elements of the list.
On the other hand the memory required is allocated during run 
time. The only allocation during compilation is the space for the 
variable holding the address of the head node. The solution to the 
problem of accessing an element of a list is given by the double 
linked list. In this case every node of the list contains two 
pointers. One of them is pointing to the next item and the other 
one to the previous item. A double linked list of the alphabet 
could be :
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A
NIL ? -
B
10
___
121-
D
121 8 -
The deletion or insertion of an element in a double linked 
list is slightly more difficult than in the single linked list, 
but still is much easier than shifting large arrays in memory. For 
example, to delete the node containing 'C' one has to adjust the 
pointers as shown below ;
10NIL
The disadvantage is that in order to access an element one 
must travel along the list from the head towards the end or vice 
versa.
In both the single and double linked list implementations an 
amount of memory is wasted. This is the memory required for the 
storage of the pointers. To evaluate the linked list approach 
against the equivalent array solution one must take into account 
the size of information that is carried by each node of the list. 
For example, if the linked list is used to store a sequence of 
integers, then in the case of a single linked list each node will 
require three bytes, two for the integer and one for the pointer. 
Therefore, a third of the memory occupied by the list is used for 
the storage of the links. For the extreme case of a double linked 
list, half the memory will be required for the storage of the 
links. If the single linked list is used to store the real uniples 
of the cantle of a formex of the second plexitude and third grade.
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each node will require 25 bytes, with one byte for the pointer and 
3 x 2 x 4  bytes for the uniples of the cantle. In this case only 
4% of the memory occupied by the list is used for the storage of 
the links, thus making the linked list solution attractive.
The Micro-Formian system uses a single linked list to replace 
the array holding the information about the addresses of formices 
in Disney's approach and a double linked lists for each individual 
formex instead of a single two-dimensional array.
6.5. Internal Structure
This section describes the global variables of the 
Micro-Formian system that are associated with operations involving 
formices.
It is important for an understanding of the data types used 
for the representation of the linked lists to present the 
definition of a 'record' . A record is one of the user-defined 
Pascal data types. It consists of a selection of other records or 
simple data types. The simple data types available in Pascal are :
integer, short integer
pointer
Boolean
word
real number, single / double precision 
character
string ( array of characters ) 
file
text (special case of a file of characters)
For example, a record can be used to represent an address. 
The corresponding data type definition is given below :
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Addr ; record
First_Name 
Surname 
Street 
Number 
Town,County 
Post_Code 
end;
string; 
string; 
string; 
integer; 
string[10]; 
string[7];
The term 'Addr' is now a data type and can be used to declare 
a variable. For example the statement
My_address s Addr;
declares the variable 'My_address' to be of type 'Addr'. The terms 
'First_Name', 'Surname', 'Street', ... , etc are referred to as
the fields of the record, and can be assigned acceptable values. 
For example ;
My_address.Street := 'High View Rd';
My_address.Number := 12 ;
The following definitions are the global definitions of 
Micro-Formian and are contained in the unit 'GLBDEF.PAS'
(1) MaxPlexitude is the maximum allowed plexitude for any cantle 
of a formex.
const
MaxPlexitude = 3 ;
(2) Type declaration for the name of a formex variable s
FormexNameType = string[8];
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(3) Range of acceptable plexitudes :
PlexitudeType = 1..MaxPlexitude;
(4) Record used to hold a signet of any grade :
NodeDataRec = record I
NodeNr î integer; |
x,y,z î real; |
end; |
The field 'NodeNr' holds the value -999 if the formex is not in 
dictai form and it holds the value of the corresponding node 
number, otherwise. j
I(5) Pointer to a node of a double linked list representing a |
formex loaded into the memory s j
i
FormexPointer = ''Formex; '
(6) Record used to hold the information associated with a cantle I
of a formex :
Formex - record
Corrected : Boolean;
LastPointer : FormexPointer;
NextPointer ; FormexPointer;
Case Plexitude ; PlexitudeType of 
1,2,3; (NodeData ; array[PlexitudeType] 
of NodeDataRec);
end;
The fields 'LastPointer' and 'NextPointer' contain the pointers to 
the previous and next node of the double linked list. The field 
'Plexitude' contains the plexitude of the cantle under
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consideration and the field 'NodeData' is an array with plexitude 
rows containing the uniples of the cantle and the node numbers (if 
available).
(7) Record containing the Retrocordic information associated with 
this formex :
CordicType record
Lin__Style
Sym_Type
Fmx_Colour
end;
LineStyle;
SymbolType;
shortint;
(8) Pointer to a node of a single linked list containing all 
pieces of information relevant to the status of a formex ;
FormexInfoPtr - ''Formex Inf oRec;
(9) Type definition of a typical record of the previous single 
linked list :
FormexInfoRec record FormexName ForraexGrade FormexOrder FormexCordic Fmx_MaxX, Fmx__MinX, Fmx_MaxY,Fmx_MinY, Fmx_MaxZ,Fmx_MinZ Seviation StartPtr EndPtr Saved Ingot DrawnDimensioned Homogeneous NextRec Case Numbered true Î (Numerant false : (); end;
FormexNameType; integer; integer; CordicType;
real; integer; FormexPointer; FormexPointer; Boolean;Boolean;Boolean;Boolean;Boolean; FormexInfoPtr; Boolean of FormexNameType);
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The fields 'StartPtr' and 'EndPtr' of this record contain 
information about the pointer to the first and last cantle of the 
formex. The fields 'Fmx_MaxX', 'Fmx_MinX', 'Fmx_MaxY',... contain
the maximum and minimum values of the uniples of the formex in the 
first, second and third directions, provided that the field 
'Dimensioned' is set to true. Finally, the field 'NextRec' 
contains the address of the next node of the single linked list. 
The rest of the fields are self explanatory.
6.6. Programming Techniques
This section provides a brief description of the 
implementation of the built-in expression parser and the details 
of the sorting algorithms used.
6.6.1. Expression Parser
The main task of an expression parser is to decode an 
expression, check for syntax errors and then generate a sequence 
of instructions that will evaluate the expression. There are 
various ways to describe a sequence of arithmetic operations, The 
expressions used in mathematics are written in a way which is 
referred to as the infix notation. In this notation every binary 
operator acts on the two operands that are written directly to its 
left and to its right. Each operator is assigned a priority, and 
operations with higher priority are executed first. If it is 
required, the order of execution can be altered by the use of 
brackets. For example the expression :
2x3+1-10/2
will yield the value 2, since the commonly used priority 
system implies that the above expression should be seen as :
( ( 2 x 3 ) + l ) - ( 1 0 / 2 ) .
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However, th e  e x p re s s io n  :
2x(3+l-10)/2
will yield the value -6.
The infix notation is easy to understand but difficult to 
convert into a sequence of elementary computer instructions. The 
reason for this, is that the order in which the operations appear 
in an infix expression, is not the same as the order of the 
computer instructions necessary to evaluate the expression. For 
example, assume that a computer system is available and that the 
instruction : 
add(A,B)
will return the sum of the numbers A and B, and that the 
instruction ; 
mult(A,B)
will return the result of the multiplication of A by B. The
instructions required to evaluate the expression :
E = 2 + 5 X  3
are
(i) H = mult(5,3)
(ii) E = add(2,H)
Note that, if the instructions were executed in the same
order as they appear in the expression, that is ;
(i) H = add(2,5)
(ii) E = mult(H,3)
the result would have been the number 21 instead of the correct 
number 17.
To generate the correct set of instructions for the
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evaluation of an expression, it is necessary to introduce the 
postfix notation. This is often referred to as the Reverse Polish 
Notation or RPN, after the Polish mathematician Jan Lukasiewicz ( 
1878 - 1956 ). The easiest way to describe this method is through 
an example. The RPN version of the expression used above is ;
2 5 3 x+.
In RPN, the basic principle is that each operator acts on the 
two variables or constants that are written immediately on its 
left. To evaluate an expression in RPN, one needs to ;
(1) scan the expression from left to right
(2) if an operator is encountered, work out the result of its
application on the two operands to its left.
(3) place the result of the operation back on the sequence
of symbols replacing the operator and the two operands.
For example the steps in evaluating the expression
2 5 3 x+
are
(i) H = mult(5,3)
(ii) Place the result of this instruction back on the 
sequence replacing the operator and the two operands. The 
sequence will become ;
2 15 +
(iii) E = add(2,15), which results in the correct value 17.
The main advantage of RPN is that the order of evaluation 
follows exactly the order that the operations are written. If the 
infix expression is translated into an RPN expression, then the 
generation of the instructions for the evaluation of the 
expression becomes relatively easy.
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The implementation in the present work uses an LIFO stack for 
the evaluation of the expressions [36,37]. A stack is a collection 
of items into which new items may be inserted and from which items 
may be deleted at one end, which is referred to as the top of the 
stack. The term 'LIFO' stands for Last In First Out. The two 
operations that can be performed on a stack are given special 
names. When an item is added to the stack, it is pushed on the 
stack and when an item is deleted it is popped from the stack.
The algorithm implemented is known as the 'operator 
precedence parsing' or the 'shunting yard' algorithm [37]. This 
algorithm relies on every operator being assigned an index 
reflecting its priority during simple left to right evaluation of 
an expression. For example the operators ' + ' and '-' can be 
assigned a value of 1 and the operators ' * ' ( used for
multiplication ) and '/' can be assigned the value of 2, assuming 
that multiplication and division must be performed before addition 
and subtraction.
The algorithm consists of the following steps :
(1) Scan the input character string containing the 
expression from left to right.
(2) If a variable name or a constant is encountered, then
copy it to the output string.
(3) If an operator is encountered, then push the operator on 
the stack unless the operator currently on the top of the 
stack has a higher precedence. In this case pop the stack and 
pass the popped operators to the output string. Repeat this 
process until the top of the stack contains an operator with 
equal or lower priority and then push the operator on the 
stack.
(4) When the end of the input string is reached, pop all the
remaining operators and pass them to the output string.
If the input string contained a legal infix expression, this 
algorithm is guaranteed to output a correctly formed
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equivalent RPN expression.
A complication with this algorithm arises when brackets are 
used to change the implied order of evaluation of an expression. 
In this case each expression can be treated as a sub-expression. 
Each sub-expression can then be evaluated independently. It is 
possible to avoid the initiation of a different stack for each 
sub-expression if the opening bracket is pushed on the stack as a 
marker. The extra step that is needed after the third step is 
given below :
(3.1) When an opening bracket is encountered, it is 
pushed on the stack. When a closing bracket is found all the 
operators up to the first opening bracket must be popped from 
the stack and passed to the output string. Then the opening 
bracket is popped from the stack and is discarded. The 
scanning of the input string resumes at the next position 
after the closing bracket.
Once the output string is obtained, the process described 
above for the evaluation of an expression in RPN notation can be 
be applied in order to evaluate the expression.
6.6.2. Sorting Algorithms
This section describes the algorithms used in conjunction 
with the rapported sequation and rapported variant functions. Many 
different algorithms were considered at the design stage, 
including a 'quicksort', an 'insertion' sort, a 'selection' sort, 
a 'bubble' sort, a 'shaker' sort and a 'Shell' sort. The criteria 
used for the final selection were :
(1) the sort should be efficient
(2) the source code required for the implementation of a 
sort must be as small as possible.
(3) the sort must not be recursive.
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The second criterion was set due to the limitations in the 
available computer memory as the list representing the formex is 
sorted entirely in core. Also, a recursive procedure creates 
copies of its variables on the system's stack every time it calls 
itself. In the case of Micro-Formian, these copies would have been 
the linked lists representing the formex argument and therefore 
the memory would have been used up quickly. Consideration of the 
above criteria resulted in the final choice of the shaker sort, 
the insertion sort and the Shell sort [25,37].
As was mentioned in Chapter three, it is recommended to use 
the shaker algorithm. The other two algorithms are provided for 
faster sorting. The insertion algorithm will be more reliable for 
complex perdicants, as far as compatibility with formex algebra is 
concerned, but the Shell algorithm will be the fastest of all the 
above algorithms.
Shaker sort
This sort is an improvement of the bubble sort. The name 
'bubble' sort comes from the similarity of the way that the 
elements of the list are moved during the sorting to the way that 
bubbles of air come up in water. It is based on exchange of 
elements. To elaborate, let A denote a typical element of the 
list that is to be sorted. Also, assume that there are N items in 
the list. The algorithm is as follows ;
Consider the i^^element of the list and compare it with all 
elements of the list
Aj, where j = i+1, i+2, ..., N.
If, at any stage, the elements being compared do not satisfy 
the sorting condition then they are exchanged. Repeat the above 
procedure for all the first N-1 elements of the list, starting 
with the first element.
In the bubble sort the number of comparisons is always the
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same irrespective of how ordered the list initially was. The total 
number of comparisons is ;
2(N^ - N)
The number of exchanges is :
0 , for the best case (That is, for an already
sorted list).
and
4(N^- N)
2(N^- N)
/ for the average case
for the worst case.
The bubble sort is said to be an n-squared algorithm because 
the execution time is a multiple of the square of the number of 
elements N.
The difference between the bubble sort and the shaker sort is 
that in the shaker sort the list is traversed in two directions.
This shaking motion gave the name to this algorithm.Although this
is an improvement, the execution is still a multiple of the square 
of the elements because the number of comparisons is unchanged and 
the number of exchanges has been slightly reduced.
The reason for the implementation of this algorithm is that 
it is fully compatible with the definition of rapportance.
Insertion sort
The insertion sort initially sorts the first two elements of
the list. Then, the third element is ‘inserted in its sorted
position in relation with the first two elements. Then the fourth 
element is inserted in its proper position into the sorted list of 
the three elements. The process continues, until all the elements 
are sorted.
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The number of comparisons depends on the initial ordering of 
the list and is s
N - 1 , if the list is in order (the best case),
in the average case1-----------14(N^+ N -2)
and 1 - - 1, if the list is in inverse order (the
2(N^+ N) worst case).
The number of exchanges is :
2(N-1) , for the best case,
------    , for the average case
4(N^+ 9N - 10)
and
2(N^+ 3N -4)
for the worst case.
The insertion sort has the advantage that it behaves 
naturally. That is, the number of comparisons and exchanges is 
minimum when the list considered is already sorted and maximum 
when the list is in inverse order.
Shell sort
The Shell sort is named after its inventor , D.L.Shell. The 
method is derived from the insertion sort and is based on 
diminishing increments. A sequence of increments must be provided. 
The only limitation is that the last increment must be one. For 
example, if the sequence 9,5,3,2,1 is considered then the
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algorithm can be described as follows ;
Sort all the elements that are 9 positions apart. Then sort 
all the elements that are 5 positions apart, and so on. The final 
stage is to sort all the elements adjacent to each other.
It can be shown that sequences which are powers of two reduce 
the efficiency of the method. The execution time for the Shell 
sort is of the order N^ '^ , thus making it the fastest of the three 
implemented algorithms.
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C H A P T E R  7
Co nclu sio ns
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CONCLUSIONS
Throughout the centuries, mankind has had to solve problems 
in an effort to survive in the struggle to control nature and its 
resources. This need has helped to develop tools suitable for 
solving the problems encountered. These tools can be divided into 
conceptual and physical. The area of conceptual tools includes the 
sciences and in particular mathematics.
A continuous interaction exists between the problems 
encountered and the tools used for solving them. In many cases, 
the conceptual tools developed specifically for solving one 
problem are useful for further study of the same or similar 
problems and often lead to development of more advanced 
tools.
In striving to achieve the best use of available resources, 
this interaction becomes increasingly important. In civil 
engineering, the advent of the computer has made various hand 
methods of analysis ( graphical methods or methods based on the 
use of tables ) essentially obsolete . The next development was to 
replace the engineers notepad and slide-rule by an electronic 
notepad. Gradually software development has shifted from the 
derivation of efficient algorithms and suitable computer methods 
to the provision of efficient, convenient and fast user 
interfaces. The -latest trend is to incorporate both text and 
graphics, since the old Chinese proverb that 'a picture is worth a 
thousand words' still holds true.
In the case of Micro-Formian the conceptual tool is formex 
algebra. Although formex algebra is a general algebraic system, 
the result of the work carried out focuses on the needs of the 
structural engineer and results in a design tool with extensive 
graphics facilities( the Micro-Formian system ) for practising 
engineers.
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The formex approach has been chosen because formex algebra is 
capable of efficiently representing the interconnection pattern of 
a configuration and the geometrical characteristics of such a 
system by suitable geometric transformations. The thesis deals 
with additions and extensions to formex algebra beyond the 
standard formex functions. The formex approach is advantageous
because
(1) The process of data generation for structures is
simplified, particularly when dealing with 
complicated structural systems.
( 2 ) There is no need to keep the explicit generated
data. The formex formulation is sufficient for the 
regeneration of the data whenever required. This 
can save a lot of space on a storage device such as 
a magnetic disk or tape.
(3) It provides a record of the data used for the 
analysis of a structure, thus eliminating the need 
for files.
(4) It is not necessary to have an initial drawing of a 
configuration in order to generate the required 
data. This helps in freeing the engineer's hands 
and allowing him / her to be more creative. The 
generated data can be visually inspected on the 
screen and the formulation can be easily altered at 
any stage.
(5) It is not necessary to have a node numbering 
scheme for the description of the configuration. 
Once the structure is formulated the node numbering 
scheme can be obtained using standard formex 
functions. The resulting scheme can then be altered
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so that it meets the design requirements.
(6) The convenient and easy modification of a formex 
formulation allows the engineer to try out many 
alternative solutions and select the best.
The research has in particular encompassed the following :
(1) The capabilities of formex algebra are extended by 
allowing the definition and handling by the system 
of nonhomogeneous formices, the use of real uniples 
and the use of non principal directions for the 
generation of data by the transflection functions.
(2) The development of various methods to make best use 
of the formex approach and the particular 
characteristics of a configuration. These methods 
have been presented in the thesis. The advantages 
of the use of these methods have been demonstrated 
by the practical applications presented.
( 3 ) Development of a method for the generation of 
finite element meshes using the principle of the 
geometric potential.
(4) The use of the mouse as an alternative to the 
keyboard. The mouse proved to be particularly 
useful because it enables a visual inspection of 
the data fed into the system.
(5) A user interface based on pop up and pull-down 
descriptive menus which eliminates the need to 
remember the names, abbreviations and syntax rules 
of the system commands.
(6) An on-line help facility providing information
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about formex algebra. This enables a user with
limited knowledge of formex algebra to experiment
and make use of the system.
(7) A comprehensive range of error diagnostics covering 
both user and system errors. For example, the user 
can not provide a string when the system expects an 
integer (user error) or a formex will not be saved 
on a disk if there is not sufficient free disk
space (system error). Errors in the syntax of
expressions incorporating formex functions are 
eliminated by exhaustive checks carried out during 
the typing of such expressions.
The method for the generation of finite element meshes using 
the principle of the geometric potential did not reach the
expected standard of performance. As the method implemented for
the minimization of the geometric potential is dependent on a
relatively accurate estimate of the minimum value which is
subsequently used during the search for the actual minimum, the 
ascertainment of this minimum is frequently unpredictable.
The main aim of this project can be said to have been
achieved since Micro-Formian has effectively illustrated that the 
powerful features of formex algebra can be realistically 
implemented. The resulting computer program runs on an IBM PC with 
640Kb of memory and is easy to use. Despite the limitations of the 
hardware, its value in practical applications has major potential.
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Suggestions for future development
From the experienced gained through the use of the 
Micro-Formian system it is felt that the following additions and 
enhancements might improve its performance :
(1) implementation of an expression parser for the
parsing of expressions involving combinations of 
formex functions. This will allow experienced users 
of the system to by-pass the menus.
(2) implementation of a facility for the unattended
execution of 'Formian programs'. These programs 
will be ASCII text files created by using a text 
editor and will contain the instructions required 
by the system in the same format as the one 
required by the parser in (1).
(3) implementation of a different minimization
technique to improve the performance of the 
facility for the generation of finite element
meshes. Also, the investigation of a different 
approach to the generation of finite element
meshes. Instead of generating an ingot and then 
using the tectate approach for the derivation of
the configuration, an approximate configuration is
considered to be the starting point which is then 
used to obtain the final configuration by 
minimizing the geometric potential.
(4) implementation of a virtual memory management 
system which will by-pass the memory limitations of 
the IBM-PC.
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A P P E N D I X  A
A Dos Primer
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A DOS Primer
This appendix is provided for users that are not familiar 
with the DOS operating system. The information provided in this 
brief overview covers the following topics :
(i) what DOS is and what it does
(ii) files, directories, subdirectories
(iii) how to load an executable program
(iv) using batch files.
A.I. What is DOS ?
DOS is an abbreviation standing for Disk Operating System. 
There are two versions of DOS, MS-DOS, the version of Microsoft 
Corporation and PC-DOS, the version of IBM. DOS consists of a 
command interpreter and a set of utility programs.
The command interpreter is a memory resident program that is 
automatically loaded when the computer is booted up from either 
the hard disk, if one is present, or from a floppy disk. In the 
second case, a DOS system diskette must be inserted in the drive 
before switching the power on. Once loaded, it stays in the 
background and takes care of all the transactions between the 
various parts of the computer system and between the computer 
system and the user. Whenever the system is ready to receive a 
request from the user a DOS prompt is displayed. This looks like
A>
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B>
or
C>
There are a number of commands built into the command 
interpreter. The most frequently used are : dir, cd, md, rd, copy, 
erase, del, ren, type and path.
A.2. Files, directories and subdirectories
Information on a computer system is kept in the form of data 
files. The data contained in a data file can be binary numbers, 
integers, characters (ASCII file), strings, records of 
information, etc. These data files have to be written on a 
secondary storage device, such as a magnetic disk or tape, if they 
are to be used again at a later stage, A name is given to each 
disk file in order to identify different files. The names accepted 
by the DOS can have a length of up to 8 characters. An optional 
extension can also be used. If an extension is supplied a period 
is used to separate the extension from the filename. An extension 
can contain 1,2 or 3 characters.
The characters allowed in a DOS filename are all the letters, 
digits and punctuation marks except for the following symbols i
• " / \ [ ] î  ; < > + = ; ,
Examples of legal DOS filenames are ;
COMMAND.COM, AUTOEXEC.BAT, ForMAT.exe and FORMIAN.eXe
Examples of illegal DOS filenames are ;
COMMAND.COMl extension has 4 characters
COMMA:ND.COM illegal character ':' is included
CONFIGURAT.TXT filename is too long.
To locate a file, one must specify, apart from the filename, 
the drive on which DOS will search for the file. The file
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specification contains the letter of the drive, a .symbol, an 
optional directory name and the filename including the file 
extension.
The drive letter can be any letter from A to E. The
acceptable letters depend on the number of disk drives installed 
on the computer system. In a twin floppy system valid drive
letters are A and B, whilst in a hard disk system valid drive 
letters are A and C (C is the fixed drive). The drive letter 
together with the colon is referred to as the drive specifier. The 
DOS prompt is the letter of the default drive followed by the '>' 
symbol. The default drive is the one that will be used if the 
drive specifier is omitted.
It is useful, when working with many files, to group together
files with similar contents. A directory is a convenient way to
achieve this. Directories allow the division of a disk into 
sections, each of which is given a name. It is possible to create 
a directory within another directory. In this case the original 
directory is referred to as the parent directory. The directory 
that does not have a parent directory is referred to as the root 
or main directory.
When a directory specifier is supplied, together with a 
filename, the different directories must appear one after the 
other, separated by the symbol and so that the implied
hierarchy is reflected into the specification. For example if the 
hard disk C has the following structure
root directory
-> directory 1
directory 2 —
4- directory 3
-> sub 1
-> sub 2
{ filelfile2
then the file 'filel' can be located with the following 
specification ;
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C:\directory 2\sub l\filel.
As mentioned earlier, the command interpreter provides some 
useful internal commands for the handling of disk files and 
directories. These commands are explained briefly in the sequel.
The dir, cd, md and rd commands are directory oriented. The 
dir command is used to display, on the screen a list of the 
subdirectories and files on a specified disk / directory. The cd 
command is used to change from one directory to another and the 
md command is used to create a new directory. Finally the rd 
command is used to remove an existing directory.
The copy, erase, del, ren and type commands are file
oriented. The copy command is used to create an exact copy of a
file. The erase and del commands are used to delete an existing
file. The ren command is used to change the name of a disk file
and the type command is used to display the contents of a file on 
the screen.
Finally the path command is used to specify a complete drive 
and directory specification that is to be used by the DOS when a 
file is not found on the default drive.
A. 3. How to execute a program
An executable file is a disk file that contains binary codes 
that correspond to simple instructions that can be executed by the 
computer. There are two types of executable files which are 
recognized by their extensions. These can be either 'COM' or 
'EXE' . The difference between the two types of files is in their 
size and the size of their data.
In order to run an executable file one must type its name, 
without the extension, followed by an optional list of parameters 
and a carriage return. The list of parameters is referred to as 
the command line. For example, DOS provides an executable file for 
printing documents on a printer. Assume that the user wants to 
print the file 'XXXX.l' which resides on the root directory of 
drive A and that all the DOS files are on the DOS directory of
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drive C. The file can be printed on the printer with the following 
command :
c:\dos\print a:\XXXX.l <Enter>
Here, c:\dos\ tells DOS where to locate the executable 
file, a:\ tells DOS where to locate the file to be printed and 
XXXX.l is the name of the file to be printed.
A.4. Batch files
Batch files are ASCII files that contain a series of lines 
of text. Each line contains the name of an executable file 
followed by a suitable parameter list and a carriage return. The 
extension of a batch file must be 'BAT'. In order to run a batch 
file, one must type the name of the file, without the extension, 
at the DOS prompt, followed by a carriage return. Batch files are 
useful for unattended execution of programs.
The file 'AUTOEXEC.BAT' is a special batch file. This file 
is automatically executed by the computer during the original 
boot up and can be used to load mouse drivers, screen drivers, 
the system clock, path specifications, etc.
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This Appendix contains the listing of the main program 
FORMIAN.PAS and the listings of the header files of the various 
units.
B.l. Listing of FORMIAN.PAS
^****************************************************************^
*** FORMIAN.PAS 24/10/88 *** 
byL. P. B A B I L I S
Program formian;
Uses
Crt, Dos, Graph, MouseLib, Util_Lib, mathlib, glbdef, help, fmxutil, fmx plot, functl, funct2, functS, funct4, execu;
begin { MAIN }ScrMode := Txt; { to be used by the following three procedures } ReadConfig;FirstPage; if ExitError then begin LastPage;Halt;end;
Init_Graf; { Initialize the Graphics system }Init_Text_Windows;InitGlbVar; if ExitError then begin LastPage;Halt;end;Helplnit(Helpinfo,Helpltems);Init_Formian;
repeat { REPEAT until Command given is EXIT }MessageG('* Command : ',true);Mnu_Choice(CommandNr);
if ((CommandNr <> 601) and (CommandNr <> 602)) then
{ Define Help Item }HelpNr := CommandNr; if (CommandNr < 500) then ExecuChoicel else ExecuChoice2;DisplayStatus(CurRec);
until false;
End.
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B.2. Listing of MOUSELIB.PAS
{*** DATE s 08/03/88 ***} {****************************************************************
UNIT MOUSELIB.PAS Include files are ; MOUSELIB.INC
Purpose s general utilities for driving a Microsoft or a compatible two button mouse. All the built in functions of the mouse driver are implemented. This unit contains the declarations of global variables associated with the mouse
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}
{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit MouseLib;
Interface
UsesDos;
TypeSwitchType = (Left,Right,Both,NotSet);
var { MS - Mouse related variables }01d_XMouse,0ld_YMouse,XMouse,'^ouse ; integer;MouseStatus,numberButtons : integer;MouseActive ‘ : boolean;Button : SwitchType;
function DriverInstalled ; boolean;
procedure FlagReset(VAR mouseStatus, numberOfButtonsiInteger);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 0 Input : AX = 0 System Call 0
Output: AX — > mouse status0 (FALSE): mouse hardware and software not installed “1 (TRUE) : mouse hardware and software installed BX — > number of mouse buttons*)
procedure ShowCursor;(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 1 Input : AX = 1 System Call 1
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}
*)
procedure HideCursor;(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 2 Input ! AX = 2 System Call 2
*)
procedure GetPosBut(VAR buttonStatus,horizontal,vertical:Integer); (* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 3 Input I AX = 3 System Call 3
*)
Output: BX — > mouse button statusCX — > horizontal cursor position DX — > vertical cursor position
procedure SetCursorPos(horizontal, vertical: Integer);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 4 Input : AX “ 4 System Call 4CX <—  horizontal mouse cursor position DX <—  vertical mouse cursor position
*)
procedure GetButPres(button: Integer;VAR buttonStatus, buttonPressCount, horizontal, vertical: Integer); Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 5(* Input : 
Output:
AXBXAXBX
DX — >
)
System Call 5 buttoncurrent button status count of button presses since last call to this function horizontal cursor position at last pressvertical cursor position at last press
procedure GetButRel(button: Integer;VAR buttonStatus: Integer;VAR buttonReleaseCount; Integer; VAR horizontal ,vertical: Integer); (* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 6 Input : AX = 6 System Call 6 BX <—  button Output: AX — > current button statusBX — > count of button releases since last call to this function CX — > horizontal cursor position at last press DX — > vertical cursor position at last press
*)
procedure SetHorizontalLimits(minPos, maxPos: Integer);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 7 Input : AX « 7 System Call 7
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*)
CX <—  minimum horizontal position DX <—  maximum horizontal position
procedure SetVerticalLimits(minPos, maxPos: Integer); (* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 8Input ; AX = 8 System Call 8CX <—  minimum vertical positionDX <—  maximum vertical position
*)
TYPEGraphicCursor = recordscreenMask, cursorMask; hotX, hotY: end;
ARRAY [0..15] Integer; OF Integer;
*)
The screenMask is first ANDed into the display, then the cursorMask is XORed into the display.The hot spot coordinates are relative to the upper-left corner of the cursor image, and define where the cursor actually 'points to'.
procedure SetGraphicCursor(VAR cursor; GraphicCursor);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 9 Input ; AX = 9 System Call 9BX <—  cursor hot spot (horizontal)CX <—  cursor hot spot (vertical)ES;DX <—  pointer to screen and cursormasks*)
procedure SetTextCursor(selectedCursor,screenMaskORscanStart, cursorMaskORscanStop: Integer); (* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 10 Input : AX = 10 System Call 10 BX <—  cursor select0 ; Software text cursor1 ; Hardware text cursor CX <—  screen mask value orscan line start DX <—  cursor mask value or scan line stop
For the software text cursor, the second two parameters specify the screen and cursor masks.The screen mask is first ANDed into the display, then the cursor mask is XORed into the display.For the hardware text cursor, the second two parameters contain the line numbers of the first and last scan line in the cursor to be shown on the screen.
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procedure ReadMotionCounters(VAR horizontal,vertical;Integer);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 11 Input : AX « 11 System Call 11 CX <—  horizontal count DX <—  vertical count
*)
typePrivateHandlerType = RECORDCS;char; MovSegToMem: char;DStchar; DriverDSeg;Integer;
(* Mov word ptr CS;DriverDSeg, DS; saves the driver's DS *)CS2;char; MovMemToSeg;char; DS2;char;
PascalDSeg;Integer;
DriverDSeg2;Integer;
(* Mov DS, word ptr PascalDSeg *)(* Set up Pascal DS *)PushAX, PushBX, PushCX, PushDX:-cîTar; NearCall; char; handlerProc; Integer;CS3;char; MovMemToSeg2 ;char; DS3;char;
(* Mov DS, word ptr CS;DriverDSeg *) FarRet ; char;END;
const PrivateHandler; PrivateHandlerType= (CS;#46; MovSegToMem:#140; DS;#30; DriverDSeg:0;CS2:#46; MovMemToSeg;#142; DS2:#3G; PascalDSeg;0; PushAx:#80; PushBX:#83; PushCX;#81; PushDX;#82; NearCall:#232; handlerProc:0;CS3;#46; MovMemToSeg2 ;#142; DS3;#30; DriverDSeg2;0; FarRet;#203);
const DriverDSeg; Integer = 0;(* when the eventhandler is called,the drivers data segment will be stored here *) const PascalDSeg; Integer = 0;
(*
PROCEDURE EventHandler (EventSet, { condition mask }ButtonSet, { button state }horiz, { horizontal cursor pos }vert { vertical cursor pos };Integer);
*)
procedure SetEventHandler(mask ; Integer;(* should be of type EventSet *) EventHandler ; Integer); (* Ofs(procName) *)
(* the procedure EventHandler must have 4 integer params *)
(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 12 Input ; AX = 12 System Call 12 CX <—  call mask
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)ES:DX <—  address of handler routine
Establish conditions and handler for mouse events. After this, when an event occurs that is in the mask, the handler is called with the event set that actually occurred, the current button status, and the cursor x and y .
procedure LightPenOn;(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 13 Input : AX = 13 System Call 13
*)
procedure LightPenOff;(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 14 Input ; AX = 14 System Call 14*)
procedure SetMickeysPerPixel(horPix, verPix: Integer);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 15 Input : AX = 15 System Call 15CX <—  horizontal mickey/pixel ratio DX <—  vertical mickey/pixel ratio
*)
procedure ConditionalOff(left, top,right, bottom: Integer);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 16 Input : AX = 16 System Call 16 CX <—  left DX <—“ top SI <—  right DI <— ' bottom*)
procedure SetSpeedThreshold(threshold: Integer);(* Microsoft Mouse Driver System Call 19 Input : AX = 19 System Call 19DX <—  threshold in raickeys/second
*)
procedure De_Bounce_Mouse(Mousestatus : integer ;var Button : SwitchType);{ Performs debouncing of the mouse by ensuring that the pressed key or keys is depressed and sets the global variable SWITCH (SwitchType). The TYPE SwitchType is defined in the unit GLBDEF as
SwitchType = (Left,Right,Both,NotSet);and provides the different possible button settings for the MS-mouse }
=  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =
Implementation {$I MOUSELIB.INC }
End.
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B.3. Listing of UTIL- LIB.PAS
{*** DATE : 14/10/88 ***}^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
UNIT UTIL_LIB.PAS Include files are ; UTIL_LIB.INC,lOERROR.INC,NUMBERIO.INC Purpose : general utilities for menus,windows,display of messages,interpretation of answers, conversions of integers, etc to strings,I/O error checking,file utilities & errorfree input of numbers
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
{$R~} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit util lib;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib;
const
DirSize =40;{ Max number of files returned by a disk directory CALL } { Define some important keystrokes: }NULL = #0; Bell =s #7;BS — #8; LF #10;CR = #13; ESC #27;
{ cursorHomeKey = #71; EndKey #79;UpKey #72; DownKey = #80;PgUpKey #73; PgDnKey = #81;LArr #75; InsKey = #82;RArr = #77; DelKey - #83;
{ functiFI = #59; F6 #64;F2 #60; F7 = #65;F3 - #61; F8 = #66 ;F4 #62; F9 = #67;F5 #63; FIO — #68;
{The following CONST are used by the window raanagment procedures} 
BorderOn = true;
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BorderOff = false;HeaderOn = true;HeaderOff = false;STOP = true;CONT = false;Max_Windows =8;DefJWin =0;Mnu_Bar = 1;Mnu_Sub =2;
{ These constants refer to the window numbers as used by the formian system }
Stat__Ln = 3 Hlp_Win = 4 Mnu_l = 5 Mnu_2 = 6 Mnu_3 = 7 Mnu_4 = 8
My_MaxColors =4;
{The following TYPES/CONST are required by the procedure MNU__CHOICE }
TypeMenuOptions = recordOptions ; integer;Item % array[1..12] of string[20]; end;MenusType = array[1..10] of MenuOptions;
const Menus:MenusType = ((Options : 8;
Item : ('OPERAT',^Definition','Copy formex','Composition', 'LIBra'f'Geom. Potential','Normats','RetroCords'(Options : 11;Item : ('FUNC 1','TRANslation','RINdle','REFlection','LAMbda', 'VERtition','ROSette','PROJection','DILatation','PANsion','DEPansion' (Options : 11;
Item : ('FUNC 2','PEXum','LUXum','COLuxum','NEXum','CONexum','PACtum','COPactum','RELection','JUNcture','COJuncture'/'')), (Options : 7;
Item : ('FUNC 3','MEDulla','DICtum','SEViation','LATitude','RAp. Variant','RAp. Sequation (Options : 8;.Item : (' DRAW ','CLEAR','DRAW formex','Node Numbers','View formex','Set Up (USE)','Scale','Re-Draw screen'(Options : 3;Item Î (' HELP ','General','Command
"))'(Options : 6 ;Item ; (' I / 0','TAKE','KEEP','DELete','List',' P l o t ' "
'  '  r  '  '  r  '  '  ) )  f  (Options : 6;
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Item : ('STATUS','System defaults','Graphics defaults', 'Formex properties','Formices in Memory','Formices on Disk(s
I ''t ' * r '' t * ')) t(Options ; 6;Item ; (' DOS ','DIRectory','REName file','ERASE file', 
'CHange DIRectory','MaKe DIRectory'(Options : 3;Item : ( ' EXIT','Save ','Quit
Type { These are used by procedure GET_DATA }
Data_Rec = recordCase __Type : char of(_Char 2 char);(_Int 2 integer);(_Real 2 real);(_String : string);
'c','C'i','I''r','R''s','S' end;Data_Type = array [1..15] of Data__Rec;
TypeAnyStringVideoModesVideoTypeCharSetScrModeType
PathType
string[80];(UnknownMode, MonoMode, BWSOMode, COSOMode); (VLow, VNorm, VReverse); set of char;(Txt, Graf);
record Drv : char;Dir : String; end; .
DirlnfoType = array [1..DirSize] of SearchRec;
Text_Window_Type = recordX1,Y1,X2,Y2 2 integerTxt_Rows,Txt_Cols : integerCursor_X,Cursor_Y 2 integerMnu_Hor,Mnu_Ver : integerFore_Color,Back_Color : word;Y_Offset 2 integerWindow_Size : LongintWindow_Ptr : pointerWindow_On : booleanBorder_On : booleanCase Header_On 2 boolean of true 2 (Txt : string); false 2 (); end;
Menus_Type
Colors
= array[1..16,1..10] of string;
= recordFore_Color,Back_Color s Shortint;
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énd;Colors_Set_Type = array[1..My_MaxColors] of Colors ;{         .var_Max_Rows,_Max_Cols,TiitieDelay, XGlbMax, YGlbMax,GraphDriver,GraphMode,LowMode,HighMode ; integer?
X_Asp, Y_Asp : word;lOerr,MsgBeepMode, lOBeepMode,DispinfoMsg 
_Help,_MenuErr S or o 1 l__On, Wrap__On ScrMode VideoMode ScrnR PathName FilVaroldFileName,FileName WildName
boolean; boolean; boolean? ScrModeType; VideoModes; ViewPortType; PathType ? file;String;String?
Cur_Win__NrCur_WindowText_WindowColor_SetPaletteOld ColorOld_LineInfoOld__Pattern01d_yPortMsg_VPort
Msg_X,Msg_Y Menu_Txt Header Txt
integer;Text__Window_Type ;array[0..Max_Windows] of Text_Window_Type; Colors_Set_Type;PaletteType;word;LineSettingsType;FillSettingsType ?ViewPortType;ViewPortType;{ used in order to be able to reposition the >{ cursor at the right place before a readreal } integer;Menus_Type; string;
procedure InitGraf;{ Determines the TYPE of Graphics card } 
procedure Enter_Graf;{ Re-enters Graphics Mode and resets all custom settings }
function ColorToString(Col : Shortint) : String?{ Obtains the string corresponding to a particular color code }
procedure Define_Colors;{ Defines the available combinations of Fore/Back colors for the 
MENU-WINDOWS }
procedure ChangeVideo(NewMode : VideoType);{ Changes the text and background colors }
function Uppercase(S î String) : String;{ Convert a string to all upper case letters }
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procedure CenterStr(S : String);{ Center a string }
procedure Beep;{ Sound the "bell" }
function GetVideoMode : VideoModes;{ Determines video mode, IBM PC only. }
function GetKey ; char;{ Read a character, convert function/arrow keys to upper ASCII by adding 128 to the ordinal value of the second scan code. If IntChar is pressed, set the global variable Interrupted in order to stop the program. }
function GetLegalKey(LegalChar : CharSet) : char;{ Keep reading a character until it is in the set of legal chars } 
procedure clrkbd;{ This procedure will clear the keyboard buffer if not EMPTY }
function IntToString(Num, Width s integer) s String;{ Changes an integer into a string }
function RealToString(Num ;real; Width,Places : integer); String;{ Changes a real number into a string }
function BoolToString(BoolExp : boolean) ; String;{ Changes a boolean expression into a string }
function Pad(Pstring : String; Len : byte) : String;{ Pads a string to a specified length }
procedure UpDate_Win_Cursor;{ Updates the cursor position fields of the current window } 
procedure Scroll_Up;{ Used in order toscroll the text printed in the current window } 
procedure BS_Graphix;
procedure GotoXYG(XCur,YCur : integer);{ Assume that the text alingment parameters are not altered, i.e. the text is aligned at the left margin and bottom. }
procedure Out__Text(PString : string);{ This procedure ensures that the area inwhich text is to be printed is cleared using the appropriate colour prior to any text output }
procedure Wrap_Around(Pstring : string);{ This procedure ensures proper wrapping of text around the window boundaries when the veriable Wrap_On is TRUE }
procedure Print(Pstring ; String; Vtype : VideoType);{ Prints a string in a particular video mode }
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procedure PrintCoiranandXY(Pstring : String; Col, Row : integer);{ Prints a command string, highlighting any capital letters in the 
string }
procedure PrintXYG(PrString : string ; VType s VideoType ;XCur,YCur s integer);{Prints a string at a screen position in a particular video mode }
Procedure ClrEolG;
procedure ClearXYG(Col, Row % integer);{ Clears to the end of a line from a selected column and row }
procedure ClearLinesG(FirstLine, LastLine : integer );{ Clears the lines from FirstLine to LastLine on the screen }
procedure Define__Text_Window ( Nr : integer ;_X1,_Y1,_X2,_Y2 ; integer ;_F_Color,_B_Color; word ;__Header__On : boolean ;_Txt ! string ;_Border_On : boolean);{ The header occupies three text lines and the actual text is printed centered at the second line. There is a border around the window of width equal to a character width and in the case of no header the border is a double line, while in the case of a windowwith a header the border is a single line ONLY around the header'stext. The variables _X1,_Y1 etc are the character cell positions. The top left corner of the window corresponds to -> (1,1)The values _X1,_Y1 should ALWAYS be :
if HEADER is ON then (_X1 > 1) & (__Y1 > 4)if HEADER is OFF then (XI > 1) & (_Y1 > 1)
Also the values _X2,_Y2 should be 2 less than the max columns and rows in order to accomodate for the extra space required for the border and header }
procedure Open__Text_Window(Nr s integer);{Sets the window #Nr as the active window for further text output} 
procedure Set_Text_Window(Nr : integer);{Sets the window #Nr as the active window for further text output} 
procedure Close_Text_Window(Nr s integer);{ Closes the window #Nr and resets the active window for further text output }
procedure Clear_Text_Window(Nr : integer);{Clears image of window #Nr leaving the header and border intact} 
procedure Save__Text_Window(Nr : integer);{ Saves the image of window #Nr in the field Window_Ptr so that it can be displayed again after switching back from TEXT mode }
procedure ReStore_Text_Window(Nr ; integer);
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{ Restores a previously saved window . NOTE that the original image under the window can not be retrieved if the combination of SAVE / RESTORE is used. >
procedure DefaultJWindow?{Sets the window 0 as the default window for further text output} 
procedure Init_Text_Windows;{ This procedure initializes the TEXT-WINDOWS before any further use. It will call the procedures DEFINE_COLORS & DEFAULTJWINDOW if required }
procedure ClearMsgG?{ Clears a message printed in the Message-Window }
procedure MessageG(Msg : String ; Disp ; boolean);{ Prints a message in the Message-Window }
procedure GetAnsG(Msg : String ; var Ans ; char);
{ Gets an answer Y/N after printing the appropriate message }
procedure MsgWaitG(Msg : String);{ Waits after printing the appropriate message for a keystroke }
procedure Get_Choice(Win_Nr : integerXSfYs : integerNrRow,NrCol ; integerHeader_On i booleanHeader_Txt : string ;var Menu_Txt: Menus_Type ; var F_Color ; Shortint;var B^Color ; Shortint;Close_Win;boolean; var Ver,Hor 2integer);
{ This procedure defines window No 1 as the menu window starting at character coordinates Xs,Ys (same restrictions as in Define_Text_Window) and having NrRow,NrCol (rows x columns) and an optional header }
procedure Select_Color(var Col 2 Shortint);{ This procedure selects a color out of the ones available throughthe current Palette }
procedure Mnu_Choice(var Option 2 integer);{ This procedure uses the typed constant MENUS (see above) in order to get a choice. Two levels of menus / Pull down MENUs. The OPTION selected is an integer and is calculated by Column_Number * 100 + Row_Number, }
procedure IOCheck(var lOErr 2 boolean ); { Check for I/O errors } 
function Get_FileName 2 string;{ This function reads in the name of a DOS-file using the standard I/O }
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procedure EraseFile(FileName : String );
procedure ReNameFile(OldFileName,FileName : String );
procedure GetActDir(Drive ; Char ; var Dir % String);
procedure ChangeDir(PathName ; PathType);
procedure Directory(WildName ; String ;var NumFiles ; integer ; var Dirlnfo : DirlnfoType);
{ read from a position on the CRT } procedure ReadReal( var Number : real);
procedure Readint( var Number s integer);
procedure ReadString( var InString ; String ; StrField s integer); 
procedure ReadChar( var InChar : char);
{ read from the message line after displaying a message } procedure ReadReal_Msg(Msg : string ; var Number : real);
procedure Readint_Msg(Msg : string ; var Number : integer);
procedure ReadString_Msg(Msg : string ; var InString : String ;StrField : integer);
procedure ReadChar_Msg(Msg : string ; var InChar : char);
procedure Edit_Data(Nr,_Col,_Row,Items : integer; var Data :Data_Type);{ This procedure edits a set of data (integer,real,character or string) displayed in the window #Nr starting at column _COL and row _ROW >
procedure Get_Data(Nr,_Col,_Row,Items : integer; var Data :Data_Type);{ This procedure reads in a set of data (integer,real,character or string from the window #Nr starting at column _COL and row _ROW }
{= = = === ==== = = = = = = = = = === ==== ===:=:===:==== ===^========= = = = =======:= = = «}
Implementation
{$I Util_Lib.inc }
{$! lOError.inc }{$1 Numberio.inc } 
begin Wrap_On ;= false;ScrollOn := false;
End.
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B.4. Listing of MATHLIB.PAS
{*** MATHLIB.PAS DATE : 21/03/88 ***}^****************************************************************
UNIT ; MATHLIB.PAS INCLUDE FILES i MATHLIB.INC This file contains matrix routines for use with the 3D - 
GRAPHICS of the Formian system . It also contains 3D-Geometryroutines and the bodies of several functions that are not included in the standard library of mathematical functions ofTURBO-PASCAL.
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit mathlib;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,
util lib;
TypeMatrix_TypeVector_Type
PlaneRec
LineRec
= array[1..4,1..4] of real ; = array[1..4] of real;
= recordA,B,C,D s real; end;
= recordvect,pnt : Vector_Type; end;
{     >
function ScalarProd(var A,B ; Vector_Type):real;
procedure MULT (A, B ; Matrix_Type ; var C : Matrix_Type ; rl,cl,r2 ; integer);{ Calculate the product of a 4X4 Matrix }
procedure Mult_Mat_Vec(ABvar C
s Matrix_Type ; ; Vector_Type ;Î Vector_Type ;
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rl,cl s integer);
procedure VectorProd(p,q : Vector_Type ; var d ; Vector_Type ); {Procedure to calculate the vector product of two vectors p and q}
procedure Inv(var A,B ; Matrix_Type );{ Procedure to find the inverse of a 3x3 matrix using the adjoint 
method }
procedure PlaneLineInt(b,d,n : Vector_Type ; K : real ;var Pt : Vector___Type ; var Error : boolean ) ;{ Procedure to calculate the intersection of the line ( b + M*d ) and the plane (n*x = K ) }
procedure AngleWithAxis(var X,Y,Xrot,Yrot,Angle : real);
procedure AngleWithOrigin(var X,Y,Angle ; real);
procedure PlanePlaneInt(p,q : Vector__Type ; K1,K2 : real ;var b,d : Vector_Type ; var M t real);{ Procedure to find the intersection of two planes }
procedure TransMat( Tx,Ty,Tz : real ; var A ; Matrix_Type );{ Calculate the 3-D axes translation matrix }
procedure ScaleMat( Sx,Sy,Sz : real ; VAR A ; Matrix__Type );{ Calculate the 3-D axes scaling matrix }
procedure RotMat(Axis : Char ; Theta: real ; var A: Matrix_Type);
{ Calculate the 3-D axes rotation about the Axis ^AXIS' by an angle THETA }
procedure DefinePlane(var Plane s PlaneRec);
procedure DefSegPlanePnt( Plane : PlaneRec ;Point : Vector_Type ; var SPoint : Vector_Type);
function exponential(x,y : real)zreal;{ this function calculates the value of x to the y, where x and y can be integers or real numbers }
Implementation
{$I Mathlib.inc }
End.
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B.5. Listing of GLBDEF.PAS
^* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*** UNIT GLBDEF ***
This UNIT contains all the definitions of global variables used for window(s) handling, displaying of error messages, I/O from and to files and ALL definitions of FORMEX relateditems
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * }
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$!+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit glbdef;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MathLib,Util_Lib; { Uses some predefined TYPE'S } 
const_Min__Heap = 20000; { heap required for windows & help screens }
SolidLn =0;DottedLn = 1;CenterLn = 2 ;DashedLn = 3;NormWidth = 1;ThickWidth= 3 ;
TypeDate = record.Day,Month,Year : integer; end;
WinMsgType = array [1..12] of String;ScreenType = (Ram,Virtual);
var imPara,imBytes,memPara,ScrimPara,ScrimBytes,ScrmemPara, Version,SerialNr,i,j,CommandNr,XWin,YWin : integer;var ch,Entry,Ans : char;
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var MenuWinOpen,Interrupted,ExitError var Dummy {for string conversions} var CrDatevar imagePtr,ScrimagePtr 
var SourseScr var WinMsg
s boolean;Î String;: Date; s pointer;! ScreenType; 
% WinMsgType;
^******************************************************* *-* ******** 
This part contains all the global variable definitions usedfor the description and definition of the properties of a formex 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
const MaxPlexitude = 3 ;
type
FormexNameTypePlexitudeType
NodeDataRec
FormexPointer
Formex
CordicType
FormexinfoPtr 
FormexInfoRec
string[8] ;= 1..MaxPlexitude;
: record NodeNr x,y,z end;
= ''Formex;
integer;real;
record Corrected : boolean;
LastPointer : FormexPointer;NextPointer ; FormexPointer;Case Plexitude : PlexitudeType of 1,2,3; (NodeData : array[PlexitudeType] of NodeDataRec);end;
record
lin_stylesymbtype
symb_size
0. .3; 0. .5; { 0 2 4}real;
-> dot “> square -> diagcr
1 “> cross 3 “> triangle 5 -> diagsqr
Fmx_Colour; shortint; end;
= ''FormexInfoRec;
= recordFormexNameFormexGradeFormexSizeFormexPlexFormexCordicFmx_MaxX, Fmx_MinX,
FormexNameType;integer;integer;integer;CordicType;
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Fmx_MaxY,Fmx_MinY,Fmx_MaxZ, Fitix_MinZSeviationStartPtrEndPtrSavedIngotDrawnDimensioned Homogeneous NextRec Case Numbered true ; (Numerant false : (); end?
real? integer; FormexPointer; FormexPointer ? 
boolean? boolean? boolean; boolean; boolean; FormexinfoPtr; 
boolean of FormexNameType);
Pro j ectionType 
FMX Directions
(InX,InY,InZ,Other); 
(X,Y,Z,XY,XZ,YZ,XYZ,Other_Dir);
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
This part contains the Definitions of the global variables used 
by the formian system .
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * }
varTCount
HelpNrFmxInMem,FormexDrawn,HelpRequest,GBeepMode,OutOfMemoryTolerancePathProjectionViewFrameResFormex,ParFormex,InFormex,CurFormex ResRec,ParRec,InRec,CurRec,OldRec ResName,ParName,InName Formexinfo,InfoStart,InfoEnd,Temp Fmx_DirVRi s e,VCenter,VRl,VR 2,VPoint,RotAxi s VMatrix
; integer;{proc.WAKE-UP} ; integer;
boolean; real;PathType;Pro jectionType; ViewPortType; FormexPointer; FormexInfoRec; FormexNameType; FormexinfoPtr; FMX_Directions; Vector__Type ; Matrix___Type ;
Implementation
End.
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B.6. Listing of HELP 1PAS
{*** DATE ; 14/10/88 ***}
^*****************************************************************
UNIT HELP.PAS Include files are : HELP.INC
This unit contains procedures for converting an ASCII file to a HELP file, selecting a HELP item using pop-up menus, displaying the HELP text and initializing the HELP list.
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit Help?
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib, glbdef ?
constRec_Len =65; { Equal to the size of the window }
Type
HelpInfoRec = recordComName ; string[8];CommandIdx : integer;FilePosn : integer?TextSiz s integer;end;
HelpInfoType = array[1.,50] of HelpInfoRec;
Help_Text = record
Txt_Line ; string [Rec__Len] ; end;
varHelpInfo s HelpInfoType;
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Helpltems ; integer; Helpjpath : string;
{   }
procedure Helplnit(var HelpInfo : HelpInfoType ;var Helpltems : integer);
procedure SelectHelp(var HelpInfo : HelpInfoType ;var HelpNr ; integer ; var Helpltems ; integer);
procedure DispHelp(var HelpInfo : HelpInfoType ;CommandNr,Helpltems ; integer);
procedure Create_HLP_file(Input,Output : string);{ Reads the ASCII file HELP.DAT and creates the files HELP.DOC and HELP.IDX }
Implementation 
{$i Help.inc }
End.
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B.7. Listing of FMXUTIL.PAS
{*** DATE : 17/10/88 ***}
^*****************************************************************
UNIT FMXUTIL.PAS Include files are. : FMXUTILO.INC,FMXUTILl.INC,FMXUTIL2.INC
This unit contains procedures for handling of the internal list of formices, for adding, inserting, deleting, swaping etc elements of a formex and the basic operations of MICRO-FORMIAN, such as saving or displaying or drawing a formex.
>* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$!+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit fmxutil;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,RS232,mathlib,glbdef,Graf_io,View_Lib;
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
The Double Linked List used to represent a formex inmemory has the following structure ;
element number LAST pointer NEXT pointer comments1 nil 2 StartPtr2 1 33 2 44 3 , 5
5 4 66 5 77 6 nil EndPtr
The variables StartPtr and EndPtr are used in order to store the first and last element on the list.
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*****************************************************************}
The Single Linked List used to keep track of the formices present and their properties has the structure :
element number NEXT Rec comments1 2 InfoStart
2 33 44 55 66 77 nil InfoEnd
The variables InfoStart and InfoEnd are used in order to store the first and last element on the list. They are both initialized pointing to nil.
^****************************************************************^
{ These types are used for sorting the numerical data within a formex }TypeComp_Oper = ( _EQ, _LT, _GT ) ;Precedence_Type = (_XY,_YX,_XYZ,_XZY,_YXZ,_YZX,_ZXY,_ZYX) ;
{ These declarations refer to the array -> list and list -> array conversion procedures used by the functions potential & RAS }
const MaxNodes = 200;TypeFmx_Array = array[1..MaxNodes] of NodeDataRec;
^****************************************************************^ 
procedure DisplayStatus(CurRec : FormexInfoRec) ;
procedure DispDirectory(WildNm ; AnyString) ;
procedure WakeUp; {Display a message durind long computing jobs} 
procedure CheckMem;
procedure UpCaseFmx(var FormexName ; FormexNameType ); 
procedure ReadFormex(var Name : FormexNameType);
procedure ReadFormex_Msg(Msg : string ; var Name s FormexNameType); { reads the name of a formex after displaying a prompt at the message line }
procedure InitFmxRec(Name ; FormexNameType ;var FormexRec : FormexInfoRec);
procedure UpDateInfo( FormexRec s FormexInfoRec );
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procedure Resetlnfo( Name FormexNameType);
procedure Enquireinfo(var Name : FormexNameType ;var Found ; boolean ;var FormexRec s FormexInfoRec );
procedure InsertEl(var CurFormex,PrecFormex : FormexPointer;Temp ; Formex;UpDate ! boolean;var CurRec s FormexInfoRec );
procedure SwapEl(var Eleml,Elem2 : FormexPointer;UpDate : boolean ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec );
procedure AddEl(var CurFormexNewEl LastElem var CurRec
; FormexPointer;; Formex;: boolean;: FormexInfoRec );
procedure Addstart(var CurFormex : FormexPointer;NewEl : Formex;var CurRec : FormexInfoRec );{ This procedure ADDs an element to the start of a LIST and 
updates the FORMEXINFO list. }
procedure DeleteEl(var DelPointer : FormexPointer;UpDate s boolean ;var CurRec : FormexInfoRec );
function Condition(Compl,Comp2 ; NodeDataRec ;Tolerance : real ;Oper : Comp_Oper ;Prec Î Precedence__Type) ; boolean;{Check whether Compl is Comp 2 according to a perdicant. If itis the returned value is set to TRUE, else it is set to FALSE. }
procedure Get_retrocords(var Fmx_rec ; FormexInfoRec);{ Procedure to select a retrocord for a formex }
procedure Get_Directions( Grade : integer ;var Dir : Fmx_Directions);{ This procedure is used in order to select a direction(s) for the generation of data. See RINDLE,TRANSLATE etc... }
function Get_Axis: Fmx_Directions;{ Allows the user to pick an axis for REFLECTION,VERTITION etc...}
procedure Get_Tolerance(var Tolerance : real);
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{ This procedure displays the current tolerance and accepts a new 
value if required. }
procedure SystemStatus;
procedure ReadConfig; 
procedure WriteConfig; 
procedure FirstPage? 
procedure LastPage; 
procedure InitGlbVar; 
procedure Init__Formian ;{ This procedure outlines the PLAN / ELEVATION viewports, draws the grid and displays the status line. }
procedure DiskLoad(var CurFormex ; FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec );
procedure SaveFormex(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec s FormexInfoRec );
procedure TypeFormex(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec î FormexInfoRec );
procedure RemoveFormex(var CurFormex ; FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec ;UpDate ; boolean );
procedure Remove_All;{ This procedure removes ALL created formices from memory } 
procedure Show__Formex ;{ This procedure will print a list of the properties of a specified formex }
procedure ShowStatus;
procedure DefineFmxLimit(var CurFormex ; FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec);
procedure InitFunct(InName,ParName s FormexNameType ;var ResName : FormexNameType ;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec : FormexInfoRec ;var InitError ; boolean );
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procedure BxitFunct(var ResName : FormexNameType ;var InFormex : FormexPoin-ter ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec ; FormexInfoRec) ;
procedure SaveExit;
procedure KbdLoad(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec : FormexInfoRec );
procedure CopyFmx(var InFormex,ResFormex ; FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec : FormexInfoRec);
procedure List_to_Array(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec ; var A : Fmx_array ;var Array_Size; integer ; var Error ; boolean);{This procedure converts a double linked list to a one dimensional 
array. ERROR is set to TRUE if CurRec is not an ingot. }
procedure Array_to__List(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec ; var A ; Fmx_array ;var Array_Size; integer ; var Error î boolean);
{ This procedure converts a double linked list to a one dimensional array. If a error occurs during execution the variable ERROR is set to true. }
procedure SelectFormex ;
procedure correct_symbol(size,Xl,Yl,X2,y2 : real ;var Dx,Dy : real);{ This procedure accepts the Xr,Yr coordinates of a two ended element and converts them according to the specified type of symbol / size. }
procedure DrawFormex(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec s FormexInfoRec;Plan,Elev : Zoom_Rect_Type);
procedure GraphixStatus;
procedure VP_SetUp;{Procedure to set up the VIEW-POINT relative graphics Parameters }
procedure Set_Up;{ Procedure to SET_UP the drawing aid tools }
procedure CreatePlot(var CurFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec,ResRec : FormexInfoRec);
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procedure Re_DrawFormex(Plan,Elev : Zoom_Rect_Type);{ This procedure redraws all the formices that were drwn on the screen after a forced change of scale, }
function IsDrawn : boolean;{ This function returns TRUE if there are any formices drawn on 
the screen }
procedure Reset_Drw_fId;{ This procedure resets the Drawn fields after the issue of a 
CLEAR screen command to FALSE. }
procedure Draw_NodeNr(var CurFormex ; FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec;Plan,Elev : Zoom_Rect_Type);{ This procedure drws the node numbers at their correct locations if they are available. If they are not available it displays a message and exits }
procedure Scale_All;{ This procedure will define the SCALE so that everything will be displayed }
procedure Calc__Scale;{ This procedure will calculate the scale according to the user's choice : scale to fit a particular formex / scale using a ZOOM window / ZOOM All }
= = = = = =  = = = = =  = = = = = = =  = = =  =  = = = = }
Implementation
{$I FmxUtilO.inc } 
{$I SysConf.inc } 
{$I InitProc.inc } 
{$I FmxUtill.inc } 
{$I FmxUtil2.inc } 
End.
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B.7.1. Listing of GRAF-IO.PAS
{*** DATE I 08/03/88 ***}
^****************************************************************
UNIT GRAF_IO.PAS Include files are : GRAF_IO. INC,GRAF_DEF. INC
This unit contains procedures for I/O using the Micro-Soft mouse in order to define a window, a line or drag the cursor on the screen and display the virtual coordinates. It also contains the procedures for displaying a grid and snap to this grid.
****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit Graf_IO;
Interface
UsesCrt,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib;
TypeSymbol__type = (Dot,Circl,Cross,Square,Triangle,DiagCr,DiagSq);
Grid_Type = recordX_Start,Y_Start,Z_Start î real;X_Inc,Y_Inc,Z_Inc ; real;end;
Snap_Type = recordX_Snp,Y_Snp,Z_Snp : rea1; end;
Zoom_Rect_Type = recordX1,Y1,X2,Y2 Î integer;VrtXl,VrtYl,VrtX2,VrtY2 : real; end;
Point_Type ~ recordScr_X,Scr_Y,Scr_Z : integer;Vrt_X,Vrt__Y,Vrt__Z : real; end;
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V Frame__Type = recordMin_X, Min_ Y, Min_Z Max XfMax Y,Max Z end;
real;real;
Node Rec = recordx,y,zend; real;
SealeModeType =(Us er,Auto);
Drag_Direction =(Hrz,Vrt,Any);{ the allowed directions for dragging of a line }
var
Scale,OldScale { The scale used when plotting points }Î real;
{ Grid & Snap resolution / Symbol sizes and types }Real_X,Real_Y Symbol Symbol_Size 
Grid,Old_Grid 
Snap
real; Symbol_Type ; 
integer; Grid_Type; Snap_Type;
{ Set to TRUE when the X-hair cursor needs updating } UpDate_Curs ; boolean;
{ Modes for display of coordinates / grid. Snap ON/OFF } Coords_On,Grid_On,Snap_On : boolean;01d_Zoom_Rect, Zoom__Rect,Port : Zoom_Rect Type ;{ The rectangular areas for the display of the PLAN/ELEVATION }Plan,Elev s Zoom_Rect__Type;{ Window used for the display of the coordinates of the mouse position }Mouse_XYZ ; ViewPortType;
{ This boolean is used to distinguish whether input is in plan or elevation }fixed_Y ; boolean;{ These variables define whether the 1st point of the line considered is already defined, or in which direction dragging of the 2nd line point will take place. }Cont Line : boolean;Drag_Dir : Drag_Direction;{ stores the screen Y-coordinates of the items allready defined in plan }Previous s array[1..2] of Point_Type;
{ Buffers for temporary storage of images when dragging objects }Cursor_Jior_Buffer,Cursor_Ver_Buffer s pointer;Cursor_Hor_Size, Cursor_Ver_Size : word;Rect_HorT_Buf fer,Rect_HorB_Buf fer,Rect_VerL_Buffer,Rect_VerR_Buffer s pointer;Rect_HorT_Size, Rect_HorB_Size,Rect VerL Size, Rect VerR Size : word;
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Line_Buffer ; pointer;Line_Size : word;Old__LineSettings : LineSettingsType;{ Used by the procedures in the include file GRAF_DEF } KbdJÆode : boolean;V_Frame : V_Frame_Type;ScaleMode s ScaleModeType;
Old Color word;
{....................................
procedure Conv_Real_Scr(X,YScalePortvar X_Scr,Y_Scr
real; real ;Zoom__Rect_Type ; integer);
procedure Conv_Scr_Real ( X_Scr,Y__ScrScale • Port var X,Y{ The two above procedures are used
; integer ;: real ;; Zoom Rect Type;I real); for conversion of realcoordinates to screen and vice versa using as viewport the entire screen. >
procedure Real Scr RL(X,YScale Portvar X_Scr,Y_Scr{ This procedure is used for clipped output relative to a given port. No check is carried out in order to establish that the port under consideration is at the time the active viewport. }
real; real ;Zoom_Rect_Type; integer);
procedure Center^Mouse(Port : Zoom_Rect_Type);{ Sets the mouse at the middle of the specified port }Î Zoom Rect Type ;: real);variable according 
Zoom_Rect_Type);
to the
procedure Snap Correct(PortX_Inc,Y_Inc { Corrects the XMouse,YMouse Snap_Inc.Vrtx etc.. }procedure Draw_Border(Port1,Port 2  _{ Draws a border around the PLAN / ELEVATION graphics areas } procedure Clear_Drw;.{ Clear the PLAN / ELEV after a change of scale or an issue of CLEAR command }procedure Draw_Grid(var Grid ; Grid_Type ;var Plan,Elev : Zoom_Rect_Type);
{ Draws a grid in the current PLAN / ELEV with aépect ratios X_Inc,Y_Inc starting at the coordinates [ X_Start, Y_Start ] . see var GRID. }procedure Draw__Symbol(X,Y ; integer ;Symbol : Symbol_Type ;Size Î integer);{ Draws the symbol corresponding to the var SYMBOL at the screen X,Y position using the current drawing color. The Size defines the
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multiplication factor for the symbol to be plotted }
Procedure Display_MouseXY(X,Y,Z : real);{ Displays the X,Y coordinates of the mouse at the top left corner 
of the specified PORT. }
Procedure Init_MouseXY;{ Initializes the windows for the display of X,Y,Z coordinates of 
the mouse }
Procedure Erase_MouseXY;{ Erases the displayed X,Y coordinates of the mouse }
Procedure Init_X_Cursor(Port : Zoom_Rect_Type);{ Initializes the cross-hair cursor dragged by the mouse }
Procedure Stop_X_Cursor(Port ; Zoom_Rect_Type);{ Stops the dragging of the cross-hair cursor by the mouse }
Procedure Track_X_Cursor(Port : Zoom__Rect_Type);{ Draggs the cross-hair cursor on the screen using the mouse }
Procedure Init__Zoom_Rect(Port ; Zoom_Rect_Type) ;{ Initializes the ZOOM window on the screen }
Procedure Track_Zoom_Rect(Port : Zoom_Rect_Type);{ Draggs the lower right corner of the ZOOM using the mouse }
Procedure Stop__Zoom_Rect(Port ; Zoom_Rect_Type);{ Stops dragging of the ZOOM window and resets }
procedure Get_Line(Port : Zoom_Rect_Type ;var Line_Xl,Line_Yl,Line_X2,Line_Y2 ; real);{ Gets a line from the specified PORT using the mouse in order to pick the two end points. }
procedure SelectDevice;{ This procedure will select the device : Keyboard / Mouse }
procedure Define_Point(var Point ; Node_Rec ; Grade ; integer);{ Defines a point using either the keyboard or the mouse }
procedure Define^Line(var First_Pnt,Second_Pnt ; Node_Rec ;Grade : integer);{ Defines a line by its end-points using either the keyboard or the mouse }
procedure Define^Distance(var Dx,Dy,Dz ; real ;Grade : integer);{ Defines a distance by it's projections on the three axis }
procedure Define__Zoom_Rect(Port : Zoom^Rect_Type ; Grade s integer);{ Defines a Zoom_Rect in a specified PORT }
procedure Def ine__Frame(var V_Frame : V__Frame_Type ;Grade : integer);
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{ Defines a VIEW_FRAME by using either the keyboard or the mouse }
procedure Define_Scale(var MaxX,MaxY,MaxZ,MinX,MinY,MinZ Grade ScaleMode var Scale var Plan,Elev
real ; integer - ; ScaleModeType; 
real ;Zoom__Rect__Type) ;
Implementation
{$I GRAF__IO.INC } {$I GRAF_DEF.INC } beginDrag_DirContLineSymbolSymbol_^SizeEnd.
= Any;= false; = Cross; 
= 1;
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B.7.2. Listing of VIEW-LIB.PAS
{*** DATE : 21/03/88 ***} ^******************************************&**********************
UNIT VIEW__LIB. PAS Include files are ; VIEW_LIB.INC
Purpose ; procedures for the creation of three dimensional views of objects. There are two ways of representing a 3-D object(i) by a orthographic projection(ii) by a perspective projection
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$St} {Stack checking on}{$!+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit View__Lib;
Interface
USES MathLib;
TypeViewTypevarViewMode
(Ortho,Persp); 
ViewType;
procedure Define_3DJMatrix(var VPoint,VCentre,VRise ; Vector_Type ;var Dist_Scr_Observer : real; var RyRz : Matrix__Type ) ;{ This procedure defines the matrix for the 3-D graphics transformations }
procedure Transform_3D(x,y,zvar VCentrevar Dist var RyRz var Scr_X,Scr_Y{ Transforms a poiunt [x,y,z] in order to obtain a three dimensional view }
: real;: Vector_Type; : real;! Matrix_Type; s real);
Implementation 
{$i View_Lib.inc } 
End,
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B.8. Listing of FMX-PLOT.PAS
{*** DATE : 21/03/88 ***} {*****************************************************************
UNIT FMX_PLOT. PAS Include files isre : FMX_PLOT.INC
This unit contains procedures for plotting a formex using a Epson FX series dot matrix printer or a CYOCERA lazer printer or a 
HPGL plotter.
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}
Unit FMX_PLOT;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,
RS232,mathlib,HPGL_lib,FXl_Lib,LZR_Lib, glbdef,FmxUtil;
procedure PlotFormex(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec s FormexInfoRec);{ This procedure will plot a formex on a HPGL-compatible ploter }
procedure Plot_Print(var CurFormex s FormexPointer ;var CurRec : FormexInfoRec);{ This procedure will plot a formex on a FX-EPSON compatible 
printer }
procedure LZ_PlotFormex(var CurFormex : FormexPointer ;var CurRec ; FormexInfoRec);{ This procedure will plot a formex on a CYOCERA - lazer printer }^=================================,=============================^=}
Implementation
{$! Fmx_Plot.inc }
End.
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B.8.1. Listing of HPGL-LIB.PAS
{*** DATE : 29/04/88 ***}
{ a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
UNIT HPGL_LIB.PAS Include files are ; HPGL_LIB.INC
This unit contains procedures for plotting using plotters that accept HPGL < Hewlett Packard Graphics Language >.Tested port set up ; COM2 /96GO / N o / 7  / I
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}
{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit HPGL_LIB;
Interface
uses Crt,DOS,Util_Lib,RS232 ;
CONSTHP_Bdir_SolidFill = 1HPJud ir_S o1idFi11 = 2HP_LineFill = 3HP_HatchFill = 4HP_DottedLn = 1HP_2_DotsLn = 0HP_Short_Dash = 2HP_Long__Dash = 3HP_Dot_Dash = 4HP_S_L_Dash = 5HP_2S_L_Dash = 6HP^SolidLn = -1;Max_Speed = 40.0;Min_Speed = 0.40;Max__Nr_Pens = 7 ;HP_textMAX = 10.00HP_textMIN = 0.01
TypePlot_stream = Text; var
{ Fill Styles }
Line Styles }Dots at the start/end of each vector }
{ The max and min speed of the pen }
{ The maximum number of pens a/ailable}
PlotterHP_InstrHP__line_styleHP__TextwidthHP_TextHeight
Plot_stream;string;integer;real;real;
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pen_speed : word;
{  >procedure HP_Status_byte;{ The plotter status byte contains the following : }{ description bitPen down 0P1/P2 changed 1Digitised point 2Initialised 3Ready for data 4Error has occured 5not used ——————— 6,7 }
function plotter_ready:boolean;{ This function will return TRUE if the plotter is ready toreceive the next plotting instruction. }
procedure Write_Plotter(var Plotter : Plot_stream ;HP_Instr ; string);{ This procedure will write the string HP_INSTR containing the plotting instructions to the specified communication port. }
procedure HP_On_Line;
procedure HP_Off_Line;
procedure HP_Hardwire_HandShake;{ This procedure will select the hardwire handshake ^method. TheDTR <data terminal rweady > bit is set high or low according towhether the buffer is full or nit. }
procedure HP_Reset_HandShake;{ This procedure will reset the handshake method selected to its defaults }
procedure HP_Abort_job;{ This procedure will empty the buffer from all decoded plotting commands but will enable the issue of instructions to finish. }
procedure HP_Set_XON;{ This procedure will define the XOn character as ASCII dec. 17 } 
procedure HP_Set_XOFF;{ This procedure will define the XOff character as ASCII dec.19 } 
procedure HP_Init;
procedure HP__Des_Alter__ChSet(n : integer); 
procedure HP_Des_Stand_ChSet(n ; integer); 
procedure HP_Sel_Alter__ChSet ;{ Subsequent labels will be printed using the set designated as alternative }
procedure HP_Sel_Stand_ChSet;
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{ Subsequent labels will be printed using the set designated as stand 
procedure HP_Abs_Char_Size(Width,Height ; real);{ Defines the absolute character size width and height in cm. The default is 0.28cm and 0.37cm and acceptable values are 0.01 -
127.99. }
procedure HP_Rel_Chaf_Size(Width,Height : real);{ Defines the relative character size width as % of the difference of the X coordinates of the scaling points and the height as % of the difference of the Y coordinates. Default values are 0.75 and 1.5 respectively. The acceptable values are 0.01 - 127.99. }
procedure HP_Char_Slant(Angle ; real);{ Defines the angle of slant for characters. The default is 0.0 degrees and aceptable values are 0.0 t- 127.99. }
procedure HP_Tick__Length ( Pos, Neg ; real ) ;{ Defines the length of the positive and negative ticks plotted. X-axis tick is pos % (P2X-P1X) for positive ticks and neg %(P2X-P1X) for negative ticks. Similar formula for Y-axis ticks. Default values are 0.5% and acceptable values are 0.01 - 127.99. }
procedure HP_Tick_X_Axis;{ Causes a tick to be plotted in the Y-direction with length equalto that defined by the HP_Tick__Length command. }
procedure HP_Tick_Y_Axis;{ Causes a tick to be plotted in the X-direction with length equalto that defined by the HP_Tick_Length command. }
procedure HP_SetFillStyle(Pattern ; word ; spacing,angle ; integer);{ Sets the fill type and the spacing between parallel lines in absolute plotter units as well as the angle in increments of 45 degrees. }
procedure HP_SetLineStyle(Pattern ; integer ; length : integer);{ Sets the line type and the pattern length as a % of the diagonaldistance between the scaling.points P1,P2 . Default value is 4 andvalid values should be in the range 0 - 127.99. }
procedure HP_Pen_Thickness(N : real);{ Provides a means to specify the spacing between the lines drawn in a solid fill. Default value is 0.3mm and valid values are 0.1 - 5.0 mm. }
procedure HP_PaperSize(N ; integer);{ Provides a means to select paper A3/B or A4/A according to the settings of the rear panel switch SW3/1 N = 0.,3 -> paper size B / A3.N = 4..127 -> paper size A / A4 }
procedure HP_Hatch(X,Y,spacing,angle : integer);{ Hatches the area of width X and height Y' from current pen location and sets the spacing (perp. distance) between thehatching lines in absolute plotter units as well as the angle indegrees ( valid values 0 - 180 ) The distance is spacing %
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distance of scaling points ( 0 - 127.99). }
procedure HP__Define_Scaling_Pnts(X1,Y1,X2,Y2 : integer);{ Provides a means of altering the positions of the scaling points PI, P2 under software control. All parameters should be in absolute plotter and must be within the maximum defined plotting 
limits. }
procedure HP_Default_Scaling_Pnts;{ Provides a means of reseting the positions of the scaling points 
PI, P2 }
procedure HP_Scale(Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 : integer);{ Enables the user to convert absolute plotter units into an alternative unit system of the user's choice by assigning XI,Y1 to scaling point PI and X2, Y2 to the scaling point P2. }
procedure HPRestore;
procedure HP_Rotate(Deg ; integer);{ This command will rotate the plot so that X -> Y and Y -> X . The scalingpoints on the rotated plot are situated at the opposite corners. Also thehard-clip limits are affected by the rotation
command. }
procedure HP_Circle(X,Y,Radius ; integer); 
procedure HP_Select_Pen(N : integer);{ Selects pen #N as the current pen for subsequent drawingoperations }
procedure HP_Return_Pen(N : integer);{ Returns the pen in use to its resting position }
procedure HP_Pen_Up;{ Raises the pen in use if it was down } 
procedure HP_Pen_Down;{ Lowers the pen in use if it was down }
procedure HP__Pen_Speed(speed : real ; N ; integer);
{ Selects the speed of all pens if N < 0 or for pen #N if N > 0 }
procedure HP_Select_Symbol(N : integer);{ Selects a symbol to be plotted at the end of each vector move. The symbol chosen is the one with ASCII value N. }
procedure HP_Symbol_Off;{ No symbol is plotted at the end of each vector move, } 
procedure HP_OutText(TextString t string); 
procedure HP_Abs_Direction(Dx,Dy : integer); 
procedure HP_Rel_Direction(Dx,Dy : integer); 
procedure HP_Def_Terminator(n : integer);
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procedure HPJMoveRel(Dx,Dy : integer); 
procedure HP_MoveTo(X,Y : integer); 
procedure HP__LineRel(Dx,Dy ; integer); 
procedure HP_LineTo(X,Y : integer); 
procedure HP_Line(Xl,Yl,X2,Y2 : integer); 
procedure HP_Abs_Rectangle(X,Y ; integer);{ Draws a rectangle from the current pen location with oppositecorner the point with coordinates X,Y. }
procedure HP_Rel Rectangle(X,Y : integer);{ Draws a rectangle from the current pen location with width equal to X and height equal to Y. }
procedure HP_Abs_Bar(X,Y: integer);{ Shades a rectangle starting at the current pen location and with opposite corner X,Y measured in absolute plotter units from the origin (0,0). }
procedure HP_Rel_Bar(X,Y : integer);{ Shades a rectangle starting at the current pen location and withwidth X and height Y in absolute plotter units from the starting
position. }
procedure HP_Draw_Symbol(X,Y ; integer;Symbol : integer;Size : integer);{ This procedure draws a symbol at the position X,Y in plotting units. The Size defines the multiplication factor for the symbol to be plotted. }
procedure HP_SetTextStyle(var HP_textWidth,HP_textHeight ; real);{ This procedure will set the required letter size and offset }
implementation
{$i HPGL_Lib.inc }
begin HP_line_style HP_Textwidth HP_TextHeight pen speed end.
= HP_SolidLn; — 0.28;= 0.37;= 40;
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B.8.2. Listing- of LZR-LIB.PAS
{*** DATE : 17/10/88 ***}
^****************************************************************
UNIT LZR_LIB.PASInclude files are : LZR_LIB.INC
This unit contains procedures for plotting using a laser printer
Tested port set up for KYOCERA printer : COM2 / 2400 / No / 7 / 2
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$!+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit LZR_LIB;
Interface
uses Crt,DOS,Util_Lib,RS2 32 ;
CONST LZR MaxX = 3210;LZRJÆaxY = 2330; varLaser : Text;LZ Instr : string;
procedure Write_Laser(var Laser ; Text ; LZ_Instr : string);{ This procedure will write the string LZ_INSTR containing the plotting instructions to the specified communication port. }
procedure LZ__Init_Graphic;
procedure LZ_Exit_Graphic;
procedure LZ_Drw_Units;{ Selects as plotting Units DOTS 1 inch = 300 dots }
procedure LZ_Set_Margins;This procedure sets the margins to the following valuesTopBottomLeftRight
90 dots 3300 dots 0 dots 2330 dots
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procedure LZ_Page_Orientation;{ Selects the way that a page is oriented L = longer dimensionhorizontal D = Longer dimension vertical }
procedure LZ_Pen_Thickness(N : integer);{ Provides a means to specify the thickness of the line. MAX
thickness is 128 dots and minimum thickness is 1 dot. N isdependant on the selected units. }
procedure LZ_MoveRel(Dx,Dy : integer);
procedure LZ_MoveTo(X,Y : integer);
procedure LZ_LineRel(Dx,Dy : integer);
procedure LZ_LineTo(X,Y : integer);
procedure LZ_Line(Xl,Y1,X2,Y2 î integer);
procedure LZ_Circle(X,Y,Radius : integer);
procedure LZ_Draw_Symbol(X,Y : integer;Symbol : integer;Size ; integer);{ This procedure draws a symbol at the position X,Y in plotting units. The Size defines the multiplication factor for the symbol to be plotted. }
{   }
implementation
{$i LZR_Lib.inc } 
end.
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B.8.3. Listincr of FXl-LIB.PAS
{*** DATE : 29/04/88 ***} 
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
UNIT FX_LIB.PAS Include files are : FX_LIB.INC
This unit contains procedures for plotting using printers that are compatible with the graphics commands of the EPSON-FX 
series.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}
{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit FX1_LIB;
Interface
uses Crt,DOS,Util Lib;
const MAX_COL = 1920;MAX_ROW = 300;{ MAX_ROW * 6 is the actual number of dots plotted in they-direction }
TypeMask_Type = array[l,.6] of byte; 
constMask Î Mask_Type=(64,32,16,8,4,2);{ Initialize the MASK used for ANDing }
varPrinter : Text ;FXStr ; string; { string with printing instructions }Pr__Asp : real; { The aspect ratio used for the y-axis }
BitMap_Mode : 0..3; { Mode selected / density }CMax_Col : l..MAX__COL;{ Current value for MAX_COL according to the mode }
CMax_Row s 1,.MAX_ROW;{ Current value for MAX_ROW depending upon the Fmx}
Pr_File : file of char;
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procedure Write_Printer(var Printer : Text ; PX_Str : string);{ This procedure will write the string FX_STR containing theplotting instructions to the specified communication port. }
procedure Adjust_Width;{ This procedure will adjust the column width according to theselected BITMAP_MODE. }
procedure Init_Printer;{ This procedure will flush the printer's buffer and set theprinter in the same status as when the power is turned ON. }
procedure Printer_ON_line;{ This procedure will set the printer to an ON LINE status ready to receive }
procedure Printer_OFF_line;{ This procedure will set the printer to an OFF LINE status. All command codes and subsequent codes will be ignored until a ON-LINE code is sent. }
procedure Line_Feed;{ This procedure will send to the printer the code that causes a line feed. }
procedure Form_Feed;{ This procedure will send to the printer the code that causes a form feed. }
procedure Set_Line_Spacing(c : integer);{ This procedure will set the line spacing when the printer is in graphics mode to : c / 7 2 inch. }
procedure Init_Bitmap(NrRow,NrCol : integer ; mode : integer);{ This procedure will initialize a bit map by seting all elements Bit[i,j] = 0. }
procedure Send_Bitmap;{ This procedure will send a bit image map to the printer connected to LPT1. }
procedure FX_Point(XI,Y1 : integer);{ This procedure will draw a point on the Epson FX }
procedure FX_Line(Xl,Y1,X2,Y2 ; integer) ;{ This procedure will draw a line on the Epson FX }
implementation
■C$i FXl_Lib.inc } beginBitMap_Mode CMax_Col CMax_Row Pr Asp end.
= 0;= 450 ;= 50;= 1.224;
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B.8.4. Listing of RS232.PAS
{*** DATE : 12/05/88 ***}
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
UNIT RS232.PASInclude files are : RS232.INC
This unit contains procedures for selecting a communication port for input / output, setting the parameters, transmitting and receiving a byte and writing strings to the specified port.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ; * * ^ * * * * * * * * }
{$R-> {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit RS232;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Util_Lib;
Type Com_Port = 0..3 ;Port_Configuration = recordBAUD : 110.. 9600;parity :(nopar,odd,even);databits : 7..8; stopbits : 1..2; end;
var_Ser_Port : Com_Port;_Ser_Conf : Port_Configuration;
{    ...........For more details about the use of interrupt H14 see thecomments in the include file RS232.INC. Brief description of theimplemented functions follows each declaration.     }function port__status (Port : Com_Port ) : word ;{This function will return the status byte of the specified port }
procedure init_port(Port : Com_Port ; Conf : Port_Configuration);{ This procedure will create the initialization code / byte that
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corresponds to the record CONF and sendit to the port specified by 
PORT. }
procedure Send_Byte(Port s Com Port ; c : byte ; var error : boolean) { This procedure will send a byte to the specified port. If an error occurs it will set ERROR to true and will return the NULL 
character, }
procedure ReceiveByte(Port : Com_Port ; var c : byte ;var error : boolean);{ This procedure will receive a byte from the specified port. If an error occurs it will set ERROR to true and will return the NULL character. }
procedure Configure__Port(var _Ser_Port : Com_Port ;var Conf : Port_Configuration) ;{ This procedure will prompt the user to supply the configuration of the serial port. }
procedure Select_Port (var Port : Com__Port) ;{ This procedure will prompt the user to choose a communication port }
procedure write_port(Port î Com_Port ; Str : string);{ This procedure will write the string STR to the port specified by the variable PORT. }
^= = = = = = == = = = ==== === = =;== === ======= = = = ====== = = = = = = = ===== = = =: = = = =: ====}
Implementation
{$I RS232.inc }
begin __Ser_Port : - 0 ; with _Ser__Conf do beginBAUDparitydatabitsstopbitsend;End.
9600;nopar;
8 ;1;
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B.9. Listing of FUNCTl.PAS
{*** DATE ; 14/10/88 ***}
^****************************************************************
UNIT FUNCTl.PAS Include files are : FUNCTl.INC
This unit contains the procedures for the following FORMEXFUNCTIONS ! COMPOSE, LIBRA, CHANGE__NORMAT, PROJECTION, PANSION,DEPANSION.
*****************************************************************}.
{$R-> {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$!+} {I/O checking on}
Unit FUNCTl;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,mathlib,Graf_Io,View_Lib, glbdef, fmxutil,Pars_Lib;
procedure Compose(var InFormex,ParFormex,ResFormex :FormexPointer;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec,CurRec ;FormexInfoRec);
procedure Libra(var ResFormex î FormexPointer ;var CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
function metril(U ; real; m : real):real;{ this is the metril function of formex algebra if m=l or U=0 then R = Uif mo l  and U>0 then R - (l-m**U)/(1-m) if mo l  and U<0 then R = (l-m**(-U))/(m-l) }
procedure Change_Normat(var InFormex,ResFormex ;FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
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{ Procedure used in order to change the normat from bi / tri-fect to polar, spherical, cylindrical or user defined. }
procedure Project(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );{ Procedure used in order to obtain the projection of a formex on a plane. }
procedure Pansion(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );{ Adds a new direction to an existing formex of the second grade }
procedure Depansion(var InFormex,ResFormex ; FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );{ Removes a direction from an existing formex of the third grade }
procedure Change_retrocords(var Fmx_rec : FormexinfoRec);{ This procedure changes the set of retrocords used for the drawing of a formex. }
Implementation 
{$i functl.inc }
End.
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B.9.1. Listing of PARS-LIB.PAS
{*** PARS_LIB.PAS DATE : 20/10/88 ***}^**************************************************************** 
This unit contains a function for the parsing of a numericalexpression containing the operators +,-,*,/ constants, functionsand variables. The order of evaluation can be forced by use ofbrackets.The following mathematical functions are allowed :Abs, ArcTan, Cos, Sin, Exp, Round, Trunc, Ln, Square, Square root. Up to three variables of type REAL can be passed to the function and are denoted by I,J and K. There is no limit in the levels of nested brackets.
*****************************************************************^ 
unit PARS_LIB; 
interface 
uses Crt, Dos;
function Parse(S : String ; var Att : Word;vail,val2,val3: real) :Real;
{ Parses the string s - returns the Value of the evaluated string, and puts the attribute in Att: TXT = 0, VALUE = 1, +4 = ERROR. Therefore a value of Att of :0 -> error in the syntax of the string s (TXT)1 -> expression calculated with no errors (VALUE)5 -> mathematical error occured during the evaluation}
{ }
implementation
{$i Pars_lib.inc } 
end.
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B.IO. Listing of FUNCT2.PAS
{*** DATE s 14/10/88 ***}
^****************************************************************
UNIT FUNCT2.PAS Include files are : FUNCT2.INC
This unit contains the procedures for the following FORMEXFUNCTIONS ; RINDLE, TRANSLATION, REFLECTION, LAMBDA, VERTITION,ROSETTE, POTENTIAL.
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * }
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}
Unit FUNCT2;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,MathLib, glbdef,Graf_io,fmxutil,FUNCTl;
procedure Rindle(var.InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec )?
procedure Trans(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec- );
procedure Ref1(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec i FormexinfoRec );
procedure Lam(var InFormex,ResFormex s FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
procedure Vert(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;
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var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
procedure Ros(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
procedure Dilatation(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec ); { This procedure applies a stretching factor to a formex }
^ = = =  = = = : = =  =  =  =  .  =  = = =  = = = = : = = = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = =  =  =  =  = = = =  = = = = =  = = =  = = = = = =  =  =  =  =
Implementation 
{$i funct2.inc }
End.
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B.ll. Listing of FUNCT3.PAS
{*** DATE s 08/03/88 ***}
^****************************************************************
UNIT FUNCT3.PAS Include files are : FUNCT3.INC
This unit contains the procedures for the following FORMEXFUNCTIONS : LUXUM, NEXUM, CONEXUM, COLUXUM, PACTUM, COPACTUM,RAPPORTED-VARIATION & SEQUATION, CLIP, CLOP, TRIM.
*****************************************************************}
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}
Unit FUNCT3;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,Graf_IO,MathLib, glbdef, fmxutil,FUNCTl,FUNCT2,Sort_lib;
procedure Luxum(var InFormex,ParFormex,ResFormex s FormexPointer ;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec : FormexinfoRec);
procedure Nexum(var InFormex,ParFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec s FormexinfoRec);
procedure CoNexum(var InFormex,ParFormex,ResFormex:FormexPointer;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec : FormexinfoRec);
procedure CoLuxum(var InFormex,ParFormex,ResFormex:FormexPointer;
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var InRec,ParRec,ResRec : FormexinfoRec);
procedure Pactum (var InFormex, ParFormex, ResFormex: FormexPointer;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec : FormexinfoRec);
procedure Copactum(var InFormex,ParFormex,ResFormex:FormexPointer;var InRec,ParRec,ResRec : FormexinfoRec);
procedure RAV(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
procedure RAS(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec );
procedure Clop(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec) ;{ This procedure will remove all the elements having a node within a given frame. }
procedure Clip(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec) ;{ This procedure will keep all the elements having ALL of their nodes within a given frame. }
procedure Trim(var InFormex,ResFormex : FormexPointer ;var InRec,ResRec,CurRec : FormexinfoRec) ;
{This procedure delete all the elements having at least one node in the same semi-space as the vector defining the trimming plane.} {=: = = = = === = = = ========== = = = = = = === ========:== = = = === = =: === === = = = = = = = ===:}
Implementation 
{$i functS.inc }
End.
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Listing of SORT-LIB.PAS
{*** DATE : 23/05/88 ***}
^****************************************************************
UNIT SORT_LIB.PAS Include files are : SORT_LIB.INC
This file contains the procedures of the different sorting algorithms used by the micro formian system for the sorting of formices TAP & RAS.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}{$N-} {No numeric coprocessor}
Unit SORT_LIB;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Util_Lib,GlbDef, fmxutil;
constMax_ELEM = 100;Max_ELEM_Plus = 101;
Type(*** These two type definitions are replaced with the following : array_elem -> NodeDataRecarray_Type -> Fmx_ArrayFor the general case array_elem = type corresponding to the elements of the array array_Type = array[1..20] of array_elem;****)
a ptr = l..Max_ELEM;a_ptr2 = 0 . .Max_ELEM_Plus ;
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
LINKED-LIST REPRESENTATION OF A STACK The following procedures contain the basic operations that can be used to manipulate a stack structure (LIFO : last in first out).
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*****************************************************************}
Type { for the STACK }Elem__Type - recordlb,ub : aj)tr2; { type of information stored in the stack } end; { in this case the upper & lower bounds of}{ the sub-arrays generated by quick-sort } 
StackPtr = "~Stack_Rec;Stack_Rec = recordInfo : Elem__Type ;
Next Î StackPtr; end;Stack_Lst = recordTop_Stack,Start_Stack : StackPtr; Max_Stack,Size_Stack : integer; end;
function Is_Empty(s : Stack_Lst):boolean;{ this function will return true if the stack is empty }
procedure Init_Stack(var s : Stack_Lst ; size s integer);{ this procedure will initialize a stack / linked list representation }
procedure Pop(var s ; Stack_Lst; var elem ; Elem_Type ;var Error : boolean);{ This procedure will return the value of the top element of the stack. If the stack is empty no value is returned and the var ERROR is set to true. }
procedure Push(var s ; Stack_Lst; elem : Elem_Type ;var Error : boolean);
{ This procedure will push the value of the ELEM on the top of the stack. If the stack is full no value is pushed and the var ERROR is set to true. }
^*****************************************************************
SORTING ALGORITHMS The following procedures contain the bodies of the algorithms: INSERTION, SELECTION/ SHAKER, SHELL and QUICK-SORT.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
procedure Insert_Sort(var Item : Fmx__Array ; var Count : integer ;var Oper : Comp_Oper; var Prec : Precedence_Type); { This procedure will sort COUNT elements of the array ITEM using an insertion sort. The xcondition used for the sort is described by the variables OPER and PREC. }
procedure Shaker_Sort(var Item : Fmx_Array ; var Count : integer ;var Oper : Comp__Oper; var Prec : Precedence_Type ) ; { This procedure will sort COUNT elements of the array ITEM using a bubble SHAKER sort. The condition used for the sort is described by the variables OPER and PREC. }
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procedure Select_Sort(var Item : Fmx_Array ; var Count : integer ;var Oper : CompjOper; var Prec : Precedence_Type);
{ This procedure will sort COUNT elements of the array ITEM usinga SELECTION sort. The condition used for the sort is described bythe variables OPER and PREC. }
procedure Shell_Sort(var Item ; Fmx__Array ; var Count : integer ;var Oper : Comp_Oper; var Prec : Precedence_Type);{ This procedure will sort COUNT elements of the array ITEM usinga SHELL sort. The condition used for the sort is described by thevariables OPER and PREC. }
These types are used by the SHELL - SORT :const MAX_INC = 10;TypeInc_array = recordNum_inc increments end;}
1. .MAX_INC;array [l..MAX_INC] of integer;
procedure Quick__Sort(var x : Fmx__Array ; var Count ; integer ;var Oper : Comp_Oper; var Prec : Precedence_Type);{ This procedure is a non recursive implementation of the QUICK-SORT algorithm. To avoid recursion a linked list stack is used. }
implementation 
{$i sort__lib.inc } 
end.
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B.12. Listing of FUNCT4.PAS
{*** DATE ; 08/03/88 ***}
{*****************************************************************
UNIT FUNCT4.PAS Include files are : FUNCT4.INC
This unit contains the procedures for the following FORMEX FUNCTIONS : MEDULLA, DICTUM, PEXUM, SEVIATION, LATITUDE.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$1+} {I/O checking on}
Unit FUNCT4;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,MathLib,glbdef,Graf_io,fmxutil,FUNCTl,FUNCT2,FUNCT3;
procedure Medul(var CurFormex,Numer : FormexPointer ;var CurRec : FormexinfoRec ;var NumName t FormexNameType );
procedure Dictum(var CurFormex,Numer : FormexPointer ;var CurRec,NumRec : FormexinfoRec) ;
procedure Pexum(var CurFormex ; FormexPointer ;var CurRec : FormexinfoRec) ;
procedure Sev(var ResFormex : FormexPointer ;
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var ResRec s FormexinfoRec);
procedure Lat(var CurFormex,Numer : FormexPointer ;var CurRec,NumRec : FormexinfoRec);
^========:==:================:==.==.===,=================
Implementation 
{$i funct4.inc }
End.
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B.13. Listing of EXECU.PAS
{*** DATE : 08/03/88 ***} ^*****************************************************************
UNIT EXECU.PAS Include files are ; EXECU.INC
This unit contains procedures for branching to the appropriate place according to the selection made by the user. The selection process is based on the command number and is defined as 100*HOR + VER, where HORis the menu-column number and VER is the menu-row number. }
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
{$R-} {Range checking off}{$B+} {Boolean complete evaluation on}
{$S+} {Stack checking on}{$!+} {I/O checking on}
Unit execu;
Interface
UsesCrt,Dos,Graph,MouseLib,Util_Lib,Graf_IO,glbdef,mathlib,help,fmxutil,fmx_plot,functl,funct2,funct3,funct4,potentia;
procedure SxecuChoicel;
procedure ExecuChoice2;
{ = = =     ---
Implementation 
{$I Execu.inc }
End.
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